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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

I first read Azorin's Old Spain while taking a course in graduate school. 

The course was twentieth century theatre and poetry and the professor wisely 

chose a work that was not her favorite nor one of Azorin's better-known plays. 

The first time I read it I remember laughing aloud many times. I was amazed at 

just how funny the play actually was. The dialogue between the character don 

Joaquin and his sidekick Mfster Brown seemed highly reminiscent of a 

vaudeville team. The exchanges between the other characters had remarkable 

comic timing and humor as well, especially when visualizing the staging and 

performance aspects. I was taken aback. Did Azorfn really write this? Having 

read some (but admittedly not a great deal) of Azorin's other works, I found it 

astounding that a member of the renowned intellectual Generacion del '98 

could have produced such a piece. Could it be that the solemn author of 

Castilla was also funny? True, there were the evident, undeniable elements 

present in Old Spain that reflected certain general concerns of the members of 

XheGeneracion del '98: Azorfn clearly committed himself to the boosting of the 

Spanish morale by the extolling of Spain and Spanish virtues. But there was 

more to the play than just amusing, risible fare: it was genuinely funny. And that 

comedy seemed to follow a pattern, reminiscent of other theatrical styles~a 

pattern recognizable by those familiar with the theatre and so identifiable upon 

investigation. 

My involvement with the play Old Spain and Azorfn did not end with 

that graduate class. I chose to render a performance translation of the play for 
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my masters thesis and continue exploring the theatrical canon of Azorfn. When 

it came time to research ideas for this dissertation, I was wisely advised to 

consider what it was about Old Spain that caught my attention originally. What 

this work proposes then, is to investigate those facets of Azorfn's art which 

provide a foundation for considering him to be not only an experimental 

dramatist (an aspect which has been convincingly documented) but also a 

superb comic playwright. Five of his ten plays will be analyzed to illustrate the 

functioning of his comedic art. I will not only examine Azorfn's personal or 

subjective theories of the comic to substantiate my argument but also measure 

his comedic achievements by other tradhional and modern theoretical 

yardsticks. Another area of examination concerns the presence of elements of 

American vaudeville and American cinema found in Azorfn's comedy. It is 

significant that he ended his playwrighting career in 1942 on as much a comic 

note as when he first wrote Old Spain in 1926. 

An initial survey of the literature will ascertain what has been written 

about Azorfn and his theatre in general. More specifically, the critical literature 

is combed to find what has been written about Azorfn as a comic playwright. My 

investigation indicates that very little, if anything, has been produced on this 

topic. The relevant chapter details my examination of books, periodicals, 

scholarly journals and newspapers. 

As previously mentioned, Azorfn's own theories and beliefs as to what he 

conisidered were comic are another area of investigation, as I seek to discover 

another playwright who, in Azorfn's opinion, was a model for comedy. Discovery 

of that theoretical model makes it feasible to examine Azorfn's own work by this 

yardstick and measure it for comedy. Other modern and contemporary theories 

of comedy are examined to show whether~and how~Azorfn meets his own and 



other comic playwrighting parameters. One such yardstick is the classic theory 

affirmed by Henri Bergson in an essay entitled Laughter: An Essay on the 

Meaning of the Comic (1911).1 Also, relevant are the theories of the 

contemporary British director Keith Johnstone as set forth in his book Impro 2 as 

well as those of Walter Sorell in Facets of Comedy (1987).3 

The next stage of this study proposes to demonstrate that Azorfn's plays 

contain American vaudeville routine patterns. To that end, individual routines of 

some popular acts in American vaudeville are broken down into constituent 

parts, in order to compare them to the comic dialogue patterns observed in 

Azorfn's plays. 

Besides being a drama critic and a playwright, Azorfn also loved the 

cinema, and in volumes of essays over the course of his career, Azorfn devoted 

much discussion to the art of the cinema. He was an avid movie-goer 

thoughout his life, making it highly probable that varied elements of the 

American silent film found their way into Azorfn's comic writing. My discussion 

seeks to reveal how aspects of the work of Mack Sennett, Charlie Chaplin and 

Harold Lloyd may be observed in the comedy writing of Azorfn. 

Finally the present study will focus on Azorfn's last theatrical work, Farsa 

docente, in order to demonstrate that sixteen years did not dim Azorfn's comic 

playwrighting prowess, although time left its mark in other ways. American 

cinema at the time continued to provide inspiration for his pen as readily as it 

did during the silent era, only now Azorfn was observing the significantly 

1 Henri Bergson, Laughter: An Essay on the t\/leaning of the Comic (New York: Macmitlan, 1911). 
All further citations refer to this source. 
2 Keith Johnstone,/mpro. (New York: Theatre Arts, 1979). All further citations refer to this 
source. 

3 Walter Sorell, Facets of Comedy. (New York: Grosset & Dunlap, 1987). 
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modified comedy of a Post-depression era. 

The import of these observations and discussions is considerable. In 

1968, E. Inman Fox in "La Campafia Teatral de Azorfn: ExperimenaUismo 

Evreinoff, e lfach"4 called for further investigation into the theatre of Azorfn. He 

affirmed the urgent need for work to "hacer justicia a las obras teatrales de 

Azorfn" (383). My research while writing my masters thesis revealed a wealth 

of opportunity remaining in the field of Azorfnian scholarship. The significance 

of the present investigation, then, is that Inman Fox's call that went out thirty-two 

years ago is no longer unanswered. Furthermore, given the surprising paucity 

of interest shown by investigators into the comic aspects of Azorfn's theatre, my 

study and analysis offer a unique and previously unattempted look into a 

virtually ignored aspect of a brilliant career. 

4 E. Inman Fox, "La campaiia teatral de Azorfn: ( Experimentaiismo, Evreinoff e Ifach)," 
Cuadernos Hispanoamericanos 205 (enero 1976) 375-389. All future citations refer to this 
source. 



CHAPTER II 

A SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE 

While many books and scholarly articles have been written on the works 

of Azorfn, an examination of the available literature yields some interesting, 

and surprising discoveries. First, while there is a substantial bibliography about 

Azorfn as a key member of the Generation of 98, specifically his contributions as 

an intellectual, novelist, essayist and critic, his works as a playwright are by 

comparison rarely discussed. Second, whenever his plays are mentioned, 

attention is primarily paid to his trilogy Lo invisible and also to his play 

Angelita.5 These plays in particular are, in truth, laden with images and 

symbols of dreams and death; any resulting surrealistic explorations are 

therefore not surprising. 

Third, research results indicate that little to nothing has been published 

which addresses Azorfn as a comic playwright. Some discussion 

exists as to one of his characters being a representation of the commedia dell' 

arte style,6 but no evidence has emerged which indicates that anyone has 

mentioned previously that Azorfn had a tremendous propensity for comedy and 

comedic dialogue. Nevertheless, Azorfn created several distinctly comic 

characters, placed them in comic situations and gave them extremely funny 

dialogue. Indeed, Azorfn's not insignificant comedic side appears to have gone 

virtually unnoticed. Given early chtical emphasis on the "serious" nature of the 

Generation of 98, their alleged pessimism, view of "Espafia como problema" 

and regenerationist thrust, some more light-hearted aspects have gone 

5 These mentions usually deal with Azorfn and the Surreal which I treat in a later chapter. 

6 Wiima Newberry, The Pirandetlian Mode In Spanish Literature (Albany: SUNY, 1973)105. All 
future citations refer to this source. 
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unnoticed in critical discussions of the group. Critics tend, for example, to stress 

the anguished and tragic side of Unamuno, yet Unamuno could also be very 

funny, as J. Perez has shown ("Rereading Amor y pedagogfa: Unamuno as 

Baroque Stylist, comic Satirist, and Anti-Machista," in "El '98 Reconfigurado," 

special volume of Letras Peninsulares, ed. Gonzalo Navajas, Vol. 9.1 [Spring 

1996] : 49-66.) 

General Texts 

One hundred sixty-seven books were reviewed which deal with Azorfn 

either as principal subject or discuss his work to some degree. Several titles 

deal specifically with Azorfn's work as a novelist or critic Humberto Pifiera's 

Novela y ensayo en Azorfn (1971); Las novelas de Azorfn (1960); by Jose 

Marfa Martfnez Cachero; Antonio Risco's Azorfn y la ruptura con la novela 

tradicional (1980); E. Inman Fox's Azorfn as a Literary Critic (1962) Leon 

Livingstone's Tema y forma en las novelas de Azorfn (1970); and Pilar de 

Madariaga's Las novelas de Azorfn. Estudios de sus temas y de su tecnica. 

(1949). These works by major critics of the "generation" do not mention or refer 

to the theatre of Azorfn in any way. 

Several additional books discuss Azorin's work as a prose writer within 

the framework of a greater context but likewise do not discuss his work as a 

playwright: El cuento espariol en el siglo XIX (1956); by Mariano Baquero 

Goyanes; Rafael Cansinos-Assens' Poetas y prosistas del novecientos; La 

prosa contemporanea espaHola (1919), Acotaciones a la obra de Azorfn 

(1952) ; by Luis Arturo Castellanos; Teorfa y mercado de la novela en Espafia: 

Del 98 a la Republica (1982); by Luis Fernandez Cifuentes; El renacimiento de 

la novela en el siglo XIX (Los ensayistas. La enserianza de la literatura) 



(1924), by Eduardo Gomez de Baquero; La novela Ifrica (1984) by Ricardo 

Gullon; La novela espariola (1958); by Eugenic G. Nora; Les Maitres de 

roman espagnol comtemporain (1907); by F. Vezinet. 

Several texts have been written with another sort of emphasis which 

discuss how the regions, landscapes and customs of Spain are portrayed in 

Azorfn's works. No mention is made, however, as to whether his theatrical 

works are representative in any way of these ideas. Some titles are: Aragon en 

Azorfn (1958); by Luis Homo Liria; Antonio de Hoyos' Yecia de Azorfn (1954) 

; Espafia en tres mundos: Viejo mundo, nuevo mundo y otro mundo (1942); by 

Juan Ramon Jimenez; Castilla en Azorfn (1956); by Marguerite Rand; El 

balcon de Azorfn (1954); by Ricardo de Val; and Ciudades en Azorfn. De 

Leon por Cordoba a Sevilla (1973); by Vidal Lamquiz. 

Naturally, there are likewise a number of texts which are biographical or 

are memoir-like in nature. These are not critical studies per se and 

furthermore offer very little, if any, discussion of Azorfn's theatre. J. Garcfa 

Mercadal in his book Azorfn (1967) simply discusses Azorfn's views on theatre 

as visited in his own collections of theatrical criticism, Escena y sala, (1947) ; 

Ante las candilejas (1947); and La farandula ( 1945).7 In Luis Granjel's 

Retrato de Azorfn (1958), the critic devotes six and one-half pages to a 

"survey-type" discussion of Azorin's theatre.8 This discussion consists primarily 

of short synopses of the dramatic works and incorporates a mention of Azorfn's 

own critical commentaries on theatre. 

In Ramon Gomez de la Soma's Azorfn (1942), the chapter dealing with 

the theatre is basically a nostalgic re- telling of an evening at the theatre with 

Azorfn himself; no critical discussions of his work appear save for this lone 

7 J. Garcia Mecadal, Azorfn (Barcelona: Ediciones Destino, 1967). 
8 Luis Granjel, Retrato de Azorfn (Madrid: Guadarrama, 1958). 
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commentary: "Hay cosas bellas y originales en esas comedias de Azorfn" 

(191). In addition, Gomez de la Serna does quote a short bit of dialogue from 

Old Spain , regarding which he comments that it "es de los mayores aciertos de 

una mente" (191) and that "toda la obra esta espolvoreada de cosas" (191). 

Gomez de la Serna would have been helpful as well as entertaining if he had 

elaborated as to how the work exemplifies " los mayores aciertos..." but he does 

not, and his observation on "cosas" falls considerably short of being precise or 

critically useful.9 

Jose Rico Verdu wrote an interesting biographical study called Un Azorfn 

desconocido . Estudio psicologico de su obra (1973).io The work was 

interesting partly because of what was missing: any mention whatsoever of 

Azorin's interest in the theatre. Verdu only covers Azorfn's life up to 1918. Yet 

as Azorfn was already producing little theatrical pieces at home whh his friends 

when he was about eight years of age, Verdu's lack of attention to this detail is 

conspicuous by its absence. 

In his book Maestro Azorfn (1973)11 Alejandro Fernandez Pombo 

devotes five and one-half pages to a chapter entitled "Azorfn, autor teatral" (96). 

He declares that Azorfn's theatre was a "fracaso" (96) primarily because critics 

could not come to some kind of agreement over the of quality of Azorfn's 

theatre. Division among critics, however, is no measure of a work's success or 

failure. Azorfn understood that theatre was a vehicle for entertainment, and 

hence proclaimed: "He hecho teatro sin sensiblerfas ni filosoffas" (99). And 

9 Ramon Gomez de la Serna, Azorfn (Buenos Aires: Editorial Losada, 1957) . 

10 Jose Rico Verdu, Un Azorfn desconocido: Estudio psicologico de su obra (Alicante: Estudios 
Allcantlnos, 1973). 

11 Alejandro Fernandez Pombo, Maestro Azorfn (Madrid: Doncel de Biografia, 1967). 
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some audiences were entertained quite heartily: "Hubo aplausos copiosos en 

alguna noche de estreno" (97). What drove critics to such a divisive 

distraction was that they wished to apply the same critical yardstick of prose to 

a performance genre. Azorfn again states that could not be done: "Estas obras 

no pueden ya leerse, y mi teatro-que se representara en el porvenir-resiste a 

la lectura" (98-99). Azorfn, who knew that his theatre would survive, felt secure 

in the entertainment value of his theatre. Audiences liked what he wrote and 

responded in kind. Pombo describes an evening during a performance of 

Brandy, mucho brandy, where Azorfn experienced the audience's delight. The 

applause was deafening and sounded to the critic like: " El rumor como de 

tronada, como de tormenta lejana" (97). This work will also discuss aspects in 

Azorfn's work that Alfonso XIII found extremely amusing as well:" jQue grandes 

tipos de pueblo! jQue bien estan!" (97). 

In her book Azorfn (1981); Kathleen M. Glenn devotes four pages to 

Azorfn's theatre, although actually only one critical paragraph.12 The balance 

of her discussion is synoptic in nature. She does mention a concept which 

represents the predominant drum on which the majority of critics have beaten 

when discussing the theatre of Azorfn: the "elements of fantasy" (109). This 

idea of fantasy, sometimes used interchangably with surrealism or 

superrealismo , is the topic of discussion in the majority of extant scholarly 

articles but the subject is also raised in several of the books. Glenn, however, 

does not elaborate, except to suggest that perhaps these fantastical elements 

exist in Azorfn's work because he introduced what he "admired in the work of 

foreign playwrights" (109). Glenn is representative of a large percentage of 

competent and even distinguished critics who have treated Azorfn from the 

12 Kathleen Glenn, Azorfn (Boston: Twayne, 1981). 
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perspective of the genres for which he has been best known traditionally-in 

other words, from the hallowed viewpoint of literary historiography, a canonical 

vision which had become ossified already in Azorfn's lifetime. The present work 

does not pretend to judge the merits of these critics' contributions to the study of 

Azorfn qua critic or writer of fiction, etc., but only their contributions to the study 

of his theatre. 

In a similar but more varied and extensive vein, Santiago Rioperez y Mila 

produced a book entitled Azorfn integro (Estudio biogr^fico, crftico, 

bibliografico y antologico) (1979).13 with such an impressive compendium 

comprising well over 600 pages of text, reader expectation levels are high 

regarding what might be found in terms of a discussion of Azorfn's theatre. But, 

Rioperez y Mila devotes a scant four pages to the genre. The section is succinct 

and well organized, creatively interspersed with direct quotes from Azorfn 

regarding his work. First, Rioperez mentions the idea of the "primacfa del 

dialogo" (542). In this connection, Azorfn considered dialogue the focal point of 

theatre and an element which the present investigation will later address in 

significant detail. In volume nine of Obras completas ,14 Azorfn said " El teatro 

es dialogo; en el dialogo debe estar contenido todo" (92-93). Acknowledging 

this primacy is therefore nothing new, and the same observation was made 

almost a quarter-century earlier in Panorama de la literatura espariola 

contemporanea (1956) by Torrente Ballester, who referrred to "Las piezas de 

Azorfn...con dialogos punteados segun el estilo peculiar del autor" (102). 

Rioperez y Mila does offer a seemingly significant piece of criticism. He says: 

13 Santiago Rioperez y Mila, Azorfn integro. (BIblloteca Nueva, 1979; Madrid). 

14 Azorfn, Obras completas (Madrid: Aguilar, 2nd ed., 9 vols. 1963). I used this 2nd edition for 
all of the plays with the exception of Old Spain (see footnote below) as well as for all of Azorin's 
criticism. 
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"No hay pasiones violentas en el teatro de Azorfn; ni, tampoco, acciones 

impetuosas" (543). Obviously, Rioperez considers only the more contemplative 

and more mystical plays of Azorfn's canon and does not observe the comic 

action and dialogue of Old Spa/n.i5 Comedy itself depends on impassioned 

action. Notice, for example, the impetuous actions of Mfster Brown in the 

prologue of Azorfn's Old Spain : "^Por donde salgo? {Intenta saltarporlas 

candilejas) jNo, no; por aquf, no, que esta muy alto. {Asomandose a la concha 

del apuntador) (9). Here Mfster Brown exhibits a clear manifestation of an 

impetuous action as he attempts to follow the actor with whom he has been 

talking and who has departed the stage. Perhaps an even better example of 

such comic impetuosity occurs in the first act when Mfster Brown and don 

Joaqufn meet for the first time. Note the stage directions: "Don Joaqufn le pone 

su sombrero a Mfster Brown; este le pone su montera a don Joaqufn. Don 

Joaqufn le pone la montera a Mfster Brown y este su sombrero a don Joaqufn. 

Luego se sienta cada uno en el respaldo de una silla, frente a frente, con los 

pies en el asiento" (31). These antics are delightful and are born directly from 

the impetuousness of these two comic characters. 

Rioperez y Mila continues in his criticism, terming Azorfn's dialogues 

"incoherentes, interrumpidos" (548). No doubt exists that Azorin's dialogue, 

particularly in Old Spain, is interrupted; much of the comedy is derived from this 

kind of back and forth patter. Far from incoherent, however, Azorfn's dialogues 

exhibit clear, well-developed comic timing and character development. Many of 

the exchanges between Mfster Brown and don Joaqufn in Old Spain , while 

purely nonsensical in nature, are anything but incoherent. In one exchange in 

the first act, Mistter Brown responds to don Joaquin's offer of a handshake with 

15 Azorin, Otirasse/ecfas (Madrid: BIbllotecas Nuevas, 1982). I used this particular edition of 
Azorin's works for my citations of Old Spain only. I preferred the version of the play is this edition 
because of the physical lay-out of the edition itself as well as the extensive bibiliography. 
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"iTuridu!" don Joaqufn responds with the soon-to-be often-repeated "jOld 

Spain!" They then both exit, dancing, emitting "Tra la, la..." (34). The dialogues 

are comical, silly and delightful. 

Rioperez y Mila further affirms that: "Las obras teatrales de Azorfn son 

piezas minoritarias, para hombres de superior sensibilidad" (543). He does not 

take into consideration the slapstick actions exhibited by Mfster Brown and don 

Joaqufn, for example, nor does he consider occasional pure silliness as seen in 

the following exchange between these two characters. Don Joaqufn inquires:" 

,i,Tiene usted el chaleco bianco de mi tfo?" Mfster Brown replies " No; pero 

tengo el peine de concha de mi sobrina." Don Joaqufn then responds:" jOld 

Spain!" and Mfster Brown reiterates the often-repeated nonsense epithet: 

"jTuridu!" (33). This cannot be construed as humor for high brows. But true 

comedy knows no intellectual boundaries. Laughter provoked by nonsense 

and sheer silliness is generated not from intellect but by an emotional response 

to a circumstance. If Azorfn's plays were truly for the minority, then the applause 

that sounded like thunder to the observer cited previously was not solely 

generated by men of superior sensibilities. To support his idea, Rioperez y Mila 

reproduces an already-quoted statement by Azorfn which succeeds only in 

achieving the opposite effect: "He hecho teatro sin sensiblerfas ni fiolosoffas" 

(543) said Azorfn. Rioperez y Mila is assuming then that men of superior 

sensibility are devoid of sentiment and philosophy. 

Rioperez y Mila suggests also that critics have oscillated in their 

judgment of Azorfn's theatrical output, commenting that criticism has ranged 

from calling his work "teatro de evasion hasta [la de] calificarle como de teatro 

irrealizable" (543). It is indeed true that several critics have referred to Azorfn's 
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work as escapist (E. Inman Foxi6 and Roberto G. Sanchezi7 in particular). To 

say, however, that his body of dramatic output is unrealizable rings false. On 

one hand, there is nothing about any of his works which would keep them from 

being produced for the stage today. In fact, the technological advances that 

have been made in lighting, for example, would only serve to enhance and 

embolden his works. Works like Old Spain with its rapid-fire dialogue and 

quirky antic comedy would find more than a modicum of success. 

Finally, Rioperez y Mila discusses the playwrights who reputedly had a 

decided effect on Azorfn. He cites Maeterlinck, Rilke, Lenormand, Sutton Vane 

and De Gaston Baty, all of whom did indeed achieve some impact. However, 

Rioperez y Mila neglected to mention other French followers of Pirandello 

whom Azorfn considered worth emulating: Jean-Victor Pellerin, Gantillon and 

Jean-Jacques Bernard. Rioperez y Mfia also neglected to mention another of 

several additional important influences on Azorfn : Moliere. In his work Ante las 

candilejas, Azorfn discusses Moliere as a playwright who knew how to tap into 

the essential "interes de la obra y la curiosidad del espectador" (87). For 

Azorfn, Moliere had his hand on the pulse of the theatre-going public. More 

than this, Moliere also "posee en grade supremo el sentido de lo comico" (87). 

Several pages later, Azorfn specifically expresses admiration for Les 

Fourberies de Scapin as well as Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme . He admires 

these particular works because Moliere follows a theatrical formula of writing a 

frivolous first act followed by a serious second act and finished again in the third 

act on a frivolous note. This pattern differs little from Azorfn's own work in Old 

Spain where he juxtaposes the frivolity of the interactions of Joaqufn and Mfster 

16 See Fox article previously cited. 

17 Roberto G. Sanchez, "Evreinov, Azorin y el teatro de evasion" From Dante to Garcfa Marquez 
(Wllllamstown : Williams College, 1987). All future citations refer to this source. 
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Brown (acts one and three) against the more serious intervening exchanges 

between Joaqufn, the Countess and her father, the Marques. 

Lawrence Anthony LaJohn has been the only one to offer a book-length 

study dealing strictly with Azorfn and his relation to the theatre, in Azorfn and the 

Spanish Stage (1961).is LaJohn succeeded in providing a context for what 

Azorfn had to say about theatre in general as well as including his critical 

commentary on the works of other playwrights. However, La John dedicates 

the other half of his book somewhat less satisfactorily to Azorfn's own theatrical 

output. In addition to detailed plot summations, LaJohn offers a rather limited, 

peripheral and uninspired critical commentary of his own about Azorfn's theatre: 

Old Spain is an evocative work, similar to 
many other of Azorfn's books which represent 
his literary evolution as a member of the 
Generation of 1898. The factor of eccentricity 
is skillfully intenwoven with the basic, serious 
thesis the play presents, effecting a mingling 
of the comic and the serious. (117) 

Although he does note the comic element present in Old Spain, LaJohn does 

not offer any analysis or specific suggestions as to why or how the work may be 

comic. He correctly acknowledges the difference in "tone, pace and rhythm" 

(115) in each act and he notes that "there is a feeling of levity, of jocosity, 

created by Joaqufn's eccentricities" (115). LaJohn's word choice here is an 

unfortunate one. Eccentricity would be a more appropriate label for the 

behavior of an old uncle who spends all his time behind a closed door in one 

room of a ten-room house. What LaJohn fails to notice or examine is the basis 

18 Lawrence Anthony LaJohn, Azorfn and the Spanish Stage ( New York: Hispanic Insitute in 
the United States, 1961). This is the only book to date which deals strictly with the theatre of 
Azorin. I found LaJohn to be ambiguous and rather simplisitic in terms of his critical remarks. 
However, the book serves well for plot summations and biographical information. All future 
citations refer to this source. 
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for the comic behavior and antics of Joaqufn and Mfster Brown. Their singing, 

dancing and verbal exchanges are far from eccentric; rather they are fully 

representative of a prevalent comedy style of the time: vaudeville. LaJohn fails 

to observe or discuss why or how these exchanges are indeed quite funny or to 

explain their success with audiences. 

Theses and Dissertations 

Of the thirty-three entries examined in the M.L.A. abstract database for 

(1926-1999) under "Azorfn," only one dealt with Azorfn and the theatre.is 

There was one entry that discussed the theatre of the Generation of 189820 

(which included Azorfn), but none addressed Azorin as a playwright specifically 

nor discussed his comedic playwrighting abilities. This absence further 

supports my conclusion summarized in the introduction that virtually nothing 

has been written on Azorfn as a comic playwright. All thirty-three entries were 

read, and the two that dealt with Azorfn and the theatre of the Generation of 

1898 were down-loaded and examined in both abstract and hard copy, where 

available. 

Lawrence Anthony LaJohn's Azorfn and the Spanish Stage (1961) 

grew out of his 1958 dissertation, Azorfn, Dramatist. Lucile C. Charlebois 

simply summarized Azorfn's own view of the theatre in her 1982 dissertation: 

El teatro de la Generacfon de 1898: Una sfntesis. Charlebois used Azorfn's 

own three essay collections, Ante las candilejas, Escena y sala, and La 

Farandula to discuss Azorfn's critical contributions to the Generation of 1898. 

While she covers basically the same ground as LaJohn before her, Charlebois' 

19 Lawrence Anthony LaJohn, "Azorin, Dramatist." diss., Indiana U, 1958. 

20 Lucile C. Charlebois, "El teatro de la Generacion de 1898: Una sintesis." diss., U of 
Massachusetts, 1982. 
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work-even less analytical-does not consider any of Azorfn's plays. 

Journal/Scholarly Articles 

Azorfn's work as novelist, essayist, critic and journalist has yielded 

comparably copious amounts of critical examination and scholarly discussion. 

There have been six hundred forty-eight scholarly articles published concerning 

Azorfn and his work (as of date) but only twenty of these (or three percent) deal 

in any way with his theatre. Only one author, Linda Glaze, actually mentions 

his "comic element" (13) in her article "Azorfn and Film: Another View of 

Azorfn's 'Surrealist Theatre'" (1985).2i The balance of the articles discuss 

Azorfn's ideas on theatre (usually simply citing the playwright himself), or 

debate whether or not he was a surrealist playwright. 

Antonio Diez Mediavilla's article," Azorfn y el teatro espariol del ultimo 

tercio del siglo XIX" (1983-1984)22 inquires "cual es la vision que Azorfn nos 

ofrece del siglo XIX" (116). Diez Mediavilla discusses Azorfn's evaluations of 

Echegaray and Benavente to illustrate one of Azorfn's beliefs regarding the 

theatre that "es un producto que necesariamente se desarolla en unas 

condiciones espacio-temporales determinadas, siendo la manifestacion mas 

genuina de un proceso de desarollo socio-cultural especffico" (119). The title 

of Angel Anton Andres's article," El teatro de Unamuno y Azorfn" (1970)23 held 

much promise, suggesting a possible discussion of individual theatrical works 

21 Linda S. Glaze, "Azorin and Film: Another View of Azorin's 'Surrealist Theater." Artes 
LIberales 11 (1985): 11-19. All future citations refer to this source. 

22 Antonio Diez Mediavilla, "Azorin y el teatro espaiiol del ultimo tercio del siglo XX." Anales 
Azorlnlanos^ (1983-1984) : 116-129. 

23 Angel Anton Andres, "El teatro de Unamuno y Azorin." Neusprachliche MIttellungen aus 
WIssenschafft und Praxis 23 (1970): 231-232. 
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of each author and a critical commentary. But Anton provides only a limited 

discussion of both and offers no discussion on any specific works. He does, in 

fact, support Diez Mediavilla's observation that Azorfn believed that "el teatro 

es expresion de la sociedad" (231). Anton also mentions that Azorfn made a 

"multitud de observaciones" (231) regarding theatre, but does not explore, 

reproduce, or comment upon them in any detail. Nevertheless, Andres closes 

his article with an intriguing comment. In discussing the dramatic works of 

Unamuno and Azorfn he affirms that: "...escribieron obras que interesan, casi 

exclusivamente, a los profesores de Literatura" (232). As Anton was writing 

under the Franco regime, his comments make sense, as the vast majority of 

theatrical works that were not mostly "fluff" (to borrow a word from Janet Perez) 

were censored, However, today many university students of literature and 

theatre have been exposed to works of Unamuno. Sadly, for Azorfn, this has 

not been the case. With the exception of my own translation of Azorfn's Old 

Spain, no translations of his works of theatre, for example, have been 

published. But Azorin's plays offer no obstacle to staged performances. In fact, 

his own theories as to an economy of stage directions and sets offer no 

impediment to future stagings. His works have simply been neglected; an 

unfortunate neglect which I hope to rectify through further translations and 

stagings of his works. 

The majority of the articles reviewed discuss if and to what extent Azorfn 

was a surrealist playwright. A goodly portion of Azorfn's plays do in fact deal 

with dream states, death, and experiences seemingly surreal, but the present 

work will not deal with these plays, specifically, nor discuss any surrealistic 

tendencies because much print has been devoted already to this discussion. I 

mention these articles because they represent the largest segment of what has 
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been published concerning Azorfn as a playwright of note and also because 

they substantiate with their silence on the subject that lack of attention to Azorfn 

as a comic playwright which my investigations have revealed. 

Juan Villegas in his essay, "Azorfn, autor teatral" (1968)24 proceeds to 

describe the same elements and make relatively the same comments regarding 

the surreal as others have before him, i.e., the mention of the theme of time in 

Angelita and the theme of Spain as seen in Old Spain . Villegas mentions "la 

irrealidad" and "la fantasmagorfa" as well as "el mundo subconsciente" (131). 

Villegas does offer passing comment on the dialogue, deeming it "rapido, vivaz" 

and "oportuno" (127). There is no mention, however, of any of Azorfn's work as 

comedic. 

Azorfn, in addition to his roles as playwright, novelist, critic and journalist, 

was also a translator. Roberto Sanchez's article, "Evreinov, Azorfn y el teatro 

de evasion" (1986)25 discusses Azorfn's translation from the French of one of 

Nikolai Nikloaevich Evreinov's works, Samoe glavnoe . Sanchez's argument is 

that Azorfn's treatment of the work is really more of an adaptation, as Azorfn 

used the French translation to produce his Spanish version. Sanchez wonders 

if some of the elements in Evreinov's work (one act takes place in a boarding 

house, for example) mean that he was an influence on Azorfn (there is a 

boarding house in Old Spain , as well): "^Influyo, pues, Evreinov en Azorfn? La 

respuesta no es facil ya que el estreno de Old Spain, 1926, por ejempio, 

precede al de la obra rusa en Madrid, 1928. Por consiguiente, esta pudo servir 

de modelo para Azorfn solo si la conocio afios antes, algo muy posible ya que 

24 Juan Villegas, /Azor/h, aivfor feafra/( Santiago: Universidad de Chile, 1968) 119-138. All 
future citations refer to this source. 

25 See previous citation. 
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Evreinov inicio su residencia en Pan's en 1925" (277). This is the only mention 

of Azorfn's own theatre, however, and Sanchez does not develop the question 

further. 

E. Inman Fox also wrote an extensive article, "La Campafia Teatral de 

Azorin: Experimentaiismo, Evreinoff e 'Ifach'" 26 on Azorfn and his relationship 

(if any) to Evreinov, with the difference that he examines Azorin's Farsa docente 

in light of the theatre of evasion. As Fox notes that the major ideas are "la 

muerte y la transmigracion" (389), he logically offers no other discussion of any 

comedic aspects of Azorin's dramatic works. 

Robert Lott, in his article, "Azorfn's Experimental Period and Surrealism" 

(1964)27 discusses primarily Azorfn's short stories. Lott does devote some 

attention to Azorfn's dramatic output, but only in terms of whether or not the 

works exhibit any degree of surrealism. Lett's own thesis is that Azorfn's works 

are neither exclusively nor typically surreal. Lett's only remarks on any comedic 

aspects of Azorfn's theatre are his comments about Old Spain. He notes that 

Joaqufn exhibits "occasional absurdities" (308) and that Mr. Brown "at times sits 

on the backs of chairs and dances" (308), which for Lott is a demonstration of 

"eccentric behavior (308). He, like LaJohn before him, insists on using the 

term eccentric and does not discuss the behavior as being comedic rather than 

eccentric. 

Two articles deal strictly with Lo invisible (1927), the trilogy which 

Frederick Stimson in his article, "Lo invisible: Azorin's Debt To Maeterlinck 

26 See previous citation in first chapter. 

27 Robert E. Lott, "Azorin's Experimental Period and Surrealism." PMLA 79 (1964): 305-320. 
Actually, only the first five pages of the article are devoted to Azorin's theatre; the balance of the 
article deals with his novels. However Lett's footnotes were extremely helpful. All future citations 
refer to this source. 
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(1958)28 deemed "one of Azorfn's more successful and important contributions 

to the theater of the Generation of 1898" (65). Stimson discusses Azorfn's use 

of symbolism, which he attributes to Maeterlinck's influences, while Ricardo 

Gullon's "Pequefio teatro fantastico" 29 discusses the element of death in Lo 

invisible. The title of Gullon's article held some promise in that he might have 

discussed Old Spain or an element of comedy. Such was not the case, 

however. 

In spite of prevailing the discussion of surrealism and lack of attention to 

comedy, there have been several articles which do recognize (but do not 

explore) the comedic elements of Azorfn's work. Linda S. Glaze in "Azorfn and 

Film: Another View of Azorfn's 'Surrealist' Theater" (1985)30 turns against the 

various commentators who identify surrealism as a source of Azorfn's 

innovative dramatic creations and suggests instead "that the cinema of the 

1920's may have been one source of Azorfn's theatrical experiments" (11). 

Glaze devotes most of the article to discussing Azorfn's plays which previous 

critics considered the more surreal works {Angelita; Lo invisible) and dedicates 

only two paragraphs to Old Spain. She correctly notes that "one of the 

distinctive features of the work is the comic element created by don Joaqufn and 

his double Mister Brown" (13), which of course is true. Glaze comes to this 

conclusion because Mister Brown copies don Joaqufn's actions: "The latter 

mimics don Joaqufn's behavior of placing his hat on his cane, twirling and 

tossing it in the air and finally catching it. Likewise, both spin around the stage 

28 Frederick Stimson, "Lo/nws/b/e.-Azorin's Debt to Maeterlinck." Hispanic Review 36 (1958) 
64-70. This article was not as helpful for any commentary on the comedy of Azorin, but he did 
cover quite well how Lo Invlsble is a symbolist work. All future citations refer to this source. 

29 Ricardo Gullon, "Pequefio teatro fantastico." Anales Azorfnianos III (1986): 11-16. 
30 Op cit. 
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and sit on the backs of chairs" (13). Mimicry however, does not create 

duplication of character. Mister Brown has a complete and separate identity 

from Joaqufn and serves, as I intend to show, as the vaudevillian counterpart to 

Joaqufn's straight man. He is not a double. Glaze further hypothesizes that 

Joaqufn and Mister Brown's antics are "reminiscent of...such silent screen 

figures as Charlie Chaplin" (14). This is a provocative theory as Chaplin joined 

Mack Sennett's Keystone films in 1913 and it was altogether possible (and 

highly probable) that Azorfn saw these silent film stars in Madrid; he almost 

certainly would have encountered them on his frequent visits to Paris. Their 

availability in Spain during the 1920's is reflected, for example, in Homenajes 

by Lorca, Dalf and Buriuel to Chaplin and other silent film comedians. 

Ricardo Domenech produced an article entitled "Azorfn, Dramaturge" 

(1968)31 in which he does a commendable job in detailing ( as had LaJohn) 

the plots of the various plays of Azorfn. Domenech's article was useful in that 

the majority of his ideas were supportive of the perception that has been driving 

my work from the beginning: that Azorfn's dialogue is brilliant and unequalled in 

Spanish comic theatre of the time, for as Domenech says " no hay nada 

parecido" (398). Domenech bases his article on the premise that "el teatro de 

Azorfn es importante, y exige una atencion crftica que muy pocas veces le ha 

sido dispensada" (390). 

Domenech remarks that in Old Spain "cuando se levanta el telon para 

el primer acto-hay un prologo escenico, de poco interes..." (394). Domenech's 

comment could hardly be further from the truth. The prologue is full of character 

development, comic exchange and metatheatrical qualities. In his prologue, 

Azorfn provides a brief exchange between an actor (apparently a member of 

31 Ricardo Domenech, "Azorin dramaturge." Cuadernos Hispanoamericanos 76 (1968): 390-
405. 
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the company) and the character of Mfster Brown. The actor attempts to have a 

few moments with the audience so that he can introduce the story line of the 

play. He ultimately gets that opportunity but not before he is hilariously 

interrupted by the verbal and physical antics of Mfster Brown: 

El ACTOR. Sehores y sefioras: El director de escena 
y el autor...(/Aparece por un lado del escenario 

cautosamente, mfster Brown, vestido depayaso .Lo 
ve el actor y se dirige a 61.) ^Que hace usted ahf. Mister 
Brown? No esta permitido escuchar; usted no puede 
ofr lo que estoy diciendo. 

MISTER BROWN. <i,Yo no poder ofr lo que 
esta usted diciendo? iHo estar permitido escuchar? 

EL ACTOR. jNo; no. sefior! Puede usted marcharse; 
marchese usted. 

MISTER BROWN. Yo ser muy amigo de usted. Yo 
quererle a usted mucho; yo llevarle a usted en mi 
corazon. ^ Eh, sefior Antoine? 

EL ACTOR. Ni yo me llamo Antoine, ni soy amigo 
de usted. [Largo! No es cosa de broma; estoy 
hablando en serio con estos sehores. Hagame el favor... 

MISTER BROWN. ^No poder ofr ni una palabra? 
Usted habia con mucha elocuencia, eh; con mucha 
elocuencia, sefior Antoine; es un gran orador. 

^No? Dejeme; dejeme tener el gusto de escuchar 
su bella, su gentil, su hermosa, su soberana, su 
maravillosa palabra. 

(1009) 

As this bit of prefatory dialogue indicates, the comedic tone of the work is 

established firmly in the prologue. Spectators get more than a glimpse of the 

silliness of the Mfster Brown character and a foreshadowing of his relationship 

and the kind of dialogue that he will ultimately have with don Joaqufn. The 
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dialogue that Azorfn so deftly establishes in the prologue becomes a template 

for future exchanges. Note the almost needling series of the question-response 

pattern which climaxes in an exasperated explosion by the Actor: 

EL ACTOR. Bueno, bueno; si usted no se marcha, 
yo no pudeo continuar. 

MISTER BROWN. ^Y por que no poder continuar? 

EL ACTOR. Porque usted no debe saber lo que 
estoy diciendo. 

MISTER BROWN. i \ por que no debo yo saber lo 
que esta usted diciendo? 

EL ACTOR. jCaray, que posma de hombre! Porque 
si lo oyera usted, pues ya no habrfa comedia. 

MISTER BROWN. Y si no habrfa comedia, ^yo 
no podrfa trabajar en la obra? 

EL ACTOR. jNaturalmente! (1010) 

This exchange approximates quite closely the exchanges that Mfster Brown 

and don Joaqufn will have in the first act and parallel, of course a standard 

vaudeville set-up. 

In addition to introducing one of the most important characters in the play, 

Azorin also includes an element of metatheatre in the prologue. The prologue, 

then, is a small play-within-a play. Additionally, the two continue to emphasize 

the metatheatrical layering by commenting on the action of the play yet to come: 

EL ACTOR: ...Porque si lo oyera usted, pues ya no habrfa 
comedia. 
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MISTER BROWN. Y si no habrfa comedia, ^yo 
no podrfa trabajar en la obra? 

EL ACTOR. jNaturalmente! (1010) 

Furthermore, the prologue allows Azorfn to an opportunity to volley some 

criticism back at his own detractors. Admittedly, he had quite a few. (In fact, his 

later piece, Escena y Sala ([1947]), constituted a rather lengthy response to 

various criticisms leveled against his theatrical works.) We get an inkling of 

this when the Actor says: "...El autor me encarga pida a ustedes por adelantado 

perdon por sus muchas faltas. Si ustedes no quieren...no lo hara mas" (9). 

The italics are not my own but are Azorfn's, although they serve primarily to 

emphasize Azorfn's glee at the critics' expense; he proceeded to produce eight 

more works for the stage. 

Domenech concludes his discussion by affirming that Old Spain is full of 

"tersura" (397). Despite all the praise he heaps on the dialogue by calling it 

"brillante" however, he does not recognize the comedy factor in the snippets 

which he reproduces. He does assert that the "modernidad de este dialogo de 

Azorfn es irrefutable" (398), but he never mentions that the exchanges are 

comic or funny or how they must have provoked laughter. Instead, Domenech 

falls back on calling the dialogue "absurdo" and discusses how Azorfn could 

be considered a precedent to Arrabal or Miguel Mihura. Let us look at the 

section Domenech examines: 

DON JOAQUIN. <|,Tendra usted bastante con 
cien mil duros? 

MISTER BROWN. Ahada usted una pecera con 
todos sus habitantes, don Joaquin. 

DON JOAQUIN. ^Para que Mfster Brown? 
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MISTER BROWN. Para que me rfa yo de los 
peces de colores. 

DON JOAQUIN. ^Tiene usted el chaleco bianco 
de mi tfo? 

MISTER BROWN. No; pero tengo el peine de concha de 
mi sobrina. 

DON JOAQUIN. jOld Spain! 

MISTER BROWN. jTuridu! (1019) 

The nonsensical and non sequitur aspects of the exchange may make 

it appropriate to class this exchange as absurd. Certainly Domenech is correct 

when he inquires rhetorically " ^no parece que estamos escuchando a 

personajes de lonesco?" (398), for it is an easy relationship to posit. However, 

what Domenech fails to recognize is something that William McCollom 

discusses in his book T/ie D/V/ne/Average (1971). McCollom argues that 

speech intended to win approval as wit (emphasis added) can be grouped into 

various categories such as rapid exchanges, paradoxes and metaphors, among 

others (108). He notes, more importantly, that there are what he marvelously 

terms "some happy flights of fancy and grotesquerie that cannot be so grouped" 

(109). This is exactly what Azorfn has produced here-a happy flight of fancy. It 

has no existential overtones of Beckett or lonesco; nor any philosophical 

significance. It is fancy for fancy's sake and as such provokes tremendously 

comical effects. 

Anthony M. Pasquariello's article, "The Dramatic Formula of Azorfn," 

(1959)32 examines how the playwright departed radically from the current 

32 Anthony M. Pasquariello, 'The Dramatic Formula of Azorin." Symposium 13 (1959): 186-
194. All further citations refer to this source. 
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theatrical norm of the day by wanting to abandon reality for the "adventures 

beyond time and space which stir subconscious reactions to life" (187). It 

therefore comes as no surprise, then, that Pasquariello follows (for the most 

part) the pattern of most critics examined-exploring the more oneiric qualities of 

Azorfn's theatre. Several pages from the end of his article, however, 

Pasquariello recognizes and addresses the mechanical pattern of Azorfn's 

style. But even as Pasquariello opens the door with these observations, he fails 

to walk over the threshold. The patterns that he so astutely observes figure 

among the most critical elements of the comedic aspects of Azorfn's comedy. 

Pasquariello comes close to the idea but falls short by referring to an "emotional 

intensity" that is created by " the brief sentence...a series of questions or one or 

two-word exclamations" (191). That emotional intensity is comedy. And 

Pasquariello did not see that. He notes also a "striking characteristic of Azorfn's 

dialogue" (191) is the... "persistent repetition of a single word" but he fails to 

carry this observation over to the comic impact of Mfster Brown's repetition of 

"Turidu," for example or Joaqufn's penchant for repeating "Old Spain." 

Pasquariello perceives repetition as something which creates an echo effect, 

compelling a variety of "intonation, rhythm, and tempo in the performance" 

(193). What Pasquariello failed to mine in these golden observations is 

something that Henri Bergson years earlier had recognized as a key principle in 

comedy: "repetitions produced on the stage...are more laughable in proportion 

as the scene repeated is more complex and more naturally introduced" 

(Bergson 91). Pasquariello is right. Repetition does provide an echo effect. 

But what he failed to realize and what I shall demonstrate later on, is that 

repetition is an indicator of comedy. 
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Conclusions from the Survev of Literature 

After examining more than one hundred sixty books, and over six 

hundred scholarly documents, articles and abstracts, it can be concluded that 

the thesis to be demonstrated in Comedy in the Theatre of Azorfn is original 

and untested by the extant critical literature and that the approach utilized in the 

following chapters is similarly original in its methodology and its treatment of 

Azorfn as a playwright. Several unique concepts are posited and investigated, 

among them the concept that Azorfn's comedy parallels vaudeville style and 

entertainment, the idea that silent films impacted Azorfn's comedy and that the 

comedy itself can be discussed, analyzed, and evaluated in light of several 

accepted theories of comedy. 
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CHAPTER III 

SOME COMMENTS ON AZORIN AND SURREALISM 

Of all the issues that have been examined regarding the theatre of 

Azorfn, perhaps nothing has garnered more discussion than whether or not 

Azorfn was a surrealist. Juan Villegas, Robert E. Lott, Frederick Stimson, 

Gonzalo Torrente Ballester,33 Anthony Pasquariello, Domingo Perez Minik34 

and Lawrence Anthony LaJohn among others have all argued as to whether 

Azorfn and this strategy of attack against the conventional world called 

surrealism had something in common. The purpose of my discussion here is 

not to argue with nor disprove these critics. I merely wish to acknowledge the 

debate, since it is the only issue which has occupied multiple critics dealing with 

Azorfn's theatre. 

Given the lack of unanimity on the matter, a definition of terms is in order. 

Frederick J. Hoffmann in his book The Twenties: American Writing in the Post 

War Decade (1962), affirms that the word "surrealist" was used by Guillaume 

Apollinaire in 1917, in the subtitle of a play, Les mamelles de Tiresias: drame 

surrealiste. For a definition, however, let's turn to that of Andre Breton, as given 

in the first Manifesto (1924). Hoffmann provides the citation: 

Pure psychic automatism by which it is intended 
to express, verbally, in writing, or by other means. 

33 Gonzalo Torrente Ballester, Panorama de la literatura espariola contemporanea. Madrid: 
Ediciones Guadarama, 1956. 

34 Domingo Perez Minik, "Azorin o la evasion pura." Debates sobre el teatro espariol 
contemporanea. Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Canarias: Ediciones Goya, 1953. 
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the real process of thought. Thought's dictation, 
in the absence of all control exercised by the 
reason and outside all aesthetic or moral pre
occupations. (242) 

As for Azorfn, he does not give a precise definition of surrealism. In his Obras 

completas, volume IX he wrote: 

i,Que es el superrealismo? Nadie lo sabe; 
nadie lo sabra nunca. Pero en los mementos 
en que, gastada la estetica anterior, se siente 
la necesidad de otra nueva, lo de menos son los 
documentos en que se exponga la doctrina 
nnovadora. Lo importante es el ambiente 
espiritual que se va creando. (136-138) 

Azorfn did know, however, that the artist must elevate himself beyond and 

above reality in order to form yet another reality-one more subtle, ethereal and 

tenuous. Surrealism meant to present the results of free association and allow 

the artist to deliberately explore his own unconscious by himself, the purpose 

being the uncovering of new resources of what Hoffmann calls "the poetic 

imagination" (243). Surrealism's aim was to transcend the accepted reality and 

introduce dreams and automatic associations as well as to synthesize the 

conscious and the unconscious mind. Surrealists were keenly interested in the 

direct transferral to paper or canvas of the imagery found in the unconscious. In 

fact, Steve Martin in his play Picasso at the Lapine Agile (1996)35 captures the 

idea beautifully in a speech by his character, Picasso: "If I can think it, I can draw 

it. Do you know what that's like?...Do you know what that's like? The feeling of 

clear, undiluted vision?" (38). 

All of the aforementioned critics hold similar definitions of surrealism-

more or less. What they do argue more pointedly about is Azorfn as a 
35 Steve Martin, Picasso at the Lapin Agile and other Plays. New York: Grove, 1996. I saw this 
play in performance at Studio Arena Theatre in Buffalo, NY in September, 2000 and was struck by 
this line's relevance to this discussion on surrealism. 
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representative of surrealism. Robert E. Lott in "Azorfn's Experimental Period 

and Surrealism" (1964) sums up his view: "Azorfn's techniques and 

style...although interesting in their own right, are neither exclusively nor typically 

surrealistic" (307). Lott admits that there are elements in Azorin's plays that 

may pass for surreal, but he feels that they are more strongly related to 

symbolism than surrealism. Of all the plays of Azorfn, Lott allows that Cervantes 

0 la casa encantada is the one closest to surrealism, "not because of the use of 

the fantastic (lo maravilloso) and the magic elixir in a fairytale atmosphere, but 

because it inextricably blends real and oneiric experiences" (310). Although 

Azorfn's plays contain fantastical elements, Lott affirms that Azorfn's attempts at 

surrealism are rather tepid, avoiding 'Violence and coarseness" (310). When 

the protagonist of Cervantes ... experiences a rather enlivened imagination as a 

result of taking an elixir, he is unable to separate the experiences of meeting 

Cervantes (which he experiences under its influence) from his conscious 

fascination with him. Although the title character in Azorfn's Angelita makes 

use of a magic ring which permits her to travel through time, and Laura in 

Brandy, mucho Brandy experiences a daydream which she believes was 

reality, Lott feels that Azorfn rings more of "impressionist-symbolist" (310) than 

anything truly surreal. 

Anthony Pasquariello in "The Dramatic Formula of Azorfn" (1959) 

indicates that Azorfn had a strong surrealistic bent. In fact, Pasquariello affirms 

that Azorfn demonstrates a "surrealistic formula" (189). This formula is clearly 

visible in the monologue of Duran, one of the characters in Cervantes o la casa 

encantada: I quote from Pasquariello's article: 

^No se ve en la comedia que desempeha 
un papel principal, esencial, unico, lo 
subconsciente?...En el fondo de nuestra 
persona existe una vitalidad fuerte, 
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misteriosa, ignorada de nosotros mismos; 
esa fuerza es la subconsciencia. (190) 

The critic further affirms that not only is Azorfn surrealist because he can 

verbalize its ideology, but also because Pasquariello believes that the play was 

written while Azorfn was in a surrealistic haze: "This is a play conceived from a 

state of the soul...from an impulse and not a program" (190). 

Juan Villegas, in "Azorfn, innovador teatral" (1968), sides with Robert Lott 

regarding the surreal in the plays of Azorfn. Villegas recognizes that although 

Azorfn himself may have proclaimed the existence of surrealism in his works, 

this does not prove he achieved it. Villegas concludes that "Ninguno [de los 

dramas de Azorfn] posee los caracteres como para afirmar su absolute 

inclusion en la escuela [surrealista]" (131). Like Lott, Villegas isolates 

Cervantes o la casa encantada. Brandy, mucho Brandy, Lo invisible, and 

Angelita as the most obvious plays in which one finds "la irrealidad, la 

fantasmagorfa...y, en ocasiones, el dislocamiento" (131). Although Villegas 

finds that Azorfn captured surrealist elements, he feels that Azorfn's sensibilities 

are more in line with Gaston Baty than Andres Breton: "Nos inclinamos a creer, 

sin embargo, que la influencia no fue directa sine a traves de los escritos de 

Gaston Baty" (132). 

Gonzalo Torrente Ballester in Panorama de la literatura espariola 

contemporanea (1956) anticipates with Villegas in affirming that the elements 

and style of Azorfn in his plays "no son en absolute superrealistas...Se trata, 

simplemente, de pequefios ingredientes fantasticos, que pudieran llamarse 

rigurosamente sobrerreales, pero no historicamente. Nada de subconsciente 

en libertad, ni de ninguna de las otras condiciones propugnadas por el famoso 

Manifesto Surrealista" (203). 
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For Domingo Perez Minik in "Azorfn o la evasion pura" (1953), Azorfn is 

an evasionist, not a surrealist. Perez Minik affirms that Azorfn deals with a 

withdrawal from everyday reality. Any air of unreality is founded mainly in the 

treatment of time and space and the use of "lo maravilloso" (167). For Perez 

Minik, Azorfn is too clearly possessed of a classical outlook, while true 

surrealists are predisposed to "una mente turbia barroca" (167). 

Frederick Stimson in "Lo invisible: Azorfn's Debt to Maeterlinck" (1958) 

notes that Azorfn is not a surrealist but rather a symbolist, with strong influences 

by not only Maeterlinck but also Lenormand, Rilke and Cocteau. Stimson 

affirms that Lo invisible is "a symbolistic drama" (70), and goes even further by 

arguing that Azorfn's play achieves a "purification of French symbolism" (70). 

Linda S. Glaze also sides also with Robert E. Lott and questions the 

validity of the conclusions of Lawrence LaJohn: "Certain critics like Lawrence 

LaJohn have classified Azorfn as...surrealist...but this classification creates 

serious problems" (11). Glaze acknowledges that Azorfn did indeed 

experiment with innovative techniques and elements, but does not agree that 

these techniques were influenced by Surrealism. Rather, Glaze suggests that 

"perhaps we should look elsewhere for possible influences. It is our opinion 

that the cinema of the 1920's may have been one source of Azorfn's theatrical 

experiments" (11). Glaze argues that Azorfn's plays were too highly 

"structured" (19) to be considered surrealistic. Glaze postulates that since 

Azorfn showed such interest in and praised film so much, it seems a more 

logical link to explore than surrealism. 

In the only book-length study of the dramas of Azorfn, what Lawrence 

Anthony LaJohn wrote in Azorfn and the Spanish Stage (1961) remains 

ambiguous as to whether or not Azorfn is a surrealist: 
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Azorfn also followed his credo by attempting 
to renovate the Spanish theatre with the 
introduction of surrealism in Brandy, mucho 
Brandy, Lo invisible, Angelita, Cervantes o La 
casa encantada. La guerrilla, and Farsa 
docente...\\ would not be difficult to film 
Azorfn's surrealist plays....Surrealism 
must not be overly stressed, however, because 
in every case realism is united with the 
atmosphere of unreality in the above-
mentioned plays. (198) 

In terms of the plays to be discussed in this work-OW Spain, Cervantes o 

la casa encantada. Brandy, mucho Brandy, Comedia del arte and Farsa 

docente,--on\y three of the five have aspects that have been identified as 

surreal. Let's begin with Brandy, mucho Brandy. Critics have affirmed that 

Azorfn's use of a dream in Act III is an indication of the surreal. The protagonist, 

Laura becomes torn between two life decisions: to marry a young notary, 

Rafael, or escape her mundane world and travel. Laura slips into a daydream 

and is visited by two versions of her recently-deceased uncle, don Lorenzo. 

Each version of don Lorenzo presents a different view of the importance of 

wishes in life. An older don Lorenzo states that one must never realize one's 

wishes, so that one may live in hope. The younger version explains that one 

only truly lives by taking the risk to fulfill one's desires. When Laura awakens, 

she decides to return to Rafael, apparently content. 

In Cervantes o la casa encantada , one finds again the presence of the 

oneiric experience. A delirious poet, Victor Brenes, succumbs to a 

hallucination brought about by illness and experiences a visit to an enchanted 

house and then to the home of Cervantes. The second scene of the first act 

shows the poet and his friend, Postfn, at the doonway to the enchanted house of 

his feverish hallucination. Of course, the link is that Vfctor, before his illness, 
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was obsessed with the idea of finishing a poem which he titled "La casa 

encantada." Act three shows Vfctor and Postfn in twentieth-century garb at the 

home of Cervantes in 1605, where Vfctor and Cervantes discuss writing and 

creativity. The charming epilogue to the play shows a recovered Vfctor 

discussing a play written by the journalist, Duran, which deals with Victor's 

fever-induced hallucination. The surreal element here is quite notably the 

seamlessness between Victor's dreams and his supposed reality. 

Finally, Farsa docente deals with four people who are permitted to return 

to Earth from Heaven, albeit not to the same roles or professions that they held 

prior to their deaths. Some of the characters fare better than others in their new 

identities and some farcical situations result. If one equates the surreal with 

Azorfn's idea of "lo maravilloso" (as LaJohn does); then the device by which the 

dead are allowed to live again on Earth is a surrealistic element. In addition, 

one of the elements most discussed by critics in terms of surrealism is "el 

ambiente de irrealidad." Azorfn achieves this by setting the first act in what 

LaJohn calls "an extraterrestrial place" (196). 

Much of what has been written about what Frederick Stimson calls the 

"small but provocative theater" (64) of Azorfn centers upon the question of 

whether or not Azorfn was a surrealistic playwright. These examinations are 

interesting and soundly presented. Azorfn, however, cannot be considered a 

true surrealist. He lacked the bourgeosie shock element in that his works were 

too conservative to be considered surreal. Although a successful maker of 

theatre, Azorfn's works were not highly irrational nor full of freely-associated 

speech and ideas. He did employ, for example, linguistic fights of automatic 

writing to express the feelings of those characters suffering stress and strain. 

Unlike Lorca, a true surrealist and persona non grata , Azorfn dabbled in the 
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elements of the surreal but did not manifest its spirit. The discussions regarding 

the question of Azorfn's surrealism concern only a portion of his theatrical 

writing. I maintain, however, that they do not tell the whole story of Azorfn as a 

playwright. In fact, one of the first plays from his productive play-writing period 

cannot be discussed in terms of the surreal and thus is conspicuous by its 

absence: Old Spain. Another story remains untold: that of Azorfn as a comic 

playwright. Within each of these aforementioned plays are comic elements, 

aspects, and characteristics. Much of the humor is situational but much more of 

it is based on one of the most important aspects of theatre for Azorfn: the 

dialogue. As Frederick J. Hoffmann reminds us, Breton believed that "language 

has been given to man that he may make surrealist use of it" (245), Azorin is a 

playwright who realizes that language (and dialogue) provide one of the crtiical 

vehicles not just for what may be surrealism but for comedy as well. Hoffmann 

continues to note that the results of language may be "striking...or they may be 

simply eccentric and fugitive" (245). In terms of the story of Azorin as a comic 

playwright, his language is both striking and eccentric, the latter being more to 

the point of my argument. Azorin used language much the way surrealists d id-

for exploitation's sake. But rather than exploiting the unconscious, Azorfn's 

genius allowed him to exploit it for the sake of comedy. 
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CHAPTER IV 

AZORIN AND MOLIERE: CONVERGENCE AND DIVERGENCE 

Azorfn was not only an innovative playwright in terms of comedy, but was 

at the same time very much a lone voice with his comic writing in Spain. Rapid 

dialogue and indeed, comparably rapid-fire vaudevillian turns were seemingly 

unheard of in Europe in the mid-twenties. It seems relevant, then, to discuss 

what, or perhaps whom did Azorfn himself consider funny, or whom he deemed 

a master of the comic. Since Azorfn spent much of his career writing critical 

analyses about theatre, both in Spain and in general, his relevant essays and 

thoughts are easily accessible and have been compiled in several collections. 

The first, La farandula (1945), discusses primarily his views on the proposed 

founding of a national theatre in Spain. In addition, he also discussed Spain 

as a country in transition in terms of its theatre. He mentions that the theatre-

going public desires renovation yet distrusts innovations. La farandula also 

includes essays wherein Azorin affirms the need for a heterodoxical body of 

critics. Critics, he felt, were healthy, providing an essential element of art. His 

second collection, entitled Escena y sala (1949) continued his polemic with 

drama critics. In this case, it was indeed and unquestionably a polemic; Azorfn 

now had an ax to grind against certain critics who may have found his dramatic 

output wanting. Often, Azorfn mentions how lamentable it is to have labored so 

long over a work only to have it lambasted with far less time and attention than 

was devoted to the original composition. Several essays in Escena y sala 

exude indignation, oftentimes satirical, but always witty and and tremendously 

observant. His final collection of essays. Ante las candilejas (1947) examines 
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in detail the Greco-Roman theatre, and general issues of the theatre, as well as 

including a section entitled teatro extranjero. In these essays, Azorfn 

summarizes his ideas as to the mechanics of theatre: lights, stage directions, 

costumes, actors, and the critical ingredient, dialogue. The point of this 

enumeration of the contents of his critical collections is to show that Azorfn 

actually says very little about what or whom he considered to be comical. In 

fact, he makes mention of that theme only twice and those instances deal 

invariably with the same man: Moliere. 

In Ante las candilejas, Azorfn included an article originally published in 

July of 1926, a mere two months prior to the staging of Old Spain. The essay is 

entitled "El sentido de lo comico" and begins with Azorfn's summary of the 

details of a play which a friend of his had seen in Paris, i.e., Moliere's Le 

Bourgeois Gentilhomme , and in delightful Moliere fashion, the play delivered 

not only sparkling dialogue but music and dancing as well. Azorfn describes 

how the friend related his dismay over the three acts of comedy (often regarded 

as among the best Moliere ever wrote) with two of the acts being what the friend 

considered "half relevant buffoonery" to borrow the words of John Wood (xvii). 

Azorin, however, in the balance of the essay argues that although written by the 

great Moliere, this is a work for performance and not for literary judgment. 

Azorfn categorizes such literary judgments as "nocion preconcebida" (86) and 

emphatically states that "el teatro es el teatro...es para representado y no para 

lefdo" (86). His friend, a man of neither arts nor letters, does not understand 

this. So for Azorfn, comedy is all in the staging and the suspension of disbelief 

is critical. 

In Azorfn's view, Moliere understood this completely as evidenced in Le 

Bourgeois Gentilhomme. But it is even more interesting to note what it is about 
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Moliere that makes him fecundo and admirable in the judgment of Azorfn: he is 

able to stir up what the latter terms "interes" (87). Moliere, then, is funny for 

Azorfn in July of 1926 because he is, in essence, a showman, the P.T. Barnum 

of the farce. He provides his audiences with what they want to see:" tan 

absurdas, tan rudas...tan groseras, tan chabacanas" (86). Moliere knew what 

Shakespeare knew and Aristophanes before him: the way to success in the 

theatre is not always a cerebral path but rather a visceral one. Curiosity creates 

interest and interest creates attendance and a full house usually equates to 

success. No doubt the box office was much on Azorfn's mind two months 

before his own opening with Old Spain. Azorfn admits that lo comico "domina 

toda la obra" (87) but he calls it an "intuicion" and nothing more (July, 1926). 

Moliere is discussed again in an essay published one month after the 

rather successful debut of Old Spain in September, 1926. This time, it appears 

that Azorfn had a much clearer idea as to precisely what made Moliere a genius 

as a comic playwright: 

En Moliere existen dos modalidades de 
teatro comico, extracomico, dirfamos mejor. 
Si representamos la modalidad farsa por 
una a y la modalidad comedia de costumbres 
por una b, tendremos que en Moliere 
encontraremos dos expresiones de la farsa; 
una, la de a+a+a; otra la de b+b+a. O sea, que 
Moliere-y aparte de sus obras en serio, como 
El misantropo, Tartufo, etcetera-ofrece 
al espectador, en su teatro de farsa, o una 
farsa pura, completa, desde el primer acto 
al ultimo acto, o una farsa compuesta, en su 
primera parte, de un acto o dos en que se 
mantiene mas o menos dentro de la seriedad, 
y lo restante, los postreros actos, de farsa sin 
mezcia ninguna. ...Y puede darse el caso, 
claro esta, de que la mezcia de lo frfvolo 
y lo sentimental sea otra diversa; se puede escribir un 
primer acto frfvolo, un segundo serio y un tercero 
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frfvolo. Y esa es la formula de a+b+c. (94) 

Far from just extolling the intuition of the playwright as the key to comic success, 

Azorin actually created a mathematical formula which he believed accounted 

for the success of Moliere's comedy. For Azorfn, then, it was Moliere's mixture 

of what he termed pure farce together with a comedia de costumbres. This 

comedia employs elements of a particular region's lifestyle: the music, idioms, 

dress and local customs. This intimate element together with comedy derived 

from situational development was the secret to Moliere, concerning whose farce 

Azorfn wrote in October, 1926 "... Ilega a extremes increfbles" (95). Did having 

his own comedy staged make Azorfn realize more clearly what makes a 

comedy tick successfully? Did Moliere's work provide Azorin a template by 

which he was able measure his own? It is interesting to note how Azorfn went 

from a theoretical commentary on comedy to a much more practical one in a 

matter of months. Does Old Spain, then, follow Azorin's postulate of the 

"Moliereian equation"? 

In the first act of Old Spain , one of the most frivolous aspects is the 

prologue itself. While Wilma Newberry has contended that this is purely a 

Pirandellian influence, it is much more in line with Moliere's farce: comedy 

derived from situational rather than character development. In the prologue, the 

comedy is totally derived from the situation. It begins with an actor who enters 

the stage not in costume ready to begin the play but as an emissary with an 

important message: the prologue has been eliminated! This, of course is the 

first and last time that the unfortunate actor can offer any more explanation on a 

situation that will occur in spite of the fact that the director and the playwright 

have canceled it. The metatheatrics of the situation are comical in themselves: 

a situation canceled yet continuing to exist-pure farce. However, it is this 
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element of continuation that provides the next element of comedy: the 

appearance of Mfster Brown. Dressed as a clown (we later discover that Mfster 

Brown is indeed a clown in a circus) the character enters and begins to 

harangue the actor: 

MISTER BROWN. ^Yo no poder ofr lo que 
esta usted diciendo? c^o estar permitido escuchar? 

ACTOR. jNo; no sefior! Puede usted marcharse; 
marchese usted. 

MISTER BROWN. Yo ser muy amigo de 
usted. Yo quererle a usted mucho; yo llevarle a 

usted in mi corazon... 

ACTOR. Ni yo me llamo Antoine ni soy 
amigo de usted. j Largo! No es cosa de broma; 
Estoy hablando en serio con estos sefiores. Hagame 
el favor... 

MISTER BROWN. ^No poder ofr ni una palabra?... (1010) 

Mfster Brown, however, does not remain on stage continuously. Azorfn 

employs one of farce's key comic turns: the character's repeated exits and 

arrivals. And of course, he does this the critical number of times necessary for 

the creation of comedy: three. 

MISTER BROWN. ... Entonces, yo me marcho. 
...jAdios, adios sefior Antoine! jAbur, sefior Antoine! 

jQue le pase usted bien, sefior Antoine! 

ACTOR. jOue pesadez! Llamame usted como 
quiera, pero...marchese. Se marcha Mfster Brown. 

The actor begins to explain how the prologue has to be cut but Mister Brown's 

second appearance interrupts him: 

ACTOR. 6No se habfa usted marchado? 
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MISTER BROWN. No he ofdo nada sefior... 

ACTOR. ^No se habfa usted marchado? 

MISTER BROWN. Sf, me habfa marchado, 
pero, ...he vuelto. (1010) 

Mfster Brown continues to beg the actor to allow him to remain on stage to hear 

what the actor has to tell the audience. After the actor innocently first threatens 

Mfster Brown with ejection from the stage (with audience assistance), he then 

plays to his ego and sense of responsibility: the play can't possibly begin unless 

Mister Brown leaves the stage: 

ACTOR. Si no quiere usted 
marcharse, no comienza la funcion. 

MISTER BROWN. ^No comienza la funcion? 
Entonces, me marcho.... 

It appears that the actor has succeeded, but not for long. Azorfn brings Mfster 

Brown back for the critical third and final time: 

ACTOR. ..."no lo hara mas." Vuelve a 
aparece Mfster Brown . ^Aquf otra vez? 

MISTER BROWN. Yo ser muy amigo de usted. (1011) 

And so it goes until finally it is the actor's own exit that causes Mister Brown to 

leave the stage himself by attempting to jump over the footlights. 

After such a frivolous beginning, the first act continues. Mfster 

Cicuendez, a music teacher and one of the guests at dofia Marcela's boarding 

house, breaks the news to doha Marcela and her daughter Lucita about the 

background and identity of the protagonist, don Joaqufn. Joaqufn, also a 

boarder at dofia Marcela's, has provoked quite a bit of speculation about 
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himself-a fire Mr. Cicuendez happily fuels. In this comic exchange between the 

trio of Cicuendez, Marcela and Lucita , Azorfn once again resorts to the critical 

comic set-up of three. This time, it is not an entrance but rather an outburst: 

SENOR CICUENDEZ. Pues...haganme el favor de sentarse. No esten 
de pie; sientense; no quiero que se caigan de 

espaldas cuando les de la notici6n....Conque no hay 
ninguna novedad, ^eh? jVaya, vaya! Pausa De 
pronto, dando un gran voz: jDon Joaquin! De un 
salto se ponen en pie Doha Marcela y Lucita. 

DONA MARCELA. jJesus! 

LUCITA. jQue hombre este sefior Cicuendez! 

SENOR CICUENDEZ. ^Con que ninguna novedad? 
Sientense; haganme el favor. 
Otro pausa y otra gran voz. jDon 
J oaq u fn! Otro salto nervioso 
de las dos mujeres. 

DONA MARCELA. jPero, sefior Cicuendez! 

LUCITA. jPero, por Dies!... 

DONA MARCELA. j Estoy asustada! 

LUCITA j Estoy temblando! 

SENOR CICUENDEZ. Bueno, bueno, dofia Marcela, Lucita. ^Conque 
no hay ninguna novedad? Nueva pausa y nuevo 
grito. jDon Joaqufn! 

DONA MARCELA. ^Acabara usted, hombre? (1015) 

The silliness of the exchange is delightful. The pure comedy comes not only 

from Cicuendez's frantic outbursts, but also from the joint physical reactions of 

the two women. In addition, there is the juxtaposition of the yelling of Joaqufn's 

name versus a whisper. 
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We would anticipate a whisper in this suspicious situation but instead we get a 

verbal outburst, rendering the situation all the more hilarious. 

Finally in the first act, there is a good deal of additional physical comedy, 

with body language which contributes considerably to the frivolity. After much 

anticipation, Joaqufn arrives in act one. The stage directions tell much: 

"Aparece don Joaqufn y hace lo mismo que antes hacfa Mfster Brown. Cuelga 

el sombrero en el extreme del baston, lo lanza al aire y lo recoge. Bailotea 

despues en el centre de la sala" (1017). This dancing routine of Joaqufn's 

continues two more times during the dialogue between Lucita and himself: 

"Bailotea otra vez en el centre de la escena" (1017); and again, a few 

moments later: "Don Joaqufn baila otro poco en medio de la sala, despues se 

sienta en una silla e inclina el cuerpo y apoya la cabeza en la mano" (1017). 

Such merriment seems rather unbecoming a gentleman of his alleged financial 

and social stature. In addition to these unexpected antics, don Joaqufn himself 

comments that his actions may provoke dismay and perhaps even disbelief: 

DON JOAQUIN. ...,5,Usted no habfa visto nunca 
bailar a los multimillonarios? 
En Espafia i,no bailan los multimillionarios? 

<l,Son graves, todos, tiesos, solemnes? 
^Son series?... (1017) 

Yet, he continues still more exaggeratedly when Mister Brown arrives: "Se 

abrazan canturreando. Don Joaqufn le pone su sombrero a Mister Brown: 

este le pone su montera a don Joaqufn. Don Joaqufn le pone la montera a 

Mfster Brown y 6ste su sombrero a don Joaqufn. Luego, se sienta cada uno en 

el respaldo de una silla, frente a frente, con los pies en el asiento "(1018). This 

continues several times until finally the act closes with Joaqufn and Mfster 
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Brown "bailoteando y haciendo movimientos c6micos...los dos se ponen a 

bailar en el centre de la escena..." (1020) as the curtain falls. 

According to Azorfn's statement of the Moliereian formula, the next act 

should be less frivolous and more costumbrista and this is indeed what 

happens in Old Spain. The second act opens with Don Joaqufn and Mfster 

Brown calling on the Marques de Cilleros at his palace in Nebreda. Portraits of 

family members clad in armor hang in the hallways and the old family servant 

Agueda answers the door and ushers them in. The Countess (daughter of the 

Marques) and Don Joaqufn carry on a conversation full of local references 

which exudes a strong costumbrista tone: 

CONDESITA. Espaha es un pais hermoso, ^verdad? 

DON JOAQUIN. Son bonitos los campos y las 
las ciudades. 

CONDESITA. Pero usted no parece de aquf... 

DON JOAQUIN. Estoy en el pueblo hace dos meses. 

CONDESITA. ^Ha visto usted ya toda Nebreda? 

DON JOAQUIN. La veo un poquito cada dfa. La voy 
descubriendo a retazos. 

CONDESITA. ^Ya habra usted visto la catedral? 

DON JOAQUIN. Si, la catedral es muy hermosa, pero 
hay otras muchas iglesias bonitas. 

Como, por ejempio, San Damian, 
el Cristo del Arroyo, San Basilic, las 
Agustinas... 

CONDESITA. Todas esas iglesias son preciosas. (1022) 

However, it is the arrival of Blasa and the Little Shepherdess which provides the 

most prominent costumbrista element. The woman, Blasa, makes the rounds of 
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the neighborhood on a regular basis carrying the picture of a shepherdess 

tending to her flock of small lambs. The details enchant the Countess and she 

delights with innocent glee over the brim of the Sheperdess's hat, the crook she 

carries and the whiteness of her lambs. She is referred to as the Divina Pastora 

(1023) and the mixture of the Christ and Marian imagery is lovely. The 

Countess informs Joaqufn that the shepherdess makes her rounds weekly; this 

is one of the charming Nebreda customs. 

Finally, the Marques provides additional descriptors which appear in the 

following monologue, further developing Xhecostumbrista tone: 

MARQUES DE CILLEROS. ..Cuando usted, en una 
callejita silenciosa, apartada 
contempla un viejo palacio, 
no siente pasar el tiempo. 
El silencio, la paz, la hermosura 
de las viejas piedras, le atraen 
a usted...Cuando usted habIa 
con un labriego de nuestras 
campifias o entra en un taller 
y conversa con un artesano, 
la calma, el sosiego, las 
maneras lentas y reposadas de 
esos viejos castellanos, tan 
sehores en su humilidad... 
Cuando penetra en una catedral 
contempla usted en la immensidad 
de la nave...cuando usted 
asciende por la colina en que esta 
asentado un viejo castillo... 
(1026) 

The Marques, himself an orator, enjoys expounding on the virtues and delights 

of the Spanish countryside, architecture and history. At one point, he lived in 

the city, in Madrid. However, once retired, he moved to the town of Nebreda, 

where Joaqufn finds him in a palace: "una de las mas hermosas de Castilla" 
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(1027). The act terminates with a tour of the palace and a somewhat flustered 

Condesita whose father detects Joaqufn's amourous attentions toward his 

daughter. 

Following the Moliereian equation, the third act should now again be a 

frivolous one, and indeed, this is the case with Old Spain. The play's true 

hilarity comes with the unfolding of the Condesita's plan to provide don Joaquin 

with a version of a Nebreda extravagancia : when Joaquin and Mfster Brown 

arrive in the village seeking the Condesita, they pause to seek some 

refreshment and Mfster Brown receives a surprise: 

DON JOAQUIN. ^No hay nadie aquf? Todo esta 
cerrado: puertas y ventanas. Llame 

usted, Mfster Brown. Mfster Brown 
llama y arrojan desde una ventana 

un jarro de agua. 

MISTER BROWN. jQue barbaridad! Se dice: "Agua 
va." (1033) 

Visually and verbally this is a delightfully comic situation. The unexpected 

arrival of the water on Mfster Brown becomes all the more amusing with his 

subsequent play on words commentary. Also, the comment alludes to the 

emptying of a chamber pot. Given the village circumstances, this is likely. 

It must be said that frivolity (or, better still, the absence of it) is a crtical 

ingredient to understanding the character of don Joaqufn. Azorfn uses the word 

extravagancias to mean a grand silliness; a sense of something larger than life. 

More importantly however, he uses it to describe the ability to release and let go 

of one's inhibitions; to allow the frivolity to dominate. Throughout the play, this 

has been one of Joaquin's major observations and, later, one of his criticisms of 

Spanish life in general: a dearth of extravagancias. Joaqufn in Act III learns that 

Spaniards are capable after all of providing frivolity and silliness as he plays 
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into the Condesita's little presentation. The Condesita, then, presents Joaquin 

and Mfster Brown with the scenario that they have entered in jurisdiction of Don 

Quijote de la Mancha complete with a character ready to do battle: "Sale un 

personaje con armadura y una gran lanza" (1034). Mfster Brown, to the 

delight of Don Joaqufn, exclaims that it is Don Quixote himself: 

MISTER BROWN. jYa escampa! jDon Quijote de la 
Mancha! 

DON JOAQUIN. jOh fantastico, sublime, muy pintoresco! 

MISTER BROWN. ^Adonde va ese tfo? 

DON JOAQUIN. Interrogue, interrogue. Mister Brown. 

MISTER BROWN. <|,Que le interrogue yo con esa 
lanza que Neva? 

DON JOAQUIN. No tema, no tema. Yo le protejo. 
Don Quijote es un caballero. (1034) 

This character only heralds the arrival of "Dulcinea" who enters on a litter, veiled 

in disguise. Mfster Brown pleads for an unveiling and she obliges, revealing 

her true identity: 

MISTER BROWN. ...Descubrase usted...Sefiora, 
por favor, descubrase usted... 

La dama enlutada se descubre 
y rfe a carcajadas. (1034) 

Does Azorfn, then follow in the footsteps of the comic master? Absolutely. In 

fact, we can see that he follows the equation that he ascribes to Moliere in Old 

Spain. This final metatheatrical incident concludes the Moliereian equation. 

Azorfn's comedy is as balanced a work as that of Moliere. For all comedy to 

truly suceed, there must be a balance between tension and release. In Old 

Spain, Azorfn therefore does comply with the standards of one whose comic 
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writing he held in high regard. Given Azorin's utilization of the equation, 

Moliere would presumably have to pronounce Old Spain a comic work, which 

would have pleased Azorfn, no doubt, immensely. 
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CHAPTER V 

SOME OTHER COMIC THEORIES: HOW DOES AZORIN UTILIZE THEM? 

Writing about and discussing the theory of what makes some things 

comic has been a topic of critical concern for countless generations. Authors 

such as Harry Levin,36 William G. McCollom,37 Walter Sorell,38 and Robert 

Corrigan39 have all developed theories as to what is funny and which acts 

ultimately will provoke laughter in the reader or audience. However, it is Henri 

Bergson who has provided the most workable yardstick for measuring the 

comic. In his essay. Laughter: An Essay on the Meaning of the Comic (1911), 

Bergson addresses the question of the comic as it applies to situation, words 

and characters. In terms of the comic situation, Bergson describes one aspect 

of the comic as being somewhat mechanical: in fact, he likens the psychological 

process to a spring or the action of a jack-in-the-box. The result, however, is 

comic and Bergson says it is so because of the element of repetition (72). 

Bergson believed that the repetition of an action which stirs us to laughter 

results from feelings being called to the surface and the delight in having them 

arise time after time. Bergson also included the concept of inversion as 

another element. A comedic situation arises out of an inverted role or 

"topsysturvydom" (84). Bergson suggested the example of a prisoner lecturing 
36 Harry Levin, Playboys and Killjoys: An Essay on the Theory and Practice of Comedy. (New 
York: Oxford U P , 1987). 

37 wiliam McCollom, The Divine Average: A View of Comedy /̂ Cleveland: The Case Westem 
Reserve U, 1971). 

38 Walter Sorrel!, Facets of Comedy. New York: Grossett & Dunlap, 1987. 

39 Robert W. Corrigan, Comedy: Meaning and Fonm. New York: Harper & Row, 1981. I first 
came upon Corrigan's criticism while working on my translation of Old Spain. 
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a magistrate, the robber being robbed. Third, a situation can also become 

comic when there is a reciprocal interference of a series ( 96). Basically, 

Bergson indicated that a situation is invariably comic when it belongs 

simultaneously to two altogether independent series of events and is therefore 

capable of being interpreted in two entirely different registers of meaning at the 

same time. Bergson characterizes this situation as one where two different 

meanings are permitted or co-exist at the same time: the more or less plausible 

one put forth by the actors and another more true or real one, which is 

determined by the public. The audience then sees the underlying meaning of a 

situation, because the playwright has taken great pains to show every aspect, 

but each of the actors presumably knows only one of these aspects. It is, 

therefore, from the "see-saw" (97) between these two aspects that the audience 

derives comic enjoyment. 

Bergson's second aspect of comedy is the comic element inherent in 

words. For Bergson, language itself is comic; the structure of sentences, the 

choice of words. Bergson explains his perception of the difference between 

witty and comic: the former is a word that makes us laugh at a third party or at 

ourselves while comic is a word or words that creates laughter at the person 

who utters the word. A comic meaning then is obtained, says Bergson, when an 

absurd idea is fitted into a well-established phrase form. A comic effect is 

achieved when we pretend to take literally an expression which was used 

figuratively (115). For Bergson, sentences are comically transformed in three 

distinct ways. The first he calls inversion (119), which is achieved by putting the 

subject in place of the object and the object in place of the subject. Secondly, 

there is what Bergson called reciprocal interference which occurs when two 

sets of ideas coexist in the same sentence. For Bergson, a pun would fall into 
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this category. A third ingredient cited is transposition, which is to ordinary 

language what repetition is to comedy. Bergson said that a comic effect is 

always obtained by transposing the natural expression of an idea into another 

"key" (123). Parody, then, would fall into this category where a solemn idea is 

transposed into a familiar one and thus degraded. Bergson also placed forms 

of exaggeration under the heading of transposition. He comments that 

speaking of small things as if they were large always is comic, particularly when 

such exaggeration is prolonged. Finally, under the same heading of 

transposition, Bergson noted that transposing upwards from below, or 

expressing in reputable language some disreputable idea (i.e., incongruency), 

is cause for comedy as well. 

The third leg of Bergson's philosophy concerns the comic as embodied 

in characters. Bergson took particular care to distinguish between two visual 

aspects with important characterizing functions (especially in theatre), action 

and gesture. For Bergson, a gesture is that attitude, movement or even 

language which outwardly expresses the mental state of the character (143). A 

gesture for Bergson is the comedic element, something a character does 

"unawares" rather than the intentional aspect of the action. For Bergson, in a 

gesture the isolated part of the person is expressed, unknown to or apart from 

the whole of the personality. In addition, there is always something explosive 

about the gesture (144). Therefore, the comic in this third segment is for 

Bergson that element by which a character unwittingly betrays himself through 

the involuntary gesture or the unconscious remark. Bergson calls this 

"automatism" (146). For Bergson, absent-mindedness is always comical. In 

this same vein, Bergson remarked that "inattention to self" (147) is another 

major component of the comic in a character. Bergson also refers to this as 
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"unsociability" (147), which he further explains as "the neglect to look around" 

(147). It would then constitute comedy for a character to condemn a certain line 

of conduct and immediately afterwards exemplify or execute it himself. Also at 

the root of the comic in character according to Bergson is "rigidity" (184) where 

a personage repeatedly errs through obstinacy of mind or disposition. Such 

rigidity compels its "victims" (185) to keep strictly to one path, to follow it 

obstinately while shutting their ears and refusing to listen. A character then 

becomes comic when he persists in following up on his one idea, continually 

referring to it in spite of incessant interruptions including demonstrations of its 

erroneous nature. 

As has been discussed above, Azorfn was successful in writing comedy 

wherein the Moliereian equation is applied. What would be the verdict if 

Azorfn were examined under the light of Henri Bergson's precepts of comedy? 

How would Old Spain fare-in other words, does it incorporate the ingredients 

indentified as comic essentials by Bergson? Let us examine the play according 

to the categories which Bergson set forth: action, word and character. 

Azorfn as playwright believed that theatre was primarily and principally 

the dialogue. The humor in Azorfn comes predominantly from his words and 

situations; he utilizes little in the way of theatrical gymnastics. However, various 

repetitive actions do occur in Old Spain , adding quite a bit of humor, as seen in 

the prologue. Thus comedy comes initially from the action of Mfster Brown 

exiting and returning after having been asked firmly to leave at the top of the 

prologue. He enters and exits the stage three times during the course of the 

prologue: "Aparece...Mfster Brown" (1009), "Se marcha Mfster Brown" (1010); 

"Aparece otra vez...", "Se marcha Mfster Brown ; "Vuelve a aparecer Mister 

Brown" and finally, then, an exit by the side of the prompter's box (1011). 
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In the second act, one of Doha Marcela's boarders, Mr. Cicuendez, 

provides another set of repetitive comedy. The action of his raising his voice in 

emphasis and the subsequent physical reactions of dofia Marcela and her 

daughter Lucita are cause for a wonderful bit of comedy: 

SENOR CICUENDEZ. Vaya, vaya! Pausa. 
De pronto, dando un gran voz: / 
Don Joaqufn! De un salto se ponen en 

pie Dofia Marcela y Lucita. 

DONA MARCELA. jJesus! 

LUCITA. jQue hombre, este sefior Cicuendez! 

SENOR CICUENDEZ. ^Conque ninguna novedad? Sientense; 
haganme el favor. Otra pausa y otra gran voz. 
j Don Joaqufn! Otro salto nervioso de las 

dos mujeres. 

DONA MARCELA. jPero, sefior Cicuendez! 

LUCITA. jPero, por Dies! 

DONA MARCELA. j Estoy asustada! 

LUCITA. i Estoy temblando! 

SENOR CICUENDEZ. Bueno, bueno, dofia Marcela, Lucita. 
,i,Conque no hay ninguna novedad? 

Nueva pausa y nuevo grito \Don Joaqufn! (1017) 

The repetition here consists of two elements: Cicuendez's voice and the 

women subsequently jumping to their feet. This example seemingly comes 

straight from Bergson. In fact, he called it 'The Jack-in-the-box": 

As children we have all played with the little man 
who springs out of a box. You squeeze him flat, 
he jumps up again. Push him lower, and he shoots 
up higher still. Crush him down beneath the lid, 
and often he will send everything flying. It is hard to 
tell whether or not the toy is very ancient, but the kind 
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of amusement it affords belongs to all time. It is 
a struggle between two stubborn elements, one of 
which, being simply mechanical, generally ends by 
giving in to the other, which treats it as a plaything. 

We will now pass on to the theatre, beginning 
with a Punch and Judy show. No sooner does the 
policeman put in an appearance on the stage than, 
naturally enough, he receives a blow which fells him. 
He springs to his feet, a second blow lays him flat. 
A repetition of the offense is followed by a repetition 
of the punishment. Up and down the constable flops 
and hops with the uniform rhythm of the bending and 
releasing of a spring, whilst the spectators laugh 
louder and louder. (70-71) 

The women, then are the springs of comedy in this scene. They are primed or 

wound to respond. Sehor Cicuendez's vocal prompting releases the tension on 

the spring and off they go, leaping into action. 

A second aspect of comedy in action involves Bergson's principle of 

inversion. Bergson says: "Thus we laugh at the prisoner at the bar lecturing the 

magistrate; at the child presuming to teach his parents; in a word, at everything 

that comes under the heading of 'topsyturvydom'" (94). Perhaps the single best 

example of this in Old Spain would be the character of Don Joaqufn himself. 

We learn before ever meeting Joaqufn that he is a rather mysterious type, given 

to long solitary walks. He is indeed a multimillionaire who possesses 

beautifully made undergarments, and appears to know quite a bit about a lot of 

various things although he speaks Spanish with the accent of a foreigner. We 

know he is the son of a Spanish father and a North American mother. Indeed, 

he is from New York City, but has decided he wants to live among the common 

folk in Spain, absorbing Spanish ways and customs, blending in regardless of 

the fact that he has healthy financial reserves. Above all, he is young and 

marriageable. Azorfn piques our interest by revealing these aspects. We do 

not quite expect Gary Grant, crossed with Donald Trump, but we certainly do 
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not expect what we do observe: Bergson's inversion. A multimillionaire 

streaked with eccentricity: "Aparece don Joaqufn...cuelga el sombrero en el 

extreme del baston, lo lanza al aire y lo recoge. Bailotea despues en el centre 

de la sala" (1017). "Bailotea otra vez en el centre de la escena" (1017); 

"...baila otro poco en medio de la sala, despues se sienta en una silla e inclina 

el cuerpo y apoya la cabeza en la mano" (1017). Joaqufn is a performer, not a 

social climber, an entertainer not a dilettante. He breaks all the molds of 

expectation and continues to be more outrageous and spectacular when he 

teams up with Mfster Brown. Joaquin's amusing gymnastics take on another 

dimension: "Se abrazan canturreando. Don Joaqufn le pone su sombrero a 

Mfster Brown; este le pone su montera a don Joaqufn. Don Joaqufn le pone la 

montera a Mfster Brown y este su sombrero a don Joaqufn. Luego, se sienta 

cada uno en el respaldo de una silla, frente a frente, los pies en el asiento" 

(1018). The scene closes with them both dancing again, but not before they 

make "visajes comicos cada uno por la puerta" (1019). This is certainly not the 

behavior expected from an elegant multimillionaire. The discovery of a 

multimillionaire in such a situation as well as his subsequent actions contribute 

to comedy by inversion. 

A third element of Bergson's theory is comedy through reciprocal 

interference. Bergson does not mean, however, that an action is actually 

getting in the way of another action and thus not permitting it to occur. Rather, 

he is referring to a more scientific aspect: optics. His definition of interference 

employed these words: "...the partial superposition and neutralization, by each 

other, of two series of light-waves" (96). Therefore, a situation can be comic 

when it belongs simultaneously to two altogether independent events, yet is 

capable of being interpreted in two different meanings at the same time. 
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Azorfn's prologue in Old Spain offers an example of such situation. Bergson 

further explained that in this situation, there is the meaning put forth by the 

actors, while an alternate meaning results from a conclusion reached by the 

public. In the prologue, the actor and Mfster Brown (and those actors portraying 

these characters) have the job of trying to explain to the audience some of the 

playwright and director's intentions while the comic character of Mfster Brown 

keeps interrupting the proceedings. The actor does manage to elucidate some 

important pieces of information regarding the character of don Joaqufn in spite 

of Mfster Brown's comic interference. As a prologue, then it succeeds: we learn 

something about the character around whom the play revolves. However, in 

keeping with Bergson, we see that critically astute, contemporary audiences 

can ascribe another simultaneous meaning to the prologue: that of its being a 

metatheatrical diversion. For example, the actor says that the director and the 

playwright are at odds with one another regarding how various aspects of the 

production should be executed. As an audience we smile at the joke Azorfn is 

playing on us and at the same time may also be entertained by the notion that 

perhaps this indeed was the case. The actor tells us in addition that the 

playwright has decided to forego the prologue: yet here we are, witnessing its 

enactment: another cause for amusement. Perhaps the greatest source of 

amusement in the prologue is Mfster Brown who, unlike the actor, plays the role 

of an actor playing Mfster Brown as well as the character of Mfster Brown, clown 

and sidekick to don Joaqufn. The comedy comes from that "wink-wink, nudge-

nudge" knowledge that we observe in this duality. In addition, Mfster Brown 

breaks totally with theatrical convention when he apparently decides to exit the 

stage through the audience by attempting to jump over the footlights and the 

prompter's box as well. 
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Bergson also discusses various uses of words as vehicles of comedy. 

Applications of aspects of this part of his theory are evident in Old Spain as 

well, for example, that of transposition. The means of transposition for Bergson 

are rather varied and, given the fact that language itself offers a vast continuity 

of themes, the opportunities for and reverberations of passing a word from one 

"key" to another are almost boundless. Simply stated then, Bergson held that 

words rendered comic situations when they transposed something solemn into 

the familiar. The most interesting application of this is the title of the play itself 

and how the title manages to become a standard that is carried by don Joaqufn 

and Mfster Brown throughout the course of the play. When we consider the 

comic in words, or Bergson's second element of comedy, we see that the 

prologue is full of comedy. Let us start with the title itself. Azorfn wrote all his 

plays in his native language (i.e., Castilian Spanish) and indeed employed a 

variety of Castilian colloquialisms throughout many of his plays. However, for 

the title of this play, Azorfn chose to use English (as he did in the case of Dr. 

Death, de 3a5 -which is not comic). The natural expression of the title (given 

the fact that the entire play is in Spanish) would be to have the title in Spanish. 

Azorfn chose to take what would have been a natural expression and 

transposed this idea into what Bergson calls "another key" (123). Azorfn thus 

introduces Bergson's "another key" in the title as the beginning of what will 

become the operative cause of hilarity for both the characters and audience. 

There is no way of knowing how the English language title of this play 

resonated with Spanish audiences, but it certainly lost no significance in terms 

of the play as a whole: the protagonist is from New York City in the roaring 

twenties; a child of an American and a Spaniard who brings to "old Spain" new, 

twentieth-century sensibilities and promises. 
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The title. Old Spain , obviously refers to the idea of a Spain long ago: 

castles, landscapes, quiet cathedrals; old women in prayer. More importantly, it 

represents Spain's traditions. According to the character of the Marques, "la 

tradicion es la finura y el sentido de lo perfecto" (1027). The Marques 

continues by mentioning "el ambiente de perfeccion que ha creado esos 

palacios y esas ciudades" (1027). Old Spain, then, is more than just the age of 

the bricks and mortar that make up the cathedrals; it is the generations of 

traditions found in small villages and big cities. In a word. Old Spain is about 

the past, Spain's past. In effect, the title of the play is ambivalent (or multivalent) 

because it means different things to different characters (and spectators). This, 

then, is the solemn representation of the phrase. However, the phrase itself is 

uttered twenty-one times during the course of the play. The Condesita says it 

once and the rest of the time don Joaqufn and Mfster Brown use it; the former 

the majority of the time. The transposition, then, occurs with don Joaqufn. The 

phrase becomes a comic outburst; an exclamation of delight, frivolity. We know 

even before we meet don Joaqufn that the phrase is a favorite of his; Mfster 

Brown provides the insight as he imitates don Joaqufn: "Mucho calor...mucho 

calor; Old Spain!...v^o/wenofo a imitara don Joaqufn...Mucho color, mucho 

color...Old Spain! (1016). However, it is in his exchanges with Mfster Brown 

that the phrase takes on its comic quality as an exclamatory response to Mfster 

Brown's nonsensical bon mot: 

MISTER BROWN. jTuridu! 

DON JOAQUIN. Old Spain!... 

MISTER BROWN. Presteme usted dos pesetas, Don 
Joaqufn. 

DON JOAQUIN. jOld Spain , Mfster Brown! 
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MISTER BROWN. jTuridu, don Joaqufn! (1018-1019). 

This exchange is repeated four more times, verbatim and without deviation or 

omissions before the act break. 

Azorin understood or intuited that the comedy also centered around the 

issue of platitudes. The truism or solemnity that "Old Spain" originally 

expressed is transposed and made clear and comically forceful. The original 

solemn expression has been abandoned as well as the revivification of the 

original meaning. We see, then, the comic transposition from the solemn 

suggestion of the title to a nonsense exclamation interspersed with physical 

frolicking and merriment. 

A second transposition occurs in the first act in an exchange between 

don Joaqufn and Lucita, the daughter of Doha Marcela, the proprietress of the 

boarding house. In this dialogue, we find some rather solemn words borrowed 

from Shakespeare and transposed into a comic set up. First, let us review the 

segment of Hamlet's celebrated monologue from the third act of Shakespeare's 

Hamlet. This particular monologue is taken from the third volume of A.L. Rowe's 

The Annotated Shakespeare :40 

HAMLET. ...To die, to sleep; to sleep: perchance 
to dream: ay, there's the rub; For in that sleep of 
death what dreams may come when we have 
shuffled off this mortal coil... (225). 

We see, then, that don Joaqufn paraphrases only slightly: 

DON JOAQUIN. Old Spain! Don Joaqufn 
baila otro poco en medio de la sala, despues 

se sienta en una silla e inclina el cuerpo y apoya 

40 William Shakespeare, "Hamlet" The Annotated Shakespeare. Ed. A. L. Rowse. New York: 
Clarkson N. Potter, Inc., 1978. I used this particular edition instead of the Eden Shakespeare 
collection (which I prefer ordinarily) because of the particularly detailed notes and commentary by 
Rowse. 
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la cabeza en la mano. Morir...Dormir...^Dormir? 
jQuien sabe! Sonar...Sf, ese es el problema. 
en ese dormir, ,|,que suehos se podran tener...? 
Pausa ligera. Don Joaqufn toma notas en un 
cuadernito y luego arranca las hojas y las 
guarda en la cartera. (1017) 

What is comical about this segment of Joaqufn's dialogue is that it comes from 

out of the blue: there is nothing in his previous exchanges with Lucita which 

would have warranted such a textually philosophical remark. It is this 

transposition from the classical tragedy to the absurd incongruity-non sequitur-

that makes one laugh at this speech. Unlike his predecessor, don Joaqufn has 

no inclinations toward suicide. On the contrary, he seems rather impressed by 

his own witty remarks and scribbles a memo in his notebook. (To further add to 

the comedy, Azorfn broke from his usual rule of few if any stage directions and 

provided the actor with the instruction to bend over while sitting and support the 

head in hand-a truly Hamletian gesture.) 

While Henri Bergson wrote his commentaries on comedy in a rather 

lengthy essay, in a more contemporary vein, Keith Johnstone in his book Impro 

(1979) also outlines his theory of what is funny. Johnstone, a British acting 

teacher and coach, affirms that "most comedy works on the see-saw principle. 

A comedian is paid to lower his own or other people's status" (39). Johnstone 

continues: "In my view, a man who falls on a banana skin is funny only if he 

loses status...If Nixon had slipped up on the White House steps, many people 

would have found it hysterical" (40). Johnstone's use of Richard Nixon as 

critical example is helpful. Here he illustrates his theory with a high-status 

individual reduced to a lower status as a result of an innocent action or 

happenstance. Does this occur in Old Spain ? Absolutely. 
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The character of don Joaqufn is perhaps the most obvious example. Don 

Joaqufn's status is established on the second page of the prologue. We learn 

about his staus as a multimillionaire from New York City. Additionally, we learn 

of his parentage. Immediately an image is presented of a young, cosmopolitan 

gentleman who is most probably bilingual in addition to being well dressed. We 

learn in the first act that although he is attempting to conduct himself and his 

goings-on incognito, the exceedingly high quality of his undergarments betrays 

him to the chambermaids and washerwomen, becoming a matter of gossip. To 

those in the small town of Nebreda, don Joaquin's arrival is anticipated as 

elegance personified: a combination of Fred Astaire and Daddy Warbucks 

(several years early). But then, we meet him and his actions are those of a 

clown. He "performs" for Lucita and her mother and "cuelga el sombrero en el 

extreme del baston, lo lanza al aire y lo recoge " (1017). In addition to this 

nimble demonstration, don Joaqufn "bailotea despues en el centre de la sala" 

(1017). Before he utters a word, don Joaqufn paints himself as a comic figure, 

lowering his status from elegant multimillionaire to cabaret performer status. He 

himself senses the shock and disbelief of his audiences and remarks: "^Usted 

no habfa visto nunca bailar a los multimillonarios?...<j,No bailan los 

multimillionarios? ^Son graves todos, tiesos, solemnes? <i,Son series? ^Es 

precise, Lucita, que un multimillionario sea una persona serfa?" (1017). Don 

Joaqufn's status has been lowered in the eyes of his audience. He, however, 

refuses to accept the "normal" pattern: graves, tiesos, solemnes . The situation, 

then, is comical. Don Joaquin, established as an elegant, young yet 

cosmopolitan multimillionaire is seen dancing and frolicking in public. Not what 

the audience or most of his fellow characters expect from one of such elevated 

social status. Thus, there is tremendous comic amusement. 
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Regarding theories and styles of comedy, there also exists in Old Spain 

a strong element of the burlesque. Unfortunately, in America, this term has 

come to mean a variety show with strong emphasis on sex and nudity. 

Originally, however, burlesque bore a very close relation to the farce. The word 

itself is derived from the Italian burlesco, meaning mockery or from buria which 

is synonymous with joke and jest. Walter Sorell says in his book entitled Facets 

of Comedy that "burlesque makes its points through caricature, ridicule, and 

distortion" (101). Another distinct feature of burlesque according to Sorrel is "a 

ludicrous imitation of a dramatic form" (101). Azorfn, through the use of the 

Condesita's own extravagancia in staging a Quixote-like encounter with don 

Joaqufn and Mister Brown fulfills this requirement. In order to impress don 

Joaqufn with a Spaniard's ability to poke a little fun at others and themselves, 

the Condesita calls on several servants to assist her in staging this enactment. 

She herself decides to participate and indeed recreates the character of 

Dulcinea. Azorfn deliberately chose the essence of Spanish letters, don 

Quixote, to serve as the burlesque (not inappropriately, for Cervantes 

burlesques the extremes of some romances of chivalry. Of course, Azorfn was 

a great admirer of Cervantes and wrote several works in tribute, e.g., Tomas 

Rueda, or for the theatre,Cervantes o La casa encantada, which even features 

Cervantes as a character). The Condesita's disguise works and don Joaqufn 

is smitten more than before. First, don Joaquin and Mfster Brown encounter a 

servant disguised as a highwayman, designed to put them off their guard. Next, 

another Quixote element appears as the characters are introduced and 

Mister Brown is ordered to give himself 200 lashes so that the "new" Dulcinea 

may be freed from the spell which was cast on her: 

DUENA. Sf, sehor; un castillo, y en el esta 
encantada la nueva Dulcinea del Toboso. 
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Sale un personaje con armadura y gran lanza. 

MISTER BROWN. Ya escampa! j Don Quijote de la Mancha. 

DON JOAQUIN. Oh fantastico, sublime, muy pintoresco! 

MISTER BROWN. Adonde va ese tie? 

DON JOAQUIN. Interrogue, interrogue Mfster Brown. 

MISTER BROWN. ^Que le interrogue yo 
con esa lanza que lleva? 

DON JOAQUIN. No tema, no tema. Yo le protejo. Don Quijote es un 
caballero. 

MISTER BROWN Ya sale Dulcinea. Ya la trae en una silla de manos. 
Aparece una silla de manos, en la que viene una dama 
cubierta con un veto. 

DON QUIJOTE. Yo, Don Quijote de la Mancha, hago saber a todos que 
la nueva y sin par Dulcinea del Toboso 
esta encantada por obra de un malsin 
encantador. Y que no saldra de su 
encantamiento en tanto que el nuevo. 
Sancho Panza, o sea Mfster Brown, no 
se propine con propia mano una tanda 

de doscientos azotes. 

MISTER BROWN. jOue barbaro! jYo doscientos azotes! 

DON JOAQUIN. Doscientos azotes y nada mas, Mfster Brown. 

MISTER BROWN. <|,Yo darme doscientos azotes? jNisofiando! 
Sehora, esto ya pasa de 
ser una broma. j No, no; en serio, no! 
(^Quien es usted? Descubrase usted. 
Yo no me dejo dar azotes. Sehora, por 
favor, descubrase usted. La dama enlutada 
se descubre y rfe a carcajadas. 

DON JOAQUIN. jDivina Condesita! 

CONDESITA. "Old Spain", jdon Joaqufn! (1034). 
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This metatheatrical interlude burlesques the kind of fortuitous and absurd 

encounters that occurred so many times in Don Ouixote . The ludicrousness of 

the encounter stems from the opposing views of don Joaqufn and Mfster Brown 

in relation to the situation. Don Joaqufn clearly is delighted by such a show and 

does not fear for his life (just as was usually the case with don Quixote and 

Sancho). In fact, he appears to relish the scene when he exclaims how 

fantastic and utterly sublime it all is. On the other hand, Mfster Brown is quite 

concerned; indeed he fears for his well-being. Yet, don Joaqufn remains 

steadfast in his belief that no harm will come to Mfster Brown as he proceeds to 

tell him that it is only 200 lashes, nothing more. With the revelation of the 

Condesita's true identity, the burlesque terminates. 

How well, then, does Azorfn employ the techniques of comedy as 

elaborated by its theoreticians, and what is the import of his ability to "follow the 

rules for his success? All indications point to a successful outcome. Certainly, 

there is evidence enough of his applying Henri Bergson's observations 

concerning various aspects of the comic in character, word and situation. 

Additionally, he measures up equally well against against contemporary ideas 

of the comic as seen in the ideas of Johnstone and Sorell. Sorell, like Bergson 

before him, is more didactic in his approach. Johnstone, on the other hand, is a 

working theatre professional whose approaches are actively portrayed on 

stages both in North America and Europe. Azorfn was capable of producing a 

work that was comic in thought, word and deed-a true pioneer of the theatre. 
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CHAPTER VI 

AZORIN AND AMERICAN VAUDEVILLE: A COMIC THREAD 

Azorfn wrote his play Old Spain after a twenty-five-year-hiatus from 

playwrighting. In 1926, Azorfn introduced his audiences to the story of a 

multimillionaire from New York City who plans to live in Spain as a poor man, 

savoring the delights of his father's native land and falling in love in the process. 

Lawrence LaJohn (1961) reminds us that the play was considered the theatrical 

event of the season and was received favorably by the public (LaJohn 116). 

Critics hailed the humor as "delicious" (116) and spoke of the "new comic 

element" (116). However, these were the only remarks that hinted at any 

degree of comedy within the work. 

The prologue introduces us to the primary character in Old Spain, Mfster 

Brown. Wilma Newberry in her book. The Pirandellilan Mode in Spanish 

Literature (1973), discusses how the character of Mister Brown originates in the 

commedia dell'arte tradition (105). Mfster Brown is all that and more. 

Newbeerry says of Azorfn that "he will go only so far with this type of action-just 

to the end of the prologue" (105). But Newberry missed a key element.. She 

did not consider how far Azorfn did go with his characters in creating his 

comedy. Azorin's comedy in Old Spain extended far beyond the prologue and 

beyond the commedia. 

Mfster Brown in his own right is a zanni. Walter Sorrel (1973) called 

them "versatile fun makers" (95) and the traditional zannis are better known as 

Arlecchino, Brighella, Pulcinella, Scaramuccia, Pedrolino or Scapini. In fact, 

Mister Brown invokes members of the proud tradition in his exchange with the 
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actor in Old Spain's prologue: "Mis amigos son Pierrot, Pantalon, Franca-

Tripa, Arlequfn, el capitan Ceremonia" (1010). Mfster Brown indeed puts 

himself in some illustrious company. And he does keep with the zannis farcical 

interludes. Most of the time these interludes or lazzi were physical tricks, 

ranging from grimaces to gymnastics. More often than not, the interludes have 

the character of mere horseplay. The prologue ends, for example, with Mfster 

Brown attempting to join the audiences by jumping over the footlights, but they 

are too high. He tries to exit via the prompter's shell, but it is occupied. He 

eventually exits from the stage itself into the wings. Mfster Brown also 

engages into the hopping about with don Joaqufn as well as adopting a rather 

silly posture of sitting on the back of a chair: "se sienta cada uno en el respaldo 

de una silla, frente a gerente con los pies en el asiento" (1018). In addition 

to the obvious physical comedy of Mfster Brown, it must also be noted that don 

Joaqufn himself exhibits the behavior patterns of a zanni also. As was noted in 

the previous stage directions, don Joaqufn joins Mfster Brown in hopping about 

as well as the outrageous sitting posture. In fact, when he makes his first 

entrance in Act one he does so while he bailotea after having imitated Mfster 

Brown by "cuelga el sombrero en extreme del baston, lo lanza al aire y lo 

recoge" (1016-1017). Don Joaqufn even follows true to zanni form by 

grimacing. In Act one he is "haciendo visajes comicos" (1019) while he and 

Mfster Brown exit. What we have, then, are two separate characters who are 

comical in their own right. However, when they team up (either with each 

another or even with another character in the play) they create more than just a 

comic character act. Together they epitomize the performers which were often 

seen on American vaudeville stages. Don Joaquin and Mfster Brown thus 

become an "act." 
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First, a bit of necessary of background. American vaudeville was the 

name adopted in the United States in the late nineteenth century for the type of 

respectable family entertainment pioneered by Tony Pastor in the 1860's. 

Vaudeville houses had grown so popular that every city of any size had regular 

theatres devoted to variety programs. The first successful chain of vaudeville 

theaters whose entertainment was supplied for a whole season by a central 

booking agency was the work of two men: Benjamin Franklin Keith and his 

partner, E. F. Albee. Both men had experiences in circuses and in the Barnum 

type of museum. In 1885 they formed a partnership and opened the Bijou 

Theatre in Boston. From there, they opened similiar theatres in Philadelphia, 

Providence and New York. 

However, the idea of vaudeville is as old as drama itself. Indeed, while 

the Greeks presented their plays, there were strolling players who performed 

stunts. For many centuries professional entertainers performed their tricks in 

inns, beer halls and public squares. The derivation of the word vaudeville is 

much disputed. However the accepted idea is that it comes from the French 

virevaude orvaudevire. In the fifteenth century, aVau-deVire was the name 

given to convivial songs. In the seventeenth century, the term was applied to 

satiric verses popular in small towns and villages. In America, however, many 

claim to have coined the term vaudeville. Joe Laurie, Jr. (1953) writes that 

M.S. Leavitt, a great showman, claimed he was the first to use the term back in 

1871. John W. Ransom claimed he coined the term long before Benjamin 

Franklin Keith (10). The term's origins are, at best, apocryphal. 

However, Pastor presented his first program of what was later to be 

called vaudeville. It consisted of eight contrasting acts-comedy, acrobatics, 

singing and dancing. Vaudeville was a transition from the more lewd acts of 
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variety. The comic sketches never lasted more than twenty minutes and were 

written to a specific "punch" formula. Vaudeville developed the headline system 

which lead to the appearance of star names from the theatre. Performers were 

inspired to create new comic turns in their acts. There were acts with one, two 

and even four men. There were comic character artists, with specialities such 

as the tramp. In addition, there were comparable acts called "Negro," "Jew," 

and "black face." Also there was something called the "nut" acts. A nut act, 

however, is a "combination of outrageous distortion, noisy satire and mad 

humor, adding up to an insanely imaginative entertainment" (Gilbert 251). Joe 

Laurie, Jr. elaborated further: 

They were a vaude craze at one time; every show 
had one...Audiences loved 'em because they 
did the things the audience would have loved 
to do, like yelling, screaming, breaking hats, 
breaking the bulbs in the footlights, tearing 
drops, singing, sitting in women's laps, etc. (199) 

In order to appreciate how closely don Joaqufn and Mfster Brown resemble a 

nut act, let us examine one of the better-known nut teams in vaudeville: "Mr. 

Duffy and Mr. Sweeney." Duffy and Sweeney were rather a violent nut act (as is 

evidenced by their interactive physical comedy) but because of their wit, 

exploits and general clowning, they were the most talked-of twosome inthe 

profession. According to Gilbert (1963): 

They contrived an act which was nut from start 
to finish. After entering, Mr. Sweeney would 
begin a pointless story while Mr. Duffy dozed. 
Waking suddenly, Mr. Duffy, noticing that 
Mr. Sweeney was still talking, would casually 
slap him in the face and apologize profusely. 
So Sweeney would bow until no one could 
tell who was apologizing to whom or for what. 
When the bowing and handshaking subsided, 
Mr. Sweeney would say "Pardon me once more" 
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and cuff Mr. Duffy on the jaw. After more apologies, 
bows and appeasements, they took their 
seats beside each other; whereupon Mr. Duffy 
would push Mr. Sweeney off his chair. 
Politely helping him up Mr. Duffy 

would then seek to seat himself in a chair 
that was not there. Then, Mr. Sweeney 
would help Mr. Duffy to a seat, make him 
comfortable, and nonchalantly kick 
him in the face. (259) 

While the encounters of Mfster Brown and don Joaqufn are somewhat 

less violent (i.e., they never strike one another), they are, nonetheless, true 

examples of a nut act. The first manifestation occurs in the Act One when Mfster 

Brown and don Joaquin meet on stage for the first time. They embrace while 

humming an unnamed tune, and proceed to utilize and exchange a critical 

vaudeville prop: a hat. In fact, one of the greatest vaudevillians, Ed Wynn, wore 

peg-top trousers and a Panama hat in his act. According to Douglas Gilbert 

(1940), "he made his hat famous throughout his eleven years in vaudeville. It 

was a trick hat from the factory of his father, a millinery manufacturer...and Wynn 

could make twenty-eight different shapes of it by a touch here, there" (251-252). 

In Old Spain, don Joaqufn is the owner of a nondescript sombrero. It is 

Mfster Brown, however, who has a montera or a genuine bullfighter's cap. The 

action begins with an exchange of the hats; don Joaqufn puts his hat on Mfster 

Brown who places his capon don Joaqufn. This, like the Sweeney and Duffy 

routine, is all done without dialogue. Mfster Brown and don Joaqufn then 

proceed to sit in a most unconventional manner: each sits himself on the back of 

a chair while placing his feet on the seat. They continue to hold a conversation 

in this fashion until they rise to shake hands while one foot is still on a chair and 

the other is now resting on a nearby table. 
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They make their penultimate exit from the scene while hopping about and 

pulling comic faces. Several lines later, don Joaqufn re-enters and again joins 

Mfster Brown hopping and making other comic actions. They both begin to 

dance in the center of the stage at the end of the act, shouting and laughing as 

the curtain falls. 

Vaudeville acts came in singles, duos, triples and even foursomes. The 

nut act version described was no exception. Some notable single nut acts 

included Ted Healey, Jack Inglis, Neil McKinley (who would bring out a ladder 

and sing to a girl in the box). Jack Rose (who originated the breaking of hats) 

Joe Whitehead and Fred Allen. Mfster Brown on his own merits the title of nut 

act, not only for his work in conjunction with don Joaqufn, but also for what he 

accomplishes on his own. In the second act, when Mfster Brown and don 

Joaqufn visit the home of the Marques de Cilleros and his daughter Pepita, la 

Condesita, Mfster Brown continues his silly behavior: "se sienta en el respaldo 

de la silla con los pies en el asiento" (1021). However, it is in the prologue of 

Old Spain where the nut act characteristics first come to light. Like Neil 

McKinley singing to the girl in the audience and Fred Allen who would "quit in 

the middle of a routine, sit flat on the stage almost in the footlights, and read his 

press notices to the orchestra leader" (Gilbert 263), Mfster Brown also 

advances into the audience as he addresses the actor in the final speech of the 

prologue: 

MISTER BROWN. ...Por donde salgo? Intenta saltar 
por las candilejas. jNo, 

no; por aquf, no, que es muy alto! 
Asomandose a la concha del 
apuntador. Por aquf tampoco 
puedo salir; esta ocupado. La 
funcion debe comenzuar en 
seguida. ;Eh, sehor Antoine! 
Ire por este lado...Adios sehores, 
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adios! Lo que me voy a refr 
despues. jja, ja, ja! 

(1011) 

Separately and together then, don Joaqufn and Mfster Brown 

exemplified a type of act very popular in American vaudeville: the nut act. But in 

addition to their crazy physical antics, Mfster Brown and don Joaqufn could also 

be termed a two-man talking act. The two-man talking act depended on talking 

routines and perhaps some song, dance, or parody for insurance. The original 

two-man acts were in black face, and did try to portray the black man in looks 

and dialect. Some such duos later worked as a black face comic and white 

straight man. The next teams were double Irish; later they too began working as 

straight man and Irish comic. Then came the double Dutch acts (the German 

aBcts were termed Dutch); they too followed the trend. There were very few 

double Hebrew two-man acts; usually it was a straight man and a Hebrew 

comic. The last two-man character acts were Italian. It is interesting to note, as 

Joe Laurie Jr. does in Vaudeville: From the Honky-tonks to the Palace (1953) 

that the comic characters followed the pattern of American immigration (82). 

As immigration subsided, the comic role of the two-man act became an 

eccentric character a man with funny make-up, baggy pants or big shoes. 

Toward the latter part of vaudeville, the comic would just use a funny hat to 

make him look different from the straight man. 

Most of the old-time two-man acts had belly-laugh material. Their 

routines were, as Laurie so colorfully notes: of the "spit-out-the beans" variety 

(82). Their comedy, then was derived from broad, physical and rowdy actions. 

For example, they could use gags that a mixed (man and woman) team could 

not use. But the two-man acts put everything in: cross-fire talk of unconnected 

gags, playing musical instruments, etc. In the early 1900's, the two-man act 
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changed from this back-slapping broad-based comedy to more rational 

material. A distinct line was drawn between the comic and the straight man. 

The straight man began to dress in street clothes. The comic would wear the 

"funny" suit, misfit or shabby as opposed to the straight man's derby and button 

shoes. But, more importantly, instead of rather catch-as-catch-can gags, which 

the straight man would lead into with an introduction of "By the way, what 

happened to you at...?", the two- man act now started to use regular routines 

and began to stick to one subject. Some of them even had thin plots. Laurie 

(1953) recounts how the straight man was also called "the scolder" because 

he often would scold the comic with such lines as "I'm ashamed of you-what you 

did when I introduced you to that lovely lady." Or, he would straighten his tie and 

hit the comic with gloves or a newspaper ( 87). Thus, the two man acts began 

to depend more on good routines than on funny clothing. In later years of 

vaudeville when the two-man act was dying down, they looked around for 

gimmicks to add to the act. Many of them put a wife or even a girlfriend in the 

act, to do a song-and-dance or even add a flirtation "bit" to the routine. 

Personality, enthusiasm and speed were vaudeville requirements. The 

exterior comedy in vaudeville, i.e., the funny and suit and floppy shoes, made 

way for a more interior comedy, a comedy whose success depended on the 

dialogue and the ability to deliver it with verve and precision. It should come as 

no surprise to discover that what Azorfn considered a key ingredient to 

successful theatre was what made his theatre all the more vaudevillian: "el 

dialogo lo es todo. Todo debe estar en el dialogo limpio, resistente y flexible a 

la vez. Flufdo y coloreado" (857). Azorfn continued: "la frase rapida, 

impetuosa, incoherente a veces-en la aparencia-con interrumpciones, con 

sentidos que quedan al aire, con sugestiones apenas inciadas" (508-509). 
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Azorfn also felt strongly that stage directions should not perform the duty of the 

dialogue. A playwright who resorts to using the stage directions to insert humor 

and psychology is cheating: 

En el dialogo en lo que dicen los personajes, 
debe estar todo lo que el director de la escena 
y el actor necesitan para disponer la escena 
o caracterizar el personaje. Y si no esta todo 
en el dialogo, es que el autor hace trampas; 
es decir, que apela a la acotacion para hacer 
lo que no hace en el dialogo. jQue bien hacfan 
los antiguos cuando, al comienzo de un 
acto, ponfan sencillamente: bosque, o 
salon, o campo o calle! Nada mas, y el 
actor encontraba el la obra materia 
superabundante para la caracterizacion. 
(1177) 

Anthony Pasquariello (1959) ably noted this when he said: 

The mechanical pattern of his style, then, 
is the rapid succession of brief sentences 
of two, three or four words. The rhythm of 
the brief sentence is varied with numerous 
interruptions, intercalated questions, or 
eloquent pauses. Then to heighten the 
emotional intensity of the brief sentence, 
there is frequently a series of questions or 
one or two word exclamations combined 
in a curious manner. (191) 

How, then, do these key ingredients provide a thread between Azorfn and 

vaudeville? By alternating an examination of the actual dialogue from both 

vaudeville routines and Azorfn's plays, this relationship will become evident. 

The definition of speed to be used for the comparison will be that of Anthony 

Pasquariello. First, Azorfn from the second act of Old Spain : 

CONDESITA. iLas ha pensado usted? 

DON JOAQUIN. Sf, jias he pensado y las he escrito! 
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CONDESITA. 6Las ha escrito usted? 

DON JOAQUIN. jSf, las he escrito yo! jEstoy 
verdaderamente asombrado. jEs usted 

adivina. 

MISTER BROWN. Advina y divina. 

DON JOAQUIN. jVeamos, sehorito, veamos! 
jEsto es muy importante!... 

DON JOAQUIN. ^Quien entra aquf? ^Quien 
interrumpe? jAh, perdon, 
perdon sehorita! jCref que 

estaba en mi casa! 
(1023) 

Next, let's look at a bit of vaudeville dialogue. Joe Laurie, Jr. (1953) captures 

this in his Vaudeville: From Honky Tonks to the Palace: 

MAN. Say, you're a pretty smart girl. What's your name? 

WOMAN. Helen Summer. 

MAN. What is it in winter? 

WOMAN. Oh, a pretty smart fellow, eh? 

MAN. How old are you? 

WOMAN. Sixteen. 

MAN. How old? 

WOMAN. I've told you twice, sixteen. 

MAN. Oh, twice sixteen; that's more like it. 
(423) 

Now, back to Old Spain only this time in the first act there is a short exchange 

among Sehor Cicuendez, Lucita and Doha Marcela: 
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DONA MARCELA. 

jPero, sehor Cicuendez! 

LUCITA. jPero, por Dies! 

DONA MARCELA. j Estoy asustada! 

LUCITA. jEstoy temblando! 

SENOR CICUENDEZ. Bueno, bueno, dona Marcela, Lucita... 
Don Joaqufn! 

DONA MARCELA. ^Acabara usted, hombre? 

LUCITA. No es cosa de broma. (1015) 

The following vaudeville routine is a bit that was called the 

Double Dutch Act. Not only is there a tremendous amount of speed in the 

snippets of dialogue, but also note the use of dialect to reinforce the comedy: 

COMIC. Veil, vot do you want to eat? 

SM. I don't know. Give me the menu. 

COMIC. Devot? 

SM De menu. 

COMIC. I know you mean me. Vot do you vant? 

SM. Menu. 

COMIC. Mean me? 

SM. Ven I say menu I don't mean you. 

COMIC. Ach, vot do you mean? 

SM. Menu. 

COMIC. Ach, the book. (446) 
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Once again, Azorfn from the first act of Old Spain. Note where the Double 

Dutch employed a mixture of German with English, Azorfn does something 

similair in this section of dialogue: 

SENOR CICUENDEZ. ...jDon Joaqufn! 

DONA MARCELA. jJesus! 

LUCITA. jAy! 

DONA MARCELA. Pero, ^has visto, Lucita? 

LUCITA. Sf, mama, ya veo que... 

DONA MARCELA. Yo ya voy dudando. 

LUCITA. ^Quien sera don Joaqufn? 

DONA MARCELA. ^Un conspirador? 

LUCITA ^Un "apache" disfrazado? 

DONA MARCELA. jQue horror! (1016) 

This next vaudeville routine was something called The Double Wop 

Act. Like the Double Dutch, its humor is not only derived from a speedy 

delivery, but also from the dialect employed Once again, from Joe Laurie Jr: 

(1953): 

STRAIGHT MAN. Say, how mann kids you gotta "em now? 

COMIC. I gotta twelve bambinos. 

STRAIGHT MAN. All together? 

COMIC. No, one at a time. 

STRAIGHT MAN. How many girls? 

COMIC. Fivea girls. 

STRAIGHT MAN. And how many boys? 
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COMIC. Fivea boys. 

STRAIGHT MAN. Dats only ten kids. 

COMIC. Fivea boys and fivea girls and 
two other kids.Mix em up. (449) 

Compare the foregoing with this Act Two exchange between Mfster 

Brown and don Joaqufn: 

MISTER BROWN. jPreciosa mujer! 

DON JOAQUIN. jAntipatica! 

MISTER BROWN. jHermosfsima! 

DON JOAQUIN, jinsoportable! 

MISTER BROWN. jLindfsima! 

DON JOAQUIN. jCargante!... 

MISTER BROWN. Qiga, usted, don Joaqufn: ^no es 
un poco redicha esta sehorita? 

DON JOAQUIN. jDiscretfsima! 

MISTER BROWN. ,|,No tiene los ojos un poco pequehos? 

DON JOAQUIN. jComo dos soles! 

MISTER BROWN. ^No tiene las mejillas un poco palidas? 

DON JOAQUIN. jComo dos amapolas! 

MISTER BROWN. No le conozco a usteed, don Joaqufn. (1024). 

Now, back to the Double Wop Act: 

STRAIGHT. I got a good job for you. 

COMIC. Whatdoin? 

STRAIGHT. Manicurin boulevards. 

COMIC. How mucha you pay? 

STRAIGHT. Twenty-two dollars a week. 
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COMIC. Twenty-two dollars a week? 

STRAIGHT. Yeh, two twos. (449) 

What is immediately apparent upon comparing these excerpts of 

dialogue from both Old Spain and the vaudeville acts is that both utilize the 

two,-three,-or four-word lines. Azorfn takes it a step further, reducing some of 

his character's lines to single exclamations. Pasquariello commented that 

Azorfn inserted a series of one- or two-word exclamations to "heighten the 

emotional intensity of a brief sentence" (191). However, when we examine 

Azorfn's dialogue next to a two-man act, the exclamations are not for emotional 

intensity but rather for comic relief. They were well placed in order to elicit 

laughter and a comic reaction from the audience. In addition to the use of fewer 

words per line to create a sense of speed, note the pattern of posing a question 

and then the immediate follow-up with a response/answer. One particular 

instance offers an exact pattern match between one of Azorfn's dialogues and a 

section of one of the Double Wop acts. Note how there is the same amount of 

question/response units (2) and how both finish with two statements a piece: 

CONDESITA. ^Las ha pensado usted? 

DON JOAQUIN. jSf, las he pensado y las he escrito! 

CONDESITA. ^Las ha escrito usted? 

DON JOAQUIN. jSf, las he escrito yo! jEstoy verdaderamente 
asombrado! jEs usted advina! 

MISTER BROWN. Advina y divina. 

DON JOAQUIN. Veamos, sehorito, veamos! 
jEsto es muy importante!... (1023) 
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Now note the identical number of units of question/response and a finish 

to the bit with two statements: 

STRAIGHT MAN. How many girls? 

COMIC. Fivea girls. 

STRAIGHT MAN. And how many boys? 

COMIC. Fivea boys. 

STRAIGHT MAN. Dats only ten kids. 

COMIC. Fivea boys and fivea girls and 
two other kids. Mix em up. (449) 

In addition to the achieving a sense of speed in dialogue to create 

comedy, Azorfn's dialogue patterns are also similar to what vaudevillians did 

in terms of repetition. Let us begin with a vaudeville routine called the Straight 

and the Jew. Note that it is the word "miracle" that is repeated. Ten times. 

S.M. A woman that doesn't speak, why that's a miracle. 

Of course, you know what a miracle is? 

COHEN. Sure I know what a miracle is. 

S.M. Well, tell me what a miracle is. 

COHEN. Well, if you see a bull in a field... 

S.M. Yes, if you see a bull in field? 

COHEN. Dot ain't no miracle. 

S.M. Of course not. 

COHEN. If you see a thistle in a field, 
dot ain't no miracle. 

S.M. Of course a thistle in a field is no miracle. 

COHEN. And, if you hear a lark singing, dot ain't no miracle. 

S.M. Of course hearing a lark sing is no miracle. 
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COHEN. But, if you see a bull sitting on a 
thistle singing like a lark, dot's a miracle. (457) 

In the first act of Old Spain, Azorfn makes strikingly similiar use of ninguna and 

also a smaller repetition of ofe veras: 

SENOR CICUENDEZ. Paz y armonfa y desde luego, 
melodfa tambien. ^Hay alguna novedad? 

DONA MARCELA. Ninguna, sehor Cicuendez. 

SENOR CICUENDEZ. Ninguna,^ eh? 

DONA MARCELA. Ninguna. 

SENOR CICUENDEZ. ^Conque ninguna? 

DONA MARCELA. Absolutamente ninguna. 

SENOR CICUENDEZ. i^e veras que ninguna? 

DONA MARCELA. De veras, Sehor Cicuendez. 

Now let us compare another repetitive pattern between Azorfn's 

dialogues and vaudeville routines. In these two exchanges, the word that is 

repeated (in this instance "no" and "bet" respectively) are both repeated the 

same number of times: six. 

S.M. You're a pretty smart fellow. Are you good at spelling? 

COHEN. You betcha my life I'm a good speller. 

S.M. I'll bet you can't spell needle. 

COHEN. I'll bet you my life I can spell it. 

S.M. I won't bet you that. 

COHEN. I'll bet you my whole family's life. 

S.M. No, I won't bet you that, but I'll 
tell you what I will do. I will bet 
you ten dollars that you can't 
spell needle. 
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COHEN. No siree. When it comes to betting 
money, that's another matter. 

And now, the exchange between don Joaqufn and Lucita where the word 

"no" is repeated six times: 

LUCITA. ^Se aburre usted, don Joaqufn? 

DON JOAQUIN. No. 

LUCITA. ^No le gusta a usted Nebreda? 

DON JOAQUIN. No. 

LUCITA. ^Y la catedral? 

DON JOAQUIN. No. 

LUCITA. ^Yelpuente? 

DON JOAQUIN. No. 

LUCITA. i \ el Ayuntamiento? 

DON JOAQUIN. No. 

LUCITA jJesus, que malhumorado esta 
hoy, do Joaqufn! 

DON JOAQUIN. "Dormir...Sonar"... 

LUCITA: iOue le pasa a usted, don Joaqufn? 

DON JOAQUIN. Me marcho. 

LUCITA. iSe va usted a pasear por las calles? 

DON JOAQUIN. Me voy a Constantinopla, a la India, 
a Oceania... 

LUCITA. jPues, no va usted poco lejos, don Joaquin. 

DON JOAQUIN. Me marcho. 

LUCITA. ^No quiere usted estar mas en Nebreda? 

DON JOAQUIN. No. (1017-1018) 
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In fact, six seems to be the number of choice for repetition in comedic 

routines. Once again, note the thread between Azorfn and these classic 

vaudeville routines and see how "Democrat" and "Nueva York" are each 

repeated the same number of times: 

TOM. And did you know we had two barrels of whisky 
in our cellar and some Democrat stole one 
of them? 

VEN. How do you know it was a Democrat that stole 
one of them? 

TOM. 'Cause if it was a Republican, he'd a stole both of 'em. 

VEN. By the way, what is your father, a Republican 
or a Democrat? 

TOM. He's a Democrat. 

VEN. What are you? 

TOM. Well, my father is a Democrat so I'm a Democrat. (442). 

Now, observe that the words "Nueva York" also appear six times and also are 

joined with the names of other world- class cities as "Republican" appeared 

with its obvious partner, "Democrat": 

CONDESITA. Sf, precisamente lo contrario. Yo no podrfa vivir, 
por ejmepio, en Nueva York. 

DON JOAQUIN. ^Como dice usted, sehorita? 
^Que ha dicho usted? ^Que 
no podrfa vivir en Nueva York? 

CONDESITA. Quien dice Nueva York, dice 
Pan's, Londres, Buenos Aires... 

DON JOAQUIN. No, no; usted ha dicho en Nueva 
York. ^Como se figura usted a Nueva York? 
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CONDESITA. cQue se yo? Una ciudad 
muy grande..., con mucho ruido..., 
como un torbellino, como un 
vendaval... 

DON JOAQUIN. Torbellino, vendaval...6Y las gentes? 

CONDESITA. 6Es usted de Nueva York? 

DON JOAQUIN. ^Y las gentes? 

CONDESITA. jDios mfo, las gentes de Nueva York!... (1022) 

Still another instance of repetition in Old Spain varies somewhat from 

these previous examples. In the previous citations, the reiteration involved a 

single word or phrase repeated several times over during the course of the 

comic exchange. However, duhng the course of the play as a whole, the 

phrase "Old Spain" is uttered twenty-three times, eighteen times by don 

Joaqufn. Mister Brown, on the other hand, has his own idiosyncratic 

exclamation which he repeats six times duhng the course of the play. His word 

is Turidu. Once, he does utter another seemingly meaningless combination of 

syllables, Zambomba, but that is an isolated incident. Other than a remarkable 

number of repetitions of the phrase "Old Spain," is there a vaudevillian thread 

here as well? The answer is a resounding yes. The epithet Old Spain, by 

virtue of the number of times that he himself says it, becomes what is called a 

signature bit for don Joaqufn. The constant use of signature bits came out of 

the vaudeville tradition. In addition to recreating a vaudeville comic exchanges 

both with each other and various additional characters, Azorfn links don 

Joaqufn and Mfster Brown to vaudeville by giving them these wonderfully zany 

and, in the case of Mister Brown, completely nonsensical phrases. 
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Upon reading Old Spain for the first time, I was immediately struck by 

Azorfn's vaudevillian sensibilities. Don Joaqufn and Mfster Brown were for me 

the quintessential vaudevillians. I was amazed at how Azorfn seemed to mimic 

the vaudevillian animus, not only in speed and repetition of words and 

signature bits, but also in the comic set-up. In what I consider the vaudevillian 

core of the entire play, Azorfn has created three separate comic set-ups which 

parallel perfectly vaudeville routines. The prolonged change in question 

occurs in the first act, between Mfster Brown and don Joaqufn, and immediately 

establishes their straight man-comic relationship. However, three separate 

sections of the entire exchange mirror vaudeville routines wonderfully. 

The first exchange exhibits the following pattern: question-answer; question-

answer; punch line, as seen in the following exchange from Old Spain : 

MISTER BROWN. ^Quien es usted, don Joaqufn? 

DON JOAQUIN. Yo soy un multimillonario, Mfster Brown 

MISTER BROWN. ^Cuantos millones tiene usted, don Joaqufn? 

DON JOAQUIN. Tengo treinta millones de dolares, 

Mfster Brown. 

MISTER BROWN. Presteme usted dos pesetas, don 
Joaqufn. (1018) 

This pattern matches exactly with the following vaudeville routine known 

as the "Man and Woman Act": 

MAN. How old are you? 

WOMAN. Sixteen. 

MAN. How old? 

WOMAN. I told you twice, sixteen. 

MAN. Oh, twice sixteen; that's more like it. (423) 
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In a minor variation on the foregoing, the second comic pattern that 

Azorfn creates employs the question-answer, question-answer/punch line set

up: 

DON JOAQUIN. <i,Que harfa usted si fuese millonario, 
Mfster Brown? 

MISTER BROWN. Refrme de la humanidad, don Joaqufn 

DON JOAQUIN. ^Y para que se quiere refr de la 
humanidad? 

MISTER BROWN. Para no verme obligado a llorar. 
(1018) 

An exact parallel to the foregoing appears in this fragment from "The Man and 

Woman Act": 

WOMAN. ...Well, why don't fish have a good time? 

MAN. You're wrong. Fish have a good time. 

WOMAN. Yes? How do you make that out? 

MAN. Didn't you ever hear of fish balls 7 (423) 

The third pattern that Azorfn has his characters follow is the question-

answer statement-statement pattern. The statements themselves are punch 

lines. Once again, don Joaqufn and Mfster Brown from Act one: 

DON JOAQUIN. ^Cree usted que los que tienen dinero no se 
aburren? 

MISTER BROWN. Se aburriran, se aburren, de otra manera. 

DON JOAQUIN. Aburrirse con dinero es mas facil que 
aburrirse sin el. 

MISTER BROWN. Prefiero aburrirme con la cartera llena que 
con la cartera vacia. (1018) 
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The following excerpt from "The Double Wop Act" which fits this third patternof 

comedic exchange: 

STRAIGHT. Where isa your wife now? 

COMIC. My wifesa in the country with pendicitus. 

STRAIGHT. I tolda you she like Greeks. 

COMIC. And I nunga feel so good either 
on account of my kid niece. (450) 

I have compared and analyzed patterns of repetition, speed, signature 

bits, and comic set-ups between Azorfn's Old Spain and various stock 

vaudeville routines to demonstrate the extent to which the play's dialogue 

resembles recognizable patterns from that contemporaneous comedic form. 

Vaudeville was undeniably successful, funny, marvelous and wildly 

entertaining. The similarity between Azorfn's dialogue in Old Spain and that of 

the presented vaudeville routines is uncanny. No where in any of his own 

writing about the theatre and comedy does Azorfn ever specifically refer to 

vaudeville, or music hall entertainment, for that matter. It is nonetheless highly 

probable that he was exposed to this form of entertainment as many American 

vaudeville companies toured the European continent with great success. 

Whether or not Azorfn actually did see any of these performances however is, 

immaterial. It is not inconceivable that Azorfn's use of a phrase in English, 

repeated no fewer than twenty six times throughout the play, was intended as a 

kind of marker that links Old Spain to the vaudeville and commedia dell'arte 

traditions. All utilize types or masks, stereotypical figures associated with 

stylized speech and dress, and all use improvisation-or in the case of Azorfn's 

characters, enact carefully orchestrated routines which mimic the models. The 

American millionaire is as much a stereotype in other countries as the 
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vaudeville figures examined, and surely it can be no accident that two of the 

most highly visible characters in this play with an English title, one is an 

Amehcan millionaire, while the other has an English name and visual attributes 

of the clown. Vaudeville and its comedians were unquestionably funny and 

Azorin's parallels to the vaudevillian structure create comedy in and of 

themselves as well as by association. This consubstantiality furthers 

substantiates the talent of Azorfn as a comic playwhght. 

Vaudeville's decline and ultimate demise was marked by the 

appearance and eventual success of the movies. Many vaudevillians ultimately 

made their way to Hollywood and managed to continue their their careers for a 

time in the movies. This was the case for Mae West, W. C. Fields among others. 

Paralleling events in the contemporary entertainment industry, Azorfn's own 

development as a comic playwhght once again incorporated an element of the 

American entertainment: the silent film. 
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CHAPTER VII 

AZORIN AND THE SILENT FILM: 

ANOTHER VIEW OF AZORIN'S COMIC THEATRE 

Linda Glaze in her article "Azorfn and Film: Another View of Azorfn's 

'Surrealist" theatero'" opened the door ever so slightly on a very provocative 

topic: Azorfn and film. Glaze said: "Given Azorfn's own interest in and praise of 

film, we believe that a study of cinema of the 1920's will shed new light on 

Azorfn's own efforts to capture the other reality" (19). What Glaze was referring 

to was a study into the potential surrealistic elements in cinema of the time in 

relation to Azorfn's theatre. However, she mentions almost in passing that the 

comic element created by the exchanges between Mfster Brown and don 

Joaqufn "suggest...burlesque undertones...reminiscent of the outrageous antics 

of such silent screen figures as Charlie Chaplin" (13-14). Glaze's discussion of 

the surreal in Azorfn was not surphsing, She, like the sizable chtical body 

before her, felt this was the only noteworthy pursuit regarding Azorfn's theathcal 

output. She did, however, make a relationship which no one else had done up 

until that point: an association between Azorfn and the comic geniuses of silent 

film. In fact, Glaze in fact links Mfster Brown with Chaplin. Although Chaplin's 

Little Tramp creation is perhaps one of the most universally recognized fictional 

representation of human kind, Chaplin had a pre-pathos career with Mack 

Sennett (of Keystone Kops fame) before moving on to create his own 

universally recognizable character. It is this initial slapstick silent film tradition 

which I believe resonated with Azorfn, not only the visual physical and 

burlesque comedy that Mack Sennett effected in his work with Chaplin, but also 
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that of Buster Keaton and Harold Lloyd as well. Just as Azorfn's comedy can 

be linked to vaudeville, so likewise can we see a relationship between the 

comic silent films of the twenties and Azorfn's own inimitable comic style. 

Azorfn was, indeed, a great devotee of the cinema. In May of 1927, he 

wrote of the development of film from its inception in 1895 with the 

expenmentation of the Lumiere brothers. He discussed how early film 

developed into an even more complicated art, from captuhng the real world to 

exploring a more fantastic wortd: the world of the subconscious. But perhaps 

more germane to the present discussion is what he had to say in an article 

published in ABC just one month later. This quote in from Ante de las 

candilejas: 

Y el cinematografo concurre a acelerar este 
moviemiento. No en balde puede estar 
funcionado, durante ahos y ahos, el 
cinematografo, sin que se resienta 
de ello en el teatro.EI cinematografo 
es el grande y eficacfsmo auxiliar del teatro. 
...Cada vez que se destruye para levantar 
en su lugar una sala de cine, el 
arte dramatico esta de enhorabuena. 
Desaparece lo viejo-un lugar en que 
se practicaba culto al arte viejo, a la vieja 
literatura dramatica-y surge un edificio 
en que se va a celebrar el arte nuevo. 
Del cinematografo ha de esperar, en 
parte, en gran parte, el teatro su 
regeneracion. (172) 

For Azorfn, then, the cinema was an infusion of new life blood for the 

theatre. It was not a competitor but rather a relatively recent member to the fold 

of what Azorin called the "formula estetica" (171). Although he never 

mentions any particular film (or films in general for that matter) which caused 

him to develop his ideas, the climate of the film industry in the early twenties 
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both in Europe and Amehca supports the theory that Azorfn's comedy could not 

have helped but be but influenced by what he saw at the "movies". His writings 

attest repeatedly to the impact upon him of this new art form. And what he saw 

at the movies was indubitably Amehcan. 

Azorfn was almost inevitably exposed to these giants of the silent screen. 

Amehca dominated the overseas film market. As David Robinson notes in The 

History of the World Cinema (1973), between 1916 and 1918 the extent of the 

American industry's wortdwide representation increased considerably. Between 

Goldwyn, Universal, Fox and Famous Players-Lasky, these four companies 

managed to encircle virtually the entire globe with regional networks. From 

1920 onward, the industry could depend on at least 35 percent of its gross 

income ahsing from foreign sources. Amehcan companies found themselves 

in a position of international supremacy (57). In addition to producing senals, 

animation dramas and melodramas, Hollywood was giving the world comedy. 

At the end of the nineteenth century and into the early twentieth, comedy 

was in constant demand. Audiences both in Europe and America were 

enjoying music hall, variety and vaudeville entertainments. In fact, famous 

comedy mime troupes of the music halls were direct forerunners of one-reel 

slapstick films. David Robinson (1973) wrote that Fred Karno whose act "Fred 

Karno's Speechless Comedians" was a music-hall favorite, would later coach 

two of the greatest film comedians, Charlie Chaplin and Stan Laurel. (78). 

While dramatic subjects essentially abandoned the shorts or two-reelers for 

features after 1915, the same route was not followed by comedies. Richard 

Koszarski notes in "An Evening's Entertainment: The Age of the Silent Picture" 

(1997) that in 1925, for example, almost one thousand reels of short comedies 

were released (174). Short films were the province of "low comedy": 
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stereotyped characters represented familiar figures developed on the stages of 

American vaudeville (Mack Sennett, for example, put the vaudeville comedy 

team of Weber and Fields in two-reelers). 

The physical aspects drew on the same impulses found in commedia 

dell'arte. Racial and ethnic stereotyping with their respective attendant humor 

were predominant aspects of the scheme. The comedy that Azorfn was seeing 

in the movie houses of Madhd was likely that of Sennett, Chaplin, Lloyd and 

Keaton, whom Richard Kozsarski (1993) calls " the "big four" (179) of silent 

comedyo. They were the original imaginative survivors. It would be the work of 

these geniuses that would ultimately wend its way into his own theatrical output. 

Although there were comic films before Sennett, no one before him so 

forcefully revealed the effects of motion, of human bodies and machines hurtling 

across the screen. And no one combined vaudeville, comic-sthp and 

pantomime so well. The characters are always in motion, practically flying 

about like toys. Action was everything. For example, one of Sennett's phme 

examples of this theory of action was a film he made in 1916 called TheSurf 

Girl. Sennett uses a beach as his main setting but also works in the ocean, 

swimming pools, showers, etc. The swimming pool is what Gerald Mast in A 

Short History of the Movies (1986) called "a crowded casserole of frantic 

antics" (82). An immensely fat man rolls down a slide and into the pool. 

Everyone in the pool is ejected by the impact of his splash. A lifeguard, 

swinging on the nngs over the pool, loses his pants; the lady who has been 

pushing him flies off unintentionally with the pants into the pool. This is classic 

Sennett. Chahes Higham in The Art of the American Film (1973) reminds us 

that it should come as no surprise that Sennett started his career as a 

vaudeville entertainer and introduced these vaudeville knockabout routines into 
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his films (30). And knockabout routines are all about action. Sennett films 

usually conformed to one of three structural patterns. In one of the most 

common, Sennett took a conventional, almost melodramatic plot and scatters 

gags whenever possible. The second structure is a bit of fun. Sennett took a 

place or situation and and then run through all the gags that might feasibly 

occur there. Finally, the third structure is more organic than the other two in that 

it involved parodies of the styles and themes of other well know directors and 

pictures. 

Of these three categories. Old Spain most closley conforms to the 

pattern of the second category. In fact, there is a remarkable similahty between 

a 1914 film that Sennett made with Chahie Chaplin caWedThe Masquerader 

and don Joaqufn's circumstances in Old Spain . Sennett's film was based on 

the premise that a disruptive actor on a movie set can wreak havoc in a studio. 

Chaplin plays the actor who is booted out of the studio and who then sneaks 

back in, disguised as a seductive woman. Chaos ensues until Chaplin ends up 

soaked and the gags cease. Azorfn created a comparable situation wherein 

don Joaqufn enters the movie-set like backdrop of Nebreda, a multimillionaire 

disguised as an average fellow. As a result of his chaotic intervention in the 

town (e.g., his strange behaviors, odd companion and donations to the local 

causes and finally his intention to marry la Condesita) he is metaphohcally if not 

literally "soaked" by the disguise of the Countess as Dulcinea, proving to him 

that Spanish townsfolk are capable after all of participating in irrational 

surprises and imaginative nonsense. Further adding to the overall Sennettian 

silliness, Azorfn incoporated a verbal counterpart of Sennett's Keystone Kops: 

the exclamatory antics of don Nemesio and don Vedasto at the top of the third 

act of Old Spain: 
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DON VEDASTO. jQue esc^ndolo! 

DON NEMESIO. jQue horroso! 

DON VEDASTO. jEsto es el fin del mundo! 

DON NEMESIO. jEsto no ha ocurrido desde el tiempo de los 
franceses. 

DON VEDASTO. jTiene la culpa el Gobierno!... 

DON NEMESIO. ^Que no se quiere casar? 

DON VEDASTO. jQue no se case! 

DON NEMESIO. Teniendo tantos millones don Joaqufn... 

DON VEDASTO. <i,Cree usted que tiene tantos millones...? 

DON NEMESIO. Es archmillionario. 

DON VEDASTO. jEs una farsante! 

DON NEMESIO. jAntijoaquinista! 

DON VEDASTO. jJoaquinista! (1031) 

Azorfn probably could not help but feel the rhythm of real wortd America 

as defined by Sennett. The setting of Sennett comedies, notes David Robinson 

(1973) was the real world of America. His films transformed this real world with 

happenings that were "orgiastic" (66). For Azorin, don Joaqufn embodied the 

North Amehcan frantic pace. For example, when we first meet don Joaqufn, he 

enters hopping and dancing across the stage. But more than his physical 

antics, Azorin puts into words what Sennett so wonderfully captured on the 

screen. 
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In the exchange between don Joaquin and the Marques de Cilleros in Act three 

of Old Spain, we see immediately Azorfn's Sennettian image of a 

northamerican: an American as driven as the machinery he prizes: 

DON JOAQUIN. El hombre vive para desenvolver 
su personalidad, y en la accion 
la desenvuelve. 

MARQUES. <i,A que llama usted inaccion? 

DON JOAQUIN. Llamo inaccion a la quietud. 

MARQUES. 6Cree usted que sin maquinas, 
sin empresas industhales, 
sin grandes negocios, no 
puede haber accion? 

DON JOAQUIN. Condena usted la vida moderna... 
No puedo comprender el 
marasmo, ni en el individuo ni 
en las naciones.... 
La Humanidad necesita 
caminar, marchar. 

MARQUES. <i,Marchar de prisa 
vertiginosamente? 

DON JOAQUIN. Marchar sin detenerse... 
El progreso lo requiere. 
La marcha de la Humanidad 
no admite detenciones. (1025) 

The guiding rule of comedy for Sennett was to keep things moving; allow 

the audience no pause for breath or critical reflection. It is precisely this critical 

reflection that the old Marques points out in his dialogue with don Joaquin. In 

fact, he extols the virtues of contemplation, of a callejita silenciosa and the 

silence, peace and beauty that can be found in old stones. 
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Don Joaquin responds as Sennett would have: "El mundo esta cada vez mas 

dominado por la acci6n" (1026). 

One of the difficulties I had when I translated Old Spain was finding an 

appropriate meaning for a word that kept coming up repeatedly: extravagancia. 

I resorted to using the English word "extravagance" and never felt completely 

satisfied. That was before I read Gerald Mast. Mast (1986) delivered in his 

commentary on Mack Sennett what I consider to be quintessential meaning of 

the word. And, in utilizing this meaning I can provide what I believe to be a 

critical link between the comedy of Azorin and silent film. Mast "s insightful 

remark affirms that Sennett was all "frantic movement, irrational surprises and 

impossible nonsense" (82). In all the dictionaries, nothing better defines the 

word extravagancia than this statement. Azorfn delivers situations that apply to 

all three aspects of Mast's definition of Sennett. In the first act, Azorfn 

introduces us to the term extravagancias for the first time: 

DON JOAQUIN. La vida es triste. 

MISTER BROWN. Donde no hay extravagancias 
no hay alegrias. 

DON JOAQUIN. La vida sin extravagancias 
despreciable. (1018) 

The Sennett films, said Gerald Mast "set a comic standard for zaniness, non 

sequitur, and physical activity" (84). Not only does don Joaquin philosophically 

embody the Sennett comedy, but Azorfn creates between Mister Brown and don 

Joaquin that Sennett craziness. Azorfn, then, took the rapid physical activity 

created by Sennett's camera's tricks and brought them to the stage. 

Let us examine then each of the three characteristics that Mast applies to 

Sennett's work-frantic movement, irrational surprises and impossible 
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nonsense-and see how that definition exemplifies extravagancia in Azorin's 

Old Spain. In addition to all the physical manifestations of movement e.g. the 

dancing and hopping about on stage by both don Joaqufn and Mister Brown, 

frantic movement as an integral part of life is discussed by don Joaqufn and the 

Condesita. All major world capitals are fair game in terms of freneticism. But, 

none greater personify the idea of extravagancia in terms of frenetic movement 

than New York City. Naturally Azorfn would have chosen this North merican 

metropolis to embody such a degree of whirlwind activity. He is calling to mind, 

perhaps, a vison of the Keystone Kops running down a city street in mad pursuit 

or Harold Lloyd hanging by the hand of a large clock while dangling 

precariously over Times Square. Don Joaquin asks the Condesita how she 

imagines New York to be and she answers for Azorfn himself (who never had 

seen the city) and she says: 

CONDESITA. 6Que se yo? Una ciudad muy grande 
..., con mucho ruido...como un torbellino, 
como un vendaval. 

DON JOAQUIN. Torbellino, vendaval...Y las gentes? 

CONDESITA ...que en Nueva York las extravagancias 
no hacen ningun efecto. Las gentes no 
asombrandeellas... (1023) 

Azorfn describes in words what he has seen on the silent screen: unadulterated 

freneticism. He allows his characters to describe it the best way he and they 

know how: as a blustery whirlwind, full of violent activity yet at the same time 

irrestistibly attractive. 
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Secondly, the term extravagancia applies to the irrational surprise. The 

best depiction resides with the Condesita as she plots together with the old 

family servant Agueda on how to give don Joaquin a bit of his own medicine 

when she says in Act three: "...que le gan6 a el extravagancias. i,No quiere 

extravagancias? Pues las va a tener, y gordas." (1031). She then of course 

plans their encounters with villagers participatein the scheme to trick don 

Joaquin and Mfster Brown into thinking the "new" Dulcinea has been 

enchanted and needs the sacrifice of the "new" Sancho a.k.a. Mister Brown to 

flog himself two hundred times to break the spell. The appearance of fictional 

characters is, of course, irrational for don Joaqufn and Mfster Brown as they 

travel about Nebreda seeking the Condesita. Her appearance then in disguise 

is a total surprise: 

DON JOAQUIN, j Divina condesita! 

CONDESITA. "Old Spain!", jdon Joaquin! 

DON JOAQUIN, iDivina Condesita! /Admirable pais Espaha! 

CONDESITA. ^Quiere usted mas extravagancias, 
don Joaqufn?... (1034) 

One of the more wonderful surprises occurs in the same act in a previous 

scene. As don Joaqufn and Mister Brown are walking through the village, 

hunger begins to overtake them. While knocking on various doors. Mister 

Brown finds himself the unwitting victim of a water jug being emptied from a 

window above. His response: "Que barbaridad! Se dice'Agua va.'(1033). Of 

course, Azorin might have very well seen Sennett's Mabel's Dramatic Career 

(1913) where her swain. Mack (actually played by Sennett) is doused by a pail 

of water in the end of the film while trying to attack a villain who has been after 

his sweetheart. This, of course, is an irrational response to the situation: Mack 
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was carrying a shot-gun at the time! Rationally, this would not have been a 

cease and desist response. In Old Spain, the emptying of the water jug comes 

one-and-one half pages from the end of the play. The water signals the end is 

near; all will be made clear to the don Joaquin and his sidekick, Mfster Brown. 

And, indeed, this proves to be the case as the Condesita reveals herself to 

them, removing her disguise as Dulcinea. Sennett, too, employed water as a 

finishing device in another film. Indeed, Gerald Mast (1986) notes that this was 

his first feature-length work, Tillie's Punctured Romance (1914) (81). After the 

title character overindulges in a caf6, Sennett calls upon his Keystone Kops to 

make a final chase and he throws all the main characters off the Santa Monica 

pier. 

Now for the third element: impossible nonsense. By using the movie

making technology available to him, Sennett was able to create impossibility: 

e.g., the Keystone Kops running faster than any human could in pursuit of a 

crowd; Chaplin surviving a blow to the head with a brick; a rainstorm blowing off 

the clothing of guests at the fancy party. While Azorfn does not employ the 

element of impossibility (from the prologue to the final scene, nothing occurs 

that is physically impossible to achieve), he does provide some incredible 

nonsense. I shall examine the following four explanations of nonsense to 

illustrate the point: lacking in sense; words without sense or conveying absurd 

ideas; foolish conduct; of trifling importance or of little or no use. 

Several behaviors of don Joaqufn's are lacking in sense. Knowng what 

we do about his background and parentage, it comes as a surprise to observe 

his seeming lack of judgement and decorum. We learn in the first act that don 

Joaquin, although attempting to live in Nebreda unobtrusively, manages to stir 

up controversy by bequeathing rather large sums of money to support local 
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causes in need: the art school that is in disrepair, the church that needs 

remodeling. Other than further calling attention to himself, these actions are not 

lacking in sense. However, don Joaqufn does commit one social faux pas: he 

gives a rather expensive gift to a young single giri in the first act. Although he 

attempts to deflect the significance of the token as both financially insignificant 

as well as amorously so, he nontheless makes the presentation. The 

astounded recipient is Doha Marcela's daughter, Lucita: 

DON JOAQUIN. Perdone usted, Lucita. ^No va usted 
el domingo al baile del casino? Si; 
ya se que va usted. Y quiero que 
luzca usted en el baile un regalito 
mfo...Un regalito modesto..., 
insignifacante...60ye usted, Lucita? 
Insignifcante... 

LUCITA. Muy amable, don Joaquin. 

DON JOAQUIN. Y yo quiero que luzca usted, si, 
este modesto collar de perlas... 

LUCITA. (Que precioso collar, don Joaqufn! 
jQue precioso! Muchas gracias, 
muchas gracias... (1018) 

The comedy, of course, is derived from Lucita's reaction, her unbounded joy at 

her good fortune. Azorin, never a big believer in providing stage directions, 

gave no indication of what Lucita could or should physically do as a reaction. 

The action itself lacks in sense. Don Joaquin has no desire to pursue Lucita 

romantically. Indeed, they have already discussed his curiosity about the 

Condesita. In addition, don Joaquin has already made rather significant 

contributions to the community. This just further serves to confirm that he has 

some peculiar and perhaps slightly foolish ways. 
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Another meaning of nonsense is that it deals with things of trifling 

importance. In an interesting turn, Azorin permits don Joaqufn to experience 

what he himself terms a nonsensical situation. In act two of O/dSpain, don 

Joaqufn visits the Condesita at her family home. In the middle of what is both a 

flirtatious and somewhat serious conversation, don Joaqufn and the Condesita 

are interrupted by the arrival of a local woman, Blasa, bringing the statue of the 

Holy Shepherdess.Don Joaquin is cleariy bothered by the interruption. He 

indiates their discussion about New York and action far outweigh the 

importance of this tour. Don Joaquin attempts to get the conversation back on 

track, first by comedic subtlety and then by a overt maneuver, but is is to little 

avail. His responses alone are indicators of what minimal importance he 

accords the visititation. By doing this, Azorfn thus delivers a double dose of 

nonsense: a nonsense character making a commentary on what he believes to 

be of trifling importance. The dialogue is from Act Two: 

CONDESITA. ...^Ustedes no saben lo que es 
la Pastorcita Divina? 

DON JOAQUIN. Esta Pastorcita, no; pero otras 
pastorcitas primorosas, si. 

CONDESITA. ...Cuando Ilega aqui, yo me pongo 
muy alegre. 

DON JOAQUIN. Perdone, sehorita; un memento... 
Estabamos diciendo... 

CONDESITA. 6No le gusta a usted la Pastorcita?... 

DON JOAQUIN. Sf, sehorita; es encantadora la 
imagen. Pero yo quisiera.. 

CONDESITA. C< el sombrero que Neva?... 
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DON JOAQUIN Si, esta bien. Yo admiro la boriita... 
pero, perdone, ibamos diciendo que 
las gentes de Nueva York... 

CONDESITA. ...Y los borreguitos son blancos... 

DON JOAQUIN. Si, sehorita, sf. ...Pero yo quisiera... 
Decfa usted que la gente de Nueva York... 

CONDESITA ...^Ve usted que cayado tan bonito lleva? 
lleva? 

DON JOAQUIN. En efecto, sehorita; el cayado es 
precioso. Pero yo le preguntaba 
a usted is usted cree que las gentes 
de Nueva York.. 

CONDESITA. 6Ve usted como sonrie la Pastorcita? 

DON JOAQUIN. Sf, Sf,; ya veo como sonrfe. Pero 
perdoneme usted, yo quisiera saber... 
Ibamos diciendo antes que las gentes 

de los Estados Unidos... (1023) 

The exchange shows how insignificant don Joaquin feels this statue is in 

relation to the previous conversation he and the Condesita were holding before 

the visit. The comedy arises from the contrast between how clearly don Joaqufn 

feels about the trifling details and the how strongly the Condesita feels about 

the sweetly precious details. In addition, the comedy is further supported by 

previously discussed elements of repitition (e.g.. New York) and the question-

response patterning. 

Nonsense is often determined by foolish conduct. There are several 

examples in Old Spain which maintain this theme and all of them are of a 

physical nature. The play begins with the silly conduct of Mister Brown. Mister 

Brown, dressed as a circus clown, spends the entire prologue interrupting the 

actor on the stage who is vainly attempting to address the audience. Mister 
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Brown acts quite silly as he exits and re-enters, trying to sneak back on stage 

despite the almost constant admonishing by the actor. Mister Brown and don 

Joaqufn continue the nonsensical antics while hopping about the stage, tossing 

hats into the air and catching them on the ends of a canes. In addition, the 

favorite seated position for thetwo seems to be perched on the back of a seat 

with their respective feet on the chair seat. This comic activity also takes place 

in the home of the Marques de Cilleros as Mister Brown seems to make himself 

at home seated in such a fashion. However, the added bit of comedy to this bit 

of foolishness is that don Joaqufn admonishes Mister Brown for his activity, 

even though it is he who is keeping true to form regarding his conduct: 

MISTER BROWN, c^a visto usted, don Joaquin? 

DON JOAQUIN. Sf, ya estoy viendo, Mfster Brown. 

MISTER BROWN. 6Cree usted que no hay 
extravagancias en la casa 
de un viejo calballero espahol? 

DON JOAQUIN. Parece que no debia haberlas. 

MISTER BROWN. Pues debemos esperarias. 
(1021) 

The last denotation to discuss is nonsense as it applies to words which 

make no sense or convey absurd ideas. This particular meaning resonated 

very deeply with me. In fact, it was the very title of the play that made me laugh 

originally. (Azonn, of course, was to incorporate the English language again in 

his play Brandy, mucho Brandy as well as in his triology. Lo invisible). The idea 

that don Joaqufn proclaims the play's title so very often as a catch-all 

explanation does not go unnoticed. In the first act, Doha Marcela and her 

daughter Lucita discuss how don Joaqufn is so fond of exclaiming the phrase: 
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DONA MARCELA. jNo. Si ya te decfa yo, Lucita que este 
don Joaqufn nos va a traer alguna 
complicacion! jSehor, si no puede ser! 
Un hombre que est^ diciendo a cada paso 

"ole chip6n", no puede ser cosa buena 
(1014) 

The fact that don Joaqufn actually travels about uttering the phrase is comically 

compounded by the observation that he mixes his languages: he speaks 

Spanish ninety-nine percent of the time but when he chooses to speak English, 

it's the phrase "Old Spain" that he employs. Further absurdity derives that this 

man who was born on North American soil speaks his native tongue with an 

accent of a native born Spanaird attempting to speak English! The combination 

of the phrase itself and the circumstance amplifies the comedy: 

LUCITA. La verdad es 6sa, sf; habIa con acento 
...No es que hable mal el castellano, pero 
parece que no es un espahol quien lo habla. 

JULIANA. ^Y que es eso que dice de cuando en 
cuando..., unas palabras raras? 

DONA MARCELA. jAh, es verdad! Dice algo asf como 
'olechipenl' (1013) 

Mister Brown, of course, has several absurd epithets of his own. In 

addition to one outburst of "Zambomba" towards the end of the second act, it is 

the word Turidu which is his preferred mot juste which he proclaims five times 

during the course of the play. Unlike don Joaqufn's profession of "Old Spain" 

which indeed has a literal meaning, on the surface the word "Turidu" means 

nothing. However, when we recall that what Mister Brown is actually hearing 

from don Joaqufn is "ole chipen", then what Mister Brown is doing is attempting 

a bad accent all on his own. 
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It is apparent, then, that the comic geniuses of the silent film generation 

had an impact on how Azorfn envisioned comedy. As previously discussed, the 

elements found in Old Spain, the work of Mack Sennett in terms of freneticism, 

irrational surprises and impossibe nonsense define Azorfn's own term 

extravagancia. No doubt while Azorin was sitting in the dark in some Madrid 

movie house he was watching some of the finest silent film actors at work. The 

comedy that was created as a result of their characters threaded its way into 

Azorfn's own comic consciousness. Linda Glaze (1985) alluded to it ever so 

briefly when she said "...we would suggest the buriesuqe undertones are 

reminiscent of the outrageous antics of such silent film figures as Chariie 

Chaplin. The use of the English name for the clown. Mister Brown would 

support such a view" (14). The fact that Mister Brown's name is in English has 

little to do with Chaplin. When once asked why Azorfn used English names and 

titles in his works, his response, said J. Garcia Mercadal (1967) was that he was 

only using the language in which Shakespeare wrote (71). However, the silent 

screen genius is reflected in the characterizations of both Mister Brown and don 

Joaqufn. In fact, both he and don Joaqufn can be viewed as composites of 

several comedy giants of the silents. Thus, I believe that Charlie Chaplin did 

play a role in this influence, but not in the manner that Linda Glaze has 

suggested. His presence is more far-reaching than just an appelation. 

Beyond reasonable doubt, Azorin the devoted cinema buff, introduced 

the comedic elements of Chaplin into his theatrical works. Chaplin was as 

Richard Kozsarksi (1990) so succintly puts it "a cultural icon of unparalleled 

visibility" (263). He remains the most signifcant figure in the history of silent film. 
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Gerald Mast (1985) states that Chaplin was "the very first national and 

international craze" (93). His face, figure and icons became more familar to 

people over the globe than any previous face and figure in history. Can it be 

said that Mister Brown is a Chaplin clone? Of course not. But there are very 

visible elements of Chaplin in the character of Mister Brown and they begin 

before Chaplin's recognizable creation of "the Little Tramp." 

In 1913, Charies Chaplin was touring the American vaudeville stages 

with a music hall act and Mack Sennett was wise enough to offer him a job at 

Keystone studios. He wanted to capitalize on Chaplin's gymastic abilities as he 

felt that they fit in well with what he was trying to accomplish with his own 

athletic menagerie. It turned out Sennett made an excellent decision. Chaplin 

and his ability to fall, stagger and bounce off both people and floors served as a 

perfect foil for the likes of "Fatty" Arbuckle and Marie Dressier. Azorfn could 

have not been anything but charmed by this pure physical comedy. He 

probably saw how well this worked with Chaplin (under the guiding hand of 

Mack Sennett) and lent this comic physicality to his own clown. Mister Brown. In 

the prologue of Old Spain, he has Mister Brown appearing in various parts of 

the stage itself and finally has him make a rather dramatic exit as he attempts a 

jump over the prompter's box and exits into the house. However, the actual 

clown elements of Chaplin's tramp character began to evolve while he was at 

Keystone. He took a cane and bowler hat, borrowed an old pair of shoes that 

were much too large for his own feet, and a pair of pants equally as large and 

became of one of the most familiar figures and faces in the world. While 

Chaplin swung his reedy cane, Azorin gave Mister Brown a cane as well and 

had him balance his own "bowler" (i.e., a matador's cap) on it. 
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Besides all the comic pathos and comic aesthetic that Chaplin was 

known for in creating his character of the tramp, he also exhibited a lack of 

etiquette in the various situations in which he found himself. For instance, in the 

film The Count (1916), Chaplin is at a rather fancy party and accidentally stabs 

the turkey with his cane which he inadvertently swings above his head. This 

comes after many attempts at trying to be suave and falling frustratingly short. 

Azorfn establishes the character of Mister Brown as someone lacking in the 

social graces as well. We see this in evidence when he and don Joaqufn pay a 

visit to the palace of the Marques de Cilleros in Act three. While don Joaqufn is 

doing his best to make a good and polite impression, we see Mister Brown 

missing the etiquette mark. Once they arrive at the door, they are greeted by the 

family servant Agueda who proudly shows them the palace. Mister Brown 

quickly proffers a socially inapprpriate remark: 

AGUEDA. Es el retrato del fundador de la familia. El 
primer marques de Cilleros. jQuien ha visto 
esta casa antes y la ve ahora! 

DON JOAQUIN. Lleva una magnifica armadura 

MISTER BROWN. A proposito para trabajar en el trapecio. 
(1021) 

Several lines later. Mister Brown addresses Agueda and has to be rescued by 

don Joaquin: 

MISTER BROWN. (i,Que tiempos eran aquellos buena mujer? 

AGUEDA. Me llamo Agueda. 

DON JOAQUIN. <i,Que tiempos eran aquellos, Agueda? 
(1031) 
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And several lines further still when the Condesita arrives, she begs their 

forgiveness in having kept them waiting for such a time. Don Joaqufn smoothly 

deflects the her concerns while Mister Brown commits another faux pas: 

CONDESITA. Y perdonen usteded que haya entrado. 
He querido queles fuera a ustedes 
muy pesada la espera. 

DON JOAQUIN. La espera, que no tenia nada de 
pesada, es desde este memento 

delicioso. 

MISTER BROWN. Ahora ya podrfamos esperar un rato. 

DON JOAQUIN. Media hora, una hora... 

CONDESITA. jMuyamables! (1022) 

Mister Brown, then, commits the verbal equivalent of spinning a turkey about on 

his cane. Neither situations are mean-spirited in any way. Interestingly, in 

addition, both characters achieve their humor from what Keith Johnstone 

discussed as a change in a character's status, however fleeting that rarified 

status may have been. 

Given Chaplin's impact on Azorin, one could certainly say then that the 

character of don Joaqufn benefitted in his creation from Azonn visiting the silent 

movies. According to Kozsarski (1990), the most popular comedian in the 

nineteen twenties and the biggest box-office draw by the close of the silent era 

was Harold Lloyd (304). In Harold Lloyd, Azorfn would have seen the synthesis 

of the urges and values of American society as a whole in the nineteen 

twenties: what Gerald Mast (1985) calls "the American success ethic of get up 

and get" (121). The actor in the prologue of O/d Spa/n describes don Joaquin 

as "un poco tematico" in addition to being "mucho extravagante(1010; 1011). 
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The iermextravagante has been discussed at length in previous chapters but it 

is the actor's (and thus Azorfn's suggestion) that this American is indeed a bit 

driven ; somewhat obsessed. Don Joaquin is, after all, what Lloyd's characters 

often were: prosperous and optimistic. Complete with a pair of black horn

rimmed glasses and a straw hat dressed in off the rack clothing, Lloyd's 

bespectacled "glass" character was the quintessential achiever in the era of 

Harding normalcy and Coolidge prosperity. He was energetic and engagingly 

charming. While Don Joaquin may have considered himself "Espahol castizo. 

Espahol hasta las cachas" (1017). He is however more like Harold Lloyd's 

character: the optimistic, witty, perservering North American than the 

contemplative, pensive Spainard. Interestingly, in his 1921 film A Sailor-Made 

Man, Lloyd plays a spoiled scion of a wealthy family who must prove himself a 

man before he can win the hand of the girl of his dreams. This requires Lloyd's 

millionaire character to become a Merchant Marine and travel to exotic places 

where he coincidentally meets his sweetheart. Azorin seems to have woven 

that story line into the creation of Don Joaqufn Gonzalez Moore, the 

multimillionaire who needs to reconnect with the soul of his Spanish heritage 

by traveling to Spain where he ends up winning the heart of a truly Spanish 

girl. When it came to romance, Lloyd's smiles and winsome ways were 

calculated to win the female heart. Azorfn imparted a bit of this ingenuousness 

to don Joaquin as well. Note the romantic tone with Condesita in the last act of 

Old Spain: 

DON JOAQUIN. 6Se han marchado? 

CONDESITA. Estamos solos. 

DON JOAQUIN. Solos con nuestros corazones. Y 
la majestad de la tarde. (1034) 
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Until now, all previous discussion regarding comedic elements in Old 

Spain has been male oriented and for a good reason. Although the Condesita 

quickly becomes the object of don Joaquin's affections, her role as comedienne 

is not clearly evident. Nor, for that matter is Lucita, Doha Marcela's daughther. 

However, upon closer examination, Azorfn did his female creations with 

elements of comedy. In fact, they also embody what the silent film depicted as 

Hollywood entered the post war years of the late teens and twenties. As don 

Joaqufn personified the creative excitement and invention of America, 

particularly in the years 1915-1927, so do the characters of Lucita and the 

Condesita but in a much more surprising manner. 

As Azorfn was watching the the silent films, the changing and at the 

same time contradictory roles of North American women would have been 

highly visible. While still sweet, perky, bright and virginal (like Mary Pickford) 

there were also other alternatives. And these alternatives wove their way into 

the fabric of the comedy protrayed by the Condesita and Lucita. In fact, it 

seems that Azorfn went so far as to combine several of these qualities in the 

Condesita: the irrepresible gamin of a Mabel Normand, the dignified behavior of 

a Gloria Swanson and the spunky suggestiveness of aClara Bow. 

Mabel Normand was Mack Sennett's most famous leading lady and 

chief comedienne. Mabel, according to William Cahn in Harold Lloyd's World 

of Comedy (1964)48 was as deft at pantomime as Chaplin and she became 

one of the most popular film actresses of the era (61). Normand's characters 

were spontaneous; she had, as Cahn observed, a remarkable flair for impudent 

comedy (62). Normand's characters threw custard pies, jumped off boat decks 

48W\\\\amCahn. Harold Lloyyd'sV\/orld of Comedy. New York: Duell, SLoane & Pierce, 1984. 
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into rough seas and were bound to train tracks. Azorfn shared those qualities 

with his Condesita de la Liana. In cahoots with Agueda her servant, the 

Condesita's own version of comedic impudence or extravagancia comes to 

the fore and she spontaneously decides to serve up her own version of Mabel 

Normand's custard pie, creating an entire set-up for don Joaqufn and putting 

herself in the center of it. She becomes the new Dulcinea and carries it out with 

skilled comedic flair. When we first meet her father's palace, she plays the role 

of the refined, dignified adult. Azorfn would have seen the likes of this in Gloria 

Swanson, the adult Lillian Gish, Lois Wilson or Pauline Frederick. These 

screen depictions spoke to Azorfn as he saw in these women a worldliness yet 

whose homlier virtues were not obscured. For don Joaqufn, the Condesita had 

represented that fusion. Indeed, her Spanish title, her father's palace and her 

unerring devotion to the soul of Spain served to create what Gish, Swanson 

and the others were delivering to the silent film audiences. 

Azorfn creates some anticipation about the Condesita in terms of don 

Joaqufn's interest in her. Before don Joaqufn has formally met her, he was 

curious. His curiousity and interest, however did not pass unobserved: 

LUCITA. Dicen que he han visto a usted en la 
la Alamdeda Vieja. 

DON JOAQUIN. Y en la Alameda Vieja, <i,que hacfa yo? 

LUCITA. Pasaba por allf tambien cierta personilla 
graciosa...Vamos, don Joaquin, cierta 
personilla como para un millionario. 

DON JOAQUIN. ,|,Quien era esa personilla graciosa? 

LUCITA. La hija del marques de Cilleros; 
la Condesita de La Liana. 

DON JOAQUIN. jOh, Lucita, es verdad! La condesita 
de la Liana... 
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LUCITA. ^No le gusta a usted? 

DON JOAQUIN, j Verdaderamente preciosa! (1017) 

When don Joaqufn does pay his visit to the home of the Marqu6s, he finds the 

Condesita as preciosa as he has imagined. And she, wisely, has maintained 

the suspense by keeping don Joaqufn waiting just a bit: 

DON JOAQUIN. Muchas gracias, sehorita. 
Es usted muy amable. 

CONDESITA. Y perdonen ustedes que 
haya entrado. He querido que 

no les fuera a ustedes a 
muy pesada la espera. (1022) 

However, in addition to this irrepressibility and refinment, Azorfn also observes 

in the models noted-and incorporates from them-a certain sexual 

suggestiveness very reminiscent of the Jazz Age. The Condesita has only one 

line but it is enough to suggest her worldliness extends beyond the parior of her 

father's palace. Note this bit of the conversation from the second act of Old 

Spain between the Condesita and don Joaquin at their first meeting: 

DON JOAQUIN. Por las mahanas voy un rato a las 
iglesias. Sobre todo, a las iglesias 
de monjas. 

CONDESITA ^Y por las tardes? jAh, perdon! 
jQue indescreta soy! (1022) 

The Condesita's remark is the equivalent of Clara Bow's wink to Frederic March 

in such films as Mantrap (1926) and Kid Boots (1926). However, it is the 

character of Lucita who best exhibits this silent film actress agressiveness. Prior 

to her meeting don Joaqufn, she makes some rather forward remarks and 
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observations about him. She clearly recognizes the attraction of don Joaqufn 

and her own feelings for him when she says to Doha Marcela in the first act: 

"...es un hombre que da gusto hablar con 61. jSabe mas cosas! (1013). But it 

goes further when Azorfn permits her to discuss an intimate detail of don 

Joaqufn's haberdashery: his underwear. Given Lucita's previous comments, 

the discovery of her handling his undergarments offers a suggestiveness that 

exceeds that of just doing the laundry. Lucita says: "Y, sin embargo, qu6 cosa 

tan rara! La ropa interior es finfsima, de lo mejor, de todo lujo." (1013). In 

Lucita we see not only a comic remark (making observances on someone's 

underclothes) but also the sexual awareness of women that was present on the 

silent screen in looks, actions and reactions. Lucita does get her opportunity to 

"wink" at don Joaqufn in person when she curiously inquires about his future 

whereabouts. But the suggestiveness not only lies in a young woman's inquiry 

as to where a young man may be found (note that it is in the street) but also her 

final remark about how far she thinks he should go. Observe the exchange from 

act one in Old Spain: 

DON JOAQUIN. Me marcho. 

LUCITA. c^e va usted a pasear por las calles? 

DON JOAQUIN. Me voy a Constantinopla, 
a la India, a Oceania... 

LUCITA. jPues no va usted poco lejos, don 
Joaqufn! (1018) 

This last comment of Lucita's is the epitomy of double entendre. She is clearly 

referring to don Joaquin's potential geographical exploits, but she is also 

exhibiting a desire for him to have more than just a fleeting interest in her. 

Azorfn imbued in Lucita what he must have been seeing on the silent screen: 
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a bouncy, sexually energetic young woman who gives the appearance that she 

might welcome a sexual invitation (even if she coyly never accepts it). 

We have come quite a way from Linda Glaze's cursory mentioning of 

Chaplin and alluding to a relationship between him and Mister Brown-a far cry 

from recognition and demonstration that the relationships between the silent 

cinema and the theatre of Azorfn are fairly considerable. Moreover, visual 

comedy has proven a reliable provider of comedy throughout time but 

especially in the silent movies. Azorin obviously made the connection between 

the style and characters that he was seeing on the screen and the comic 

delights that he turned out in his theatre. Once again, as was the case with 

vaudeville, Azorin never commented directly on a particular film that he saw 

which might have hinted at an association. That, as with vaudeville, is also 

immaterial. In the manner of true genius, he allowed the images on the screen 

to filter through his own creative consciousness and produce for the stage a 

unique product whose mimetic qualities are as remarkable as they are 

ingenious. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

OLD SPAIN : A COMEDY ANOMALY? 

Until this point, all discussion regarding comedy in the theatre of Azorfn 

has centered about his 1926 work Old Spain. None of Azorin's other dramatic 

works achieve the same kind of comedy status as Old Spain. This is not to say, 

however, that the balance of Azorfn's other plays should not be considered or 

examined for comedic elements. Azorfn's corpus of dramatic literature begins 

in 1901 with La Fuerza del Amor and terminates in 1942 with Farsa Docente. 

The years in between were fertile for Azorfn althuogh mostly in other genres 

until he returned to theatre in the mid-1920's. He produced Old Spain (1926); 

Brandy, mucho Brandy (1927); Comedia del Arte (1927); Lo invisible (1928); 

El Clamor (1928); Angelita (1930); Cervantes o La Casa Encantada (1931); 

and La Guerrilla (1936). He also wrote one other play, Judit, in 1926, but it was 

neither performed in public nor do any editions of the play exist. After a 

thorough reading of all the plays mentioned with the exception of Judit, 1 have 

identified three works which merit further discussion in terms of comedic 

aspects previously. Although none of the three approach the depth of comedic 

development that can be attributed to Old Spain., there are more than just a few 

isolated moments where Azorin as the veritable comic playwright permits 

himself to shine. The same comic criteriaused to illuminate the comedy in Old 

Spain will be employed to analyze the other three works, albeit with a caveat. 

Not all the parameters of comedy that were utilized regarding Old Spain prove 

equally applicable to the other works. This is neither a fault of the playwright nor 

a deficiency in the criteria. Rather, the plays themselves were not written 
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employing the same comedic materials and principles nor were they designed 

to exhibit the same comic parameters. 

Brandy, mucho Brandy was staged for the first time in Madrid on March 

17, 1927. Unlike its predecessor. Old Spain, this play was not well received. 

The theatre-going public of Madrid expressed their dislike roundly, amid loud 

protests and hostile shouting. As with several of Azorfn's works, the theatre-

going public at the time was not accustomed to seeing more challenging, less 

commercilaized works. Azorfn did attempt to imbue the work with a certain 

surrealistic atmosphere. The play exhibits the same seemingly conventional 

structure, as it is a work in three acts. Act One introduces us to the three 

members of the Rasura family and their situation. It seems the modest little 

family is on the brink of receiving an inheritance left to them by a wealthy uncle 

who has recently died in Calcutta. The family is informed of this by a young 

notary who is followed soon after by the uncle's chief clerk and executor of his 

estate. Three stipulations accompany the inheritance by which the family 

naturally agrees to abide. They must hang a portrait of the dead uncle in the 

dining room where the family takes all its meals. They must hold a dinner in his 

memory on the first November of the month and they must invite the notary and 

chief clerk to dine with them on that evening. To see that the conditions are 

fulfilled, the will's executor, Mr. Fog, will live with the family. What ensues, of 

course, is a love interest as well as much building of anticipation as the 

upcoming anniversary dinner for the deceased uncle draws nigh. The dinner 

takes place with no ill consequences. But, Laura, the daughter of the male 

protagonist, Don Cosme, believes the uncle did visit her in a dream. The plays 

ends with her contemplating the meanings of time and youth. 
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The first act contains most of the comic moments. Most of the second act 

consists of rather lengthy dialogues in which the staff confides to Mr. Fog their 

fears regarding the upcoming dinner. The third act deals predominately with 

the daughter, and her feelings regarding the young notary Rafael and the 

dream she had in which she believes Lorenzo, dead uncle, appeared to her. 

The comedy, then is in the first act and results mainly from repetition and fast-

moving dialogue. In terms of repetition, comparisons reveal that certain key 

words and phrases are repeated more times than in Old Spain. Recall, for 

example, the exchange in Old Spain between Mister Cicuendez and Doha 

Marcela in the first act. The repeated word in this instance is ninguna which 

was used six times in the course of the conversation. The first exchange we will 

examine repeats sefior the same number of times. However, in the second 

section of dialogue, the word tfo is mentioned eleven times. Indeed the hil.irity 

generatuu by repetition in some of the exchanges in Brandy, mucho Brandy 

may even exceed that of Old Spain. 

Note th-e first exchange between don Cosme, their maid Paula and don 

Cosme's wife, Dorotea. The comedy comes from the repstiticr. cf the vvcrd(c) 

s£ncr/3£f:or£2. .-.Ice, there is the ubiquitous one two-three set to the final break 

of the beat by Doha Dorotea. In addition, the punchline r^eno''e5 i? -ipiiv'prpd 

iiy ndiael as the final punctuation to the dialogue: 

DON COSME. No hables, Paula. Yo te voy a decir 
quien ha llamado. 

PAULA 6Que sabe el sehor? 

t-Ji-.J N COSME. Lo se; lo se. Ha llamado un caballero 
de edad, anciano... 

PAULA. No, sehor. 
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DON COSME. Vestido de negro. 

PAULA. No, sehor. 

DON COSME. Con cara seria, misteriosa. 

PAULA. No, sehor, no. 

DONA DOROTEA. Vamos, Cosme, no seas niho; deja 
que habla Paula. 

PAULA. Esta ahf un joven que desea ver a los sehores. 

DON COSME. <i,Un joven? jCataplum! Caigo de 
un quinto piso. 

DONA DOROTEA. Que pase ese joven... 

RAFAEL Sehores. (932) 

Two pages later, daughter Laura has been added to the conversational melee 

and the dialogue continues with the word tfo is repeated eleven times 

throughout the course of the comedic exchange. In no single scene of Old 

Spain is a single word repeated as many times as here in the first act 

ogBrandy, mucho Brandy: 

RAFAEL. 6Ustedes no teni'an un tio en Calcuta? 

LAURA. 6En Calcuta? 

DONA DOROTE.A. iUn tfo? 

RAFAEL. Sf, era el primo del padre de usted, 
Sehor Rasura. 

DON COSME. 6Pnmo de mi padre? 

DONA DOROTEA. iTuuntio? 

LAURA. 6Un tio en Calcuta? 

DON COSME Nocreo... 
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DONA DOROTEA A mi me parece que no. 

RAFAEL. Recuerdan ustedes bien; 
un sehor rico, millionario 

DON COSME <i,Qu§ dice usted? 

DONA DOROTEA. jAh, si, si, si, el tio de Calcuta? 

DON COSME. jYa lo creo; el tfo de Calcuta! 

LAURA. jQueridotio! 

DONA DOROTEA. Ac§rquese, acerquese usted 
a la Camilla; aqui estarci usted 
m^s calentito. 

RAFAEL. Despacio, despacio. ^Recuerdan 
ustedes si tenfan ese tfo en la India? 

LAURA. 6En Calcuta? 

DONA DOROTEA. ^Y dice usted que era millionario? 

RAFAEL. Sf, si; hombre inmensamente rico. 

LAURA. Papa, papa. jQue alegria! 

DON COSME. !Ah, mi querido tfo! 

LAURA. jEl tfo de Calcuta! 

DONA DOROTEA. jQue tio ...tan...tan querido! 
iQuiere usted tomar un 
refresco? (935) 

This exchange is an absolute delight. The well-meaning business-like 

approach of Rafael contrasted against the epiphanic realization of the Rasuras 

is pure genius. First, there is is the introduction of the word tfo and the fact that 

he resided in Calcutta. Naturally, there is the assumption that if one had any 

relatives In. such an exotic locale, one would be more than apt to remember. 
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However, this is not the case with the Rasuras. Rafael operates under notion of 

the play on words of tfo -tha as a form of slang it means "rascal" when applied 

to someone not related by blood. Don Cosme reacts as if the word tfo pertained 

to a con artist. All things being equal, much mirth exists at the expense of the 

departed relative. Doha Dorotea's follow up line of "^Tu un tfo?" adds to the 

absurdity, as it illustrates that she herself cannot truly make the connection. (Of 

course, she has never heard of him and so the humor grows.) Then, the idea of 

the uncle as a millionaire is introduced and the situation starts to develop comic 

layering. The audience sees that the realization of potential fortune is dawning 

in the minds of the Rasuras. Even if they do not remember the uncle, they will 

surely call him to mind now. In fact, in the course of three lines, he passes from 

a completely unknown entity to assuming the title of "querido tfo" Additionally, 

when Don Cosme understands that the uncle was "inmensamente rico" he too 

responds by saying "querido tfo" and another comic repitition occurs. However, 

it is Laura who caps the comedic sequence by announcing "El tio de Calcuta." 

This line is funny on two levels and, in fact, follows Bergson's principle of 

reciprocal interference whereby a series of events (or phrases in this instance) 

is capable of being interpretated in two entirely different meanings at the same 

time. On the one hand, there is the interpretation of that specific uncle about 

whom they are ?.!! exciaim.ln.g. !n addition, Laura conveys a certain deified or 

celebrity status much like saying "The Wild Man of Borneo." (Spanish 

aiiriipncpc wnuif), have urtderstood that he was an intenationally-known 

trickester.) 

Several pages later, Rafael is explaining the terms of the inheritance, 

and specifically, certain conditions that must be met. The word condicidn (like 

the words tfo and sefior before it) makes the exchange comedic thanks to the 
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number of times which the word is repeated. In this case, it is nine times: 

RAFAEL. ...Sin esa condici6n no podran 
ustedes goze de la herencia. 

DONA DOROTEA. Sehor Ochoa, estamos dispuestos 
a todo. 

LAURA. Sf, estamos dispuestos a todo. 

DONA DOROTEA. ^Una condici6n, Cosme? 

DON COSME. ^Una condici6n, Dorotea? 

LAURA. Papa, 6podremos cumplir esa condicion? 

RAFAEL. jQue duda cabe! No se alarman ustedes; 
he dicho que habfa una condicfon en el 
testamento; perdonen ustedes. Hay dos; 
sf, dos. 

LAURA. <i,Dos condiciones? 

DON COSME. iUnamas? 

DONA DOROTEA. ^Y sera terrible? 

RAFAEL. Insignificante. <i,Dos condiciones? 
Alguna mas hay; pero pequehas, nimias, 
desehables todas. jEh! Dos, tres condiciones. 

LAURA. ^Tres condiciones? (936) 

Again repetition paves the way for the comedy in this segment of dialogue. 

And, again Bergson's reciprocal interference series can be applied to the word 

una. When Doha Dorotea utters the word, it takes on the significance of the 

number one. However, when her husband Don Cosme says the very same 

word, the meaning becomes that of the indefinite article, "a". Azorin 

established in this small bit of dialogue that the female characters enumerate 
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the number amount of the conditions. After Doha Dorotea says "una condicion," 

it is her daughter Laura continues with the numerical sequence asking, "^Dos 

condiciones?" and subsequently "Tres condiciones?" In addition to this series, 

the women also echo the same line: "estamos dispuestos a todo" as well as the 

question "^podemos cumplirlas?" Another pattern of comedy develops here as 

we witness tfie wumen ^jiuviJiny liic Jiuii-iikc cuiiiedy with questions and 

sequential repetition. 

Just as the word tfo is repeated eleven times early in the first act, the 

word brandy appears eleven times as well. The comedy in this particular 

exchange comes both from the reiteration as well as another source. Let us 

examine those eleven citations: 

DONA DOROTEA. ^Quiere usted aigun cordial? 

LAURA. iUna traza de tila? 

DON COSME. iManzanilla? 

MISTER FOG. j Brandy, mucho brandy! 

DONA DOROTEA. ^Mucho brandy? 

LAURA. jQueraro! 

DON COSME. Ya lo ofs; mucho brandy. 

MISTER FOG |En Calcuta ser necesario 
mucho brandy! 

DONA DOROTEA ^Por que ser necesario 

mucho brandy en Calcuta? 

LAURA. ^Que es brandy, papa? 

MISTER FOG. jAo, brandy, mucho brandy! 
DON COSME. Oye: ^teneis por ahf un poco 

de brandy? 
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DONA DOROTEA. ^Est^s loco? 

LAURA. PapA, no s6 lo que es brandy. 

DONA DOROTEA. Yo creo, Cosme que 
debiamos preguntar ya a 
cuanto asciende la herencia. 

MISTER FOG. jAo, la herencia! Ye he cerrado 
los ojos delpobretfo. Yoie 
he acompahado al cementerio. 

DON COSME. i Brandy, mucho brandy! (940) 

In addition to the delightful repetition of the the English word brandy, several of 

Bergson's other principles of comedy apply in this section of dialogue. First, 

there is the inversion theory. Bergson said that when topsy-turvydom exists, we 

have comedy. When a role, for example has been inverted, a comic situation 

arises. Such is the case with the character of Mister Fog. Azorin tells us in one 

of his very few stage directions that Mister Fog is "En la caracterizacion y en el 

traje, el tipo del ingles tradicional...rigido y tetrico" (939). Given this description. 

It never occurred to the Rasura family that when offered a beverage. Mister Fog 

would accept nothing else put perhaps a cup of linden or camomile tea. 

Therefore the inversion is complete when such a stiff character demands such a 

potent libation. In keeping with the idea of brandy, the second Bergson theory 

comes into play. Bergson said that comedy is achieved when by transposing 

the natural expression of an idea into another key or when the solemn, for 

example, becomes the familiar. This is indeed what happens with the idea of 

brandy. As brandy is meant to be imbibed and savored in small amounts, a 

comic effect is achieved by transposing the idea of brandy into a drink of mass 

quantity. He wants to drink it like water. Azorin has equated the solemn libation 
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of brandy with something more mysterious and potent: whisky, for instance. 

Apparently the gloomy Mister Fog wants to drown his grief and sorrow over the 

death of his employer (the dead uncle) and the idea that he wishes to use 

brandy makes the siutation all the funnier. 

The last piece of comic dialogue in Brandy, mucho brandy takes place 

in the second act. It is a small bit between Mister Fog and Laura. The subject 

matter is weighty for Laura who seeks confirmation on what is true and what 

takes precedence in life. However, the comedy arises once again from the 

repetition of not only one but two works: verdad and yes. In addition, Azorfn is 

using the English language again to create humor. Obviously, Mister Fog, 

although an Englishman, can and does speak Spanish (we see that during the 

entire course of the play). Nevertheless, he permits him this particular linguistic 

"tic." While maintaining the British persona of Mister Fog, Azorfn writes his 

verbal response as cockney. Mister Fog catches himself and responds with the 

affirmative yes which is more befitting. Probably the most comical line in this 

whole set of exchanges is the almost throwaway last line of Mister Fog's. In his 

final line, comedy is created through transposition. The rather solemn tone that 

is created by his repeating "jMundo, mundo! jMiseria, Miseria!" is broken by the 

line ^No comemos es esta casa? Let's see exactly how this exchange works: 

LAURA. ...<(,Verdad que la vida 
es ilusion? 

MISTER FOG. jAo! "Yes!" 

LAURA, (i,Verdad que nada vale en el mundo 
como el primer impulse de! corazon? 

MISTER FOG. jAo! "Yes!" 
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LAURA. 6Verdad que todo es despreciable al 
lado de la vida generosa, espont^nea y libre? 

MISTER FOG. jAo! "Yes"! 

LAURA, (i,Verdad que debemos sacrificarlo 
todo a nuestro ideal? 

MISTER FOG. jAo! "Yes!" jEl ideal! iBrandy, mucho 
Brandy! 

LAURA. jQu6 contenta estoy, despu6s 
de haber habaldo con usted! 

MISTER FOG. jMundo, mundo! jMiseria, miseria! 
...6No comemos en esta casa? (956) 

Brandy, mucho Brandy was one of Azorfn's works that stirred much 

controversy. Azorin employed what many believe to be surrealistic elements in 

the work, particularly in the dream sequences. The attitude of both critics and 

audiences was not favorable. Lawrence LaJohn (1961) believed the reason for 

this was that Azorfn's plays were "pure theatre" (130) and that the effort that is 

and was required to understand them was not paid. One cannot argue with that 

rationale. But one can find fault with the fact that no attention was paid to some 

extremely comedic and humorous unfoldings within Brandy, mucho Brandy. 

Azorfn's Comedia del arte was first performed in November of 1927. 

According to LaJohn, the play was accepted very favorably (141). The work 

has a simple plot. Taking place over the course of a ten year span, we watch as 

Don Antonio Valdes, a former titan of the stage, b>ecomes blind and literally 

begins to become the character of Oedipus, a part he has been laboring over 

for many years. Towards the end of the play, various details in the life of 

Oedipus and Vald6s merge as the work ends with the death of Valdes. One 
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would not imagine that such a through-line would yield comedy, but there are 

indeed moments of humor. Azorfn allowed the characters to reflect the personal 

gravity he attributed to the real-life theatre personalities he knew and respected 

and permitted us to see the humor as well as the pathos of their situations. 

There are two comedic instances in this work. The first is between Vega, a poet 

and Pacita, an understudy and novice actress. In this section of dialogue, they 

are discussing the merits and virtues of a particular actor. The comedy once 

again resides in the reiteration of key words and the vaudevillian question-

answer pattern. But this section offers something more. There is comedy 

derived from a nursery rhyme patterning of ojos, manos and gestos. Pacita's 

responses in this exchange with Vega recall the enumeration of the old rhyme 

about Jack: "this is the cat that ate the rat that lived in the house that Jack built." 

Observe how the pattern, is like the children's rhyme scheme, developed the 

comedy from repitition and this layered building effect: 

VEGA. ...No esun actor mediocre. 

PACITA. Un actor eminente. 

VEGA. iUn actor mas grande que Maiquez? 

PACITA. jYalocreo! 

VEGA. ,i,Mas que Romea? 

PACITA. Mucho mas. 

VEGA. iMas que Calvo? 

PACITA. jQue duda cabe! 

VEGA. 6Mas grande que Vico? 

PACITA. Sf, don Jose, mas grande que Vico. 
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VEGA. <i,Y ese actor tiene una expresi6n en los ojos. 

PACITA. Sus ojos son inteligentes, expresivos, 
hermosos. Todo lo dice con los ojos... 

VEGA. <i,Y las manos de ese actor? 

PACITA. Las manos de ese actor son tan 
expresivas como los ojos... 

VEGA. ^Y el gesto de ese actor? 

PACITA. Y el gesto de ese actor es tan 
variado, tan rcipido, tan multiple, 
que las palabras son casi inutiles. 
El gesto, como los ojos, como las manos 
expresa todas las pasiones. (991) 

Comedia del arte also contains one final exchange whose comedy is 

based solely on the repitition of the word trabajar. The effect is that of a verbal 

dominos. The scene occurs in the second act and is between Pacita, the 

aspiring actress, don Antonio Valdes, and several other characters. 

VALDES. ...6Tu te alegras de que yo vuelva a pensar 
a pensar en el teatro y me entristezca por 
no poder trabajar? 

PACITA. Pero es que va usted a trabajar. 

VALDES. 6Trabajaryo? 

ONTANON. ^Trabajar Antonio? 

DONA MANOLITA. ^Trabajar don Antonio? 

PACITA Si, sf, trabajar; trabajar en una 
gran funcion que yo prepare. (1015-16) 
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What is truly delightful about the comedy in this exchange is that Azorfn has 

broadened the exchange to include other characters in the repetitive pattern. 

In this short dialogue, the word trabajar is repeated seven times. 

In 1931, Azorfn wrote another play that was never staged. LaJohn 

(1961) noted that even over thirty years ago very little criticism had been 

devoted to it. This continues to be the case at present. Although the work was 

never staged, it was published. The play is called Cervantes, o la casa 

encantada and reflects Azorfn's interest in dream states, time and eternity. It is 

the story of a poet, Victor Brenes who comes face to face with Cervantes in 

1605. Azorfn has created a character who believes he actually goes back in 

time to meet Cervantes, although he seems to have done this while delerious 

from a high fever. He recovers from this rather lengthy illness to discover that a 

play has been written about his experiences and he actually has another 

encounter with CePk̂ antes after another relapse of this illness. As unlikely as it 

may seem given the foregoing summation of the plot and circumstances, there 

is a bit of comedy in Cervantes o la casa encantada. The comedy resides in the 

dialogue between Cervantes and his niece, Constanza. Anthony Pasquariello 

in his 1959 article "The Dramatic Formula of Azorin" misses this point 

completely or deems it insignificant. Pasquariello believed that an "incoherent 

effect' (192) was achieved. More to the point is that Azorfn's writing as a result 

of being able to hear the dialogue now in the films that he might have been 

seeing. For example, being able to hear the Marx Brothers in Cocoanuts 

{^929) or Animal Crackers (1930)49 would make Pasquariello believe, 

certainly, that there was a certain incoherence about the dialogue. All Azorfn 

was doing was aping the slick cross talk he might have been able to hear at the 

49 Alan Eyies, The Marx Brothers: Their World of Comedy. New York: A.S. Barnes & Co. 1960. 
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movies. Although still somewhat vaudevillian in its style, the rhythm of this 

particular exchange reflects, I believe, the writing of a someone who has 

experienced sound on the screen. The dialgoue is from act three of 

Cervantes... 

CONSTANZA. Tfo. 

MIGUEL. Sobrina. 

CONSTANZA. Tfo. 

MIGUEL. Constancita. 

CONSTANZA. Tfo, que dice mi madre... 

MIGUEL. ^Que dice tu madre? 

CONSTANZA. Dice mi madre... 

MIGUEL. iQue dice tu madre Andrea? 

CONSTANZA. Dice mi madre... 

MIGUEL. Acaba de decir lo que dices que 
dice tu made. 

CONSTANZA. Dice mi madre que... 

MIGUEL. 6Qu6? 

CONSTANZA. Que... 

MIGUEL. ^Acabar^s? 

CONSTANZA. Tfo... 

MIGUEL. Sobrina... 

CONSTANZA. Tfo... 

MIGUEL Por cuarta, quinta o sexta o 
decimavez: sobrina. 
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CONSTANZA. Que dice mi madre... 

MIGUEL. 6Qu6 dice tu madre? 

CONSTANZA. 6Me permite usted que lo diga, tfo? 

MIGUEL. Te perdono lo que digas, sobrina. 

COSTANZA. <i,Se incomodar^ usted, tfo? 

MIGUEL. No me incomodar6, sobrina 

CONSTANZA. <|,De veras que no se incomodara, usted? 

MIGUEL. Lo que va a pasar es que voy 

a incomodarme por no incomodarme. 

CONSTANZA. Pues no se lo digo a usted, tfo. 

MIGUEL. Ya estoy incomodado. 

CONSTANZA. Pues desincomodose usted, tfo. 

MIGUEL. Ya estoy desincomodado. 

CONSTANZA. ^Tranquilo del todo, tio? 

MIGUEL. Tranquilo del todo. 

CONSTANZA. ^Se lo digo a usted? 

MIGUEL. Dfmelo. (1122-1123) 

Nowhere in any of Azorfn's plays {Old Spain included) does such a remarkable 

bit of comedic dialogue exist. There is that wonderful use of the word tfo in 

Brandy, mucho brandy when the Rasura family is desperately trying to recall 

their uncle in Calcutta, but this repetition differs a bit from the use of the word tfo 

as it appears in Brandy. There is a substantial amount of verbal cheek-tweaking 

and affectionate verbal shoving going on in Cervantes as well as a wonderful 
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buildup which just results in a teeth-gritting slow burn by Miguel himself. There 

is, of course, the repetition of various words: tfo; sobrina, madre. but no where 

else in the Azorfn corpus of theatrical works he becomes "inconvenienced by 

not becoming inconvenienced." Azorfn's wonderful transpositions here as well 

as the verbal reeling in and out is unparalleled. 

The years following the production of Old Spain were prolific ones for 

Azorfn as a playwright. Three plays in rapid succession followed: Brandy, 

mucho brandy; Comedia del arte and finally Cervantes o la casa encantada. 

None of these encompass as many comic situation as Old Spain, but Azorin 

continues to refine his comedic abilities as a comic playwright by providing 

audiences with, in some instances, more complicated, more sparkling and witty 

exchanges even if fewer per work. In Brandy, mucho brandy, Azorfn expands 

his character involvement in a comedic dialogue to encompass four individuals. 

And within that group of four, he is able to create further pair exchanges. In 

Comedia del arte, reiterative patterns scale new heights as they move beyond 

simple one or two word repetitions to include expanded descriptions which take 

on a comic life all their own. Finally, mCervantes o la casa encantada, Azonn 

gives the best comic dialogue to his favorite real-life author and allows him to 

navegate a syntactical channel of comic delight. Was Azorfn a comic anamoly? 

Obviously not. Azorfn's genius as a comic playwright continues to take on 

further dimensions and being a "one hit wonder" was certainly not one of them. 
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CHAPTER IX 

FARSA DOCENTE: THE LAST LAUGH 

The span of Azorfn's theatrical output is extensive in scope. It begins in 

1901 with a play based on seventeenth-century Spain {La fuerza del amor ) 

and finishes in 1942 with a heavenly premise gone awry in Farsa docente. The 

years leading up XoFarsa docente see Azorin treating a wide range of topics: 

magical rings, time travel and Jazz Age millionaires. I wondered whether the 

sixteen year difference between Old Spain and Farsa docente would have an 

effect on Azorfn as a comic playwright. Was his comedy different and, if so, 

how? Did the "talkies" then and their respective creators find their way into 

Azorfn's play sixteen years hence? Did Hawks and Capra for example have an 

effect? I think so. Azorfn's fervor and admiration for the cinema did not change, 

but certainly what he might have been seeing was radically different than the 

silent heroes of Sennet et al. Farsa docente is quite different in its approach to 

comedy, although some of the familiar comedy traits remain. 

Farsa docente had its premiere in Burgos in April of 1942. (This was 

when Spanish theatre was first beginning to revive after the Civil War-

censorship was ferocious, and many subjects were off-limits. Burgos, a 

provincial town, not a theatre center, was Franco's headquarters during much of 

the war, his first "capital.") The play opens in heaven (or the Elysian Fields) 

where Senen Moreda, Pedro Covisa, Carmen Barandiaran and Pepita Falcon 

are petitioning the "Administrator" to permit them to return to Earth. Their 

request is granted, subject to several conditions. The "uartet must return to 

Earth with original sin in their souls, they each must accept a brand new 
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profession and they must agree to keep secret the situation to which they are 

privy. Their professions in their previous lives and those to which they are now 

assigned are vastly different and are met with disapproval by some. Pedro 

served the rich and famous as a world-class tailor and now he becomes a 

waiter. Carmen, formerly a cook, returns as a Duchess; Sen6n who had been 

drummer in a band becomes a banker and Pepita, a former medical school 

student is now a famous dancer. The second act takes place in a hotel where 

we witness the various eccentric happenings of the clientele: a duchess who 

shows interest in culinary arts; a banker who drums at all hours; a dancer who 

cures peoples' ills and a waiter who cannot help measuring men for suits. 

Eventually, two theatrical impresarios arrive wishing to convince Pedro the 

banker to invest in the construction of a new theatre and Pepita the dancer to 

perform there. However, the impresarios lose all of Pedro's intended support 

when they make unkind comments about an idiot who plays a drum. The third 

act takes place ten years later and all the original characters are absent save for 

Pedro, who has built quite a fortune in his role of a. wealthy han.̂ e''/!nvestor 

However, he has never forgotten his humble roots as a tailor and employs 

several women to work on suits which he fashions for every wretch who seeks 

his help. 

I could not help but notice some striking similarities between this last play 

of Azorin's and several which had preceeded it. Azorfn seemed to have some 

favorite motifs. For example, after the characters of Farsa docente leave the 

Elysian Fields, they assemble at a hotel, run by a husband and wife. Azorin 

initially situated Old Spain in the boarding house of Doha Marcela her 

daughter Lucita. Both sets of innkeepers bemoan the eccentric behavior and 

are mystified by the strange and wonderous antics of their guests. Don Joaquin 
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arrives in Nebreda intending to live in relative obscurity and keep his 

multimillionaire status under wraps. The four main characters in Farsa docente 

share a similiar mission and they, unlike don Joaqufn, manage to retain their 

secret. In addition, Azorfn seems to enjoy exploiting the comic potential of 

circumstances involving conditions and caveats. In Brandy, mucho brandy, the 

Rasura family must fulfill several conditions in order to meet the criteria for their 

uncle Lorenzo's inheritance. In Farsa docente, the heavenly administrator 

demands several conditions of the quartet as well. However, while Mister Fog 

resides with the Rasura's to ensure the conditions are met, Covisa and friends' 

caveats are handled in a much more celestial manner. Finally, Azonn would 

have always wanted towork in an element of the theatre business in his plays. 

He accomplishes it in a metatheatrical fashion in the prologue of Old Spain 

where he literally puts Mister Brown and an actor on the bare stage and has 

them conduct their business. In Comedia del arte, the plot of the play itself has 

to do with the careers of actors. In Angelita (a play lacking in comedic elements 

and hence not considered in this work), the title character is married at one 

point to a theatre director. Finally, in Farsa docente, there is the act two arrival 

of a pair impresarios, Pedro and Paco in addition to Pepita, the celebrated 

dancer. 

As many similiarities as it offers to several of Azorin's other works, his last 

theatrical attempt also differs from his previous offerings. While the dialogue is 

snappy, it lacks the straight man and comic patter exchanges so prevalent in 

Old Spain. The dialogues have no nonsensical remarks about nieces' combs 

and uncles' white jackets, for example, as they do in Old Spain. Noticeably 

absent as well is the repetition of which Azorin was so fond. There are no 

words or phrases repeated numerous times. And the women are neither 
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dreamy young creatures nor royalty. An intriguing question arises: Did the 

sixteen-year lapse itself affect Azorfn's comedy writing? Farsa docente 

noticeably differs its comedic style from the previous body of Azorin's comic 

writings. But it shares a common thread with these previous works in that 

Azorfn seems once again to echo changes in what the silver screen had to offer. 

As evident as it was that Old Spain resembled vaudeville, it also is evident that 

Farsa docente resembles what Ben Hecht and Charlie McArthur and Robert 

Riskin were penning for the cameras of Frank Capra and Howard Hawks, 

George Cukor, Preston Sturges and George Stevens. One conclusion that can 

be drawn is that Azorfn was incorporating elements of the comedies that 

Hollywood was producing, most notably what was called the "screwball 

comedy." 

After the Depression, Hollywood saw the development of what is known 

as the "screwball comedy." Post-depression audiences enjoyed tremendously 

these comedies that reassured them that the fithy rich were, after aJI, just folks. 

Money didn't necesarlly buy happiness. It did, however, generate some 

interesting social complications. The era of the screwball comedies began 

roughly around 1934 with two critically sucessful turns: Twentieth Century and 

It Happened One Night. Screwball comedies were a culimination of a type of 

screen comedy popularized during the early sound era: they were fast-paced, 

witty comedies of manners. Gone were the vaudevillian-influenced comedies of 

iho ciiontc apH in their niace Hollvwood introduced a new comic tradition. 

Thomas Schatz in Hollywood Genres, Formulas. Filmmaking and the Studio 

System (1981 )5o manages to encapsulate quite well the several chacteristics 

50 Thomas Schatz, Hollywood Genres, Formulas. Filmmaking and the Studio System. 
Philadelphia: Temple U P, 1981. Schatz's book was excellent for synthesizing the Post-
Depression era in Hollywood. All further citations refer to this source. 
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of the genre of the screwball comedy. He notices that screwball comedies are 

set in civilized space and trace the integration of the central characters into the 

community. The hero is generally a romantic couple or a collective, e.g., a 

family (34). Additionally, there are several other characteristics. Frank Capra, 

one of the best screwball comedy directors of the era, also injected a sense of 

populism and middle-class ideology into the frantic worid of the idle rich. 

Moreover, a sense of sexual confrontation appears and woman are portrayed 

more often than not as witty, self reliant and assertive. In addtion, there is a 

sense of individual self-assertion as well as direct and honest human 

Interaction. The screwb?.!! comedy !ent consideration to the reconciling of class 

differences as well as introducing what Thomas Schatz calls "homespun 

aristocrats" (157). Does Farsa docente contain these elements? Absolutely. 

The play begins in the most metaphorically and literally "upper" crust, 

civilized space: heaven, los Campos Elfseos. The heavenly administrator 

describes the conditions in heaven as those which could just as easily be 

ascribed to life among wealthy blue bloods: "Estaban ustedes aquf tranquilos; 

vivan felloes,...en el Campos Elfseos, cuando se entra en ellos, se acaba todo; 

todo es pureza..." (591- 593). Heaven, it seems, is a very civilized, wonderful 

place. The administrator conceals nothing when he explains what it is like on 

Earth; land of the masses: "...ese planeta devastado por las guerras, por las 

explotaciones inhum.anas.. este lu'̂ ar de deliclas...'Miserable es'̂ ecie humana 

vil, hipocrita y cobarde! (592-593). As Thomas Schatz (1981) remarked that 

just as in the screwball comedies where the milieu of these upper crust 

comedies is one whose values are worids away from the popular masses (151); 

similarly, we sense that life in heaven is vastly different and infinitely superior to 

the world below. In fact, the heavenly administrator remarks that the four are 
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"perfectos idiotas" (591) for wanting to return to such a totally disagreeable 

place. This fulfills one tenent of the screwball comedy: money cannot buy 

happiness. In this case, paradise takes the place of currency and our four 

characters find themselves bored and perhaps a bit weary of the whole scene: 

COVISA. ^Estaba usted cansada de estar aquf? 

CARMEN. Tanto como cansada , no; pero 
si he de decirle a usted la verdad... 

PEPITA. Pues yo sf que deseaba marcharme 
a la Tierra. 

SENEN. jDejar los Campos Elfseos! jQu6 
horror! 

PEPIT.A. i,Lo dice usted en broma? 

SENEN. Naturalmente; esto es hermoso, 
pero un poquitfn pesado. (585) 

This passage is noteworthy for another critical reason: it introduces sarcasm. 

Were we to see this play in performance, no doubt the character of Senen 

would have rolled his eyes in mock sarcastic horror on the line about Campos 

Elfseos. This may seem to be a rather trivial point in the overall panorama of 

comedies, but it is an element that has not appeared in Azorin's plays as an 

element of comedy up until this point. It is, however, a key ingredient of the 

screwball comedies. 

Another element that Azorfn's final play shares with screwball comedies 

Is direct and honest human interaction as well as individual self-assertion. The 

play opens with voices clamoring for their appointment with ttie adm.inistrator. 

Note the demanding tone of the voices as the curtain rises on act one: 

VOCES. Es la hora; no podemos esperar mas. 
jEscandaloso, abusive! 
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OFICIAL. jPero si es que no ha venido aun 
el administrador! 

VOCES. jQue zurzan el administrador! 

OFICIAL. iEso nose lodir^n ustedes 
cuando est6 aquf! 

VOCES. Cuando est§ aquf y est6 donde est6. 
iIntolerable, insufrible! (583) 

These are people who are not afraid to suffer the consequences of their actions 

as well as demand what they feel is rightfully theirs. In the ensuing years 

between Old Spain and Farsa docente, Azorfn lived thrugh the civil unrest and 

terrorism preceding the outbreak of the Civil War, lived in exile and returned to 

find his homeland devasted. Not funny. He likewise bequeathed his characters 

certain specific traits of what he was surely seeing at the movies: films which 

lampooned the dignified and complacent. These are films which were all 

imbued with what David Robinson (1981) called "terrific energy" (193). 

Conflict is a central ingredient in screwball comedies and Azorfn 

evidences this in Farsa docente more obviously than ever before. In some of 

the com.edles, the conflict is embodied in a generational manner. For example, 

a powerful, crusty but ultimately benevolent father figure is pitted against his 

somewhat spoiled heirs. !n the case of Farsa docente, the four characters 

seeking return passage te Earth are neither children nor are they spoiled in the 

true sense of the word. But, Azorin has retained that generational gap between 

the administrator and the four which causes them te band them together almost 

as siblings as they respond te the tauntings, orders and remarks put forth by the 

administrator. Note how the administrator takes en a rather paternal tone with 

the four. .And a!so note how the four do become somewhat adelescently 
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indignant, a repetitive pattern which occurs several times during the course of 

the first act: 

ADMINISTRADOR. Pero, tqu^ gritos eran esos? 
Pero 6qu6 esccindolo era este? 

COVISA. Insufrible! 

SENEN. jlntolerable! 

PEPITA. j Estar aquf una hora! 

CARMEN. jEste esindecente! 

ADMINISTRADOR. <i,Es que quieren ustedes que 
las eche a la calle? 

TODOS. Esoqueremos. 

ADMINISTRADOR. No, a la calle no van ustedes; 
si continuan gritando, no les 

doy les pasaportes. (589-591) 

Observe how parentally the administrator holds the passports ever the four as 

collateral. He speaks to them as if threatening they would go te bed without 

their supper if they did net behave. In the following line, the administrator 

continues te pull no parental punches: 

ADMINISTRATOR. Sientense...He dicho que se sienten. 

CARMEN. jQue seco es este hombre! 

PEPITA. Ni siquiera dice hagan el favor. 

CARMEN. Ni tengan la bendad. 

SENEN. jQuegrosero! (590) 

When the administrator chooses Covisa as the first te be dispatched, it causes 

an uproar, especially among the women and once again the adm.inistrator has 
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to wield the gavel of his parental authority: 

CARMEN. Y 6Por qu§ no a nesotras? 

PEPITA. Las seheras, las primeras. 

ADMINISTRADOR. jA callar! ^Ne pueden 
ustedes tener paz ni en les Campos 
Elfseos? Son ustedes 
incorregibles. (591) 

The admonishing continues: 

ADMINISTRADOR. ...Son ustedes unos botarates, 
unes verdaderes botates; 
...Son ustedes perfectos idiotas. 

COVISA. Sehor administrador... 

SENEN. Ese lenguaje... 

PEPITA. jQue brute! 

CARMEN. Cempletamente animal. 

ADMINISTRADOR. No me importa nada lo 
que digan ustdes; es come 
si lloviera. ^Que caso voy 
a hacer yo de unos entes 
que no tienen sentido 
de las cosas? Ni dignidad 
tampoco... (592) 

In keeping with this screwball comedy conflict of bridging the generation gap, 

Thomas Schatz (1981) affirms that screwball comedies reinforced the 

"necessity of a socioeconomic serriority system" (156). No where is that 

clearer than in the administrator's speech concerning authority, the ultimate 

symbol of socioeconomic seniority and the chief bugaboo of insouciant youth: 

ADMINISTRADOR. ...todos protestan contra la 
autoridad...todo lo que tienen 
ustedes en el mundo es autoridad... 
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COVISA. jYo no he visto otra cosa igual! 

SENEN. jTotalmente barbaro! (592) 

Generational seniority conflicts were not the only conflicts incorporated 

into the screwball comedy as well as the final work of Azorfn. Sexual 

confrontation was also an issue. Heroes and heroines in screwnball comedies 

mocked and played with each other. It Happened One Night {\93A) \s 

probably the best example of this, but so is My Man Godfrey (1936) as well 

asThe Awful Truth (1937). Women were no longer creatures of mystery or 

menace. No where else in his plays does Azorfn permit himself to indulge in 

this inter-gender recognition as in this scene from Act two where Carmen, now 

the duchess, finds herself being approached rather brazenly by Pepe, the 

theatre impresario. The double entendres fly fast and furiously. Note Pepe's 

lines about liking fresh and lovely meat: "...si las carnes son frescas y 

hermosas...como e\stas que estoy viendo" (609). The issue of sexual contact 

affirmed Schatz (1981) provides a context for verbal puns (162) like these. In 

fact, this exchange reminded me of a particular bit of dialogue between Cary 

Grant and Katherine Hepburn in Howard Hawks's 1938 film Bringing Up Baby. 

In Grant's timid scholar character's endless search for a missing bone, the 

sexual pun is as obvious as Azorfn's: "Where's my intercostal clavicle? "Your 

what?" "My intercostal clavicle-my bone. It's rare. It's precious." The tone is 

evidently suggestive both in Bringing Up Baby as well as in Azorfn. In addition. 

Carmen is also the epitome of the screwball comedy heroine: assertive and 

self-reliant. 

CARMEN. ^Decfa usted algo, sehor? 

PEPE. Que me entusiasma a mf 
mucho tambien el arte de la cocina. 

CARMEN. El arte culinario. 
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PEPE. Sf, el arte culinario. 

CARMEN. ^Y a mf me cuenta usted? 

PEPE. Pues la quien se lo voy a contar? 

CARMEN. jCuenteselo usted a su cocinera! 

PEPE. Y a otra cocinera, ^f^o se lo puedo contar? 

CARMEN. Si esa cocinera se lo permite, puede usted contarselo 
tambien. 

PEPE. ^Y podrfa decirie que yo prefiero las buenas carnes? 

CARMEN. Puede usted preferir las carnes los pescados. 

PEPE. <i,Y si las carnes son frescas y hermosas? 

CARMEN. Eso, alia usted. 

PEPE. ^Y si las carnes fueran como estas que estoy viendo? 

CARMEN, (jy si yo, cansada ya de tanto palique, le pusiera 
usted en la puerta? 

PEPE. ,j,Tan altiva es usted? 

CARMEN ^Tan impertinente es usted? 

PEPE. No crefa yo que una cocinera 
tuviera ese puntillo de honfira. 

CARMEN. La dama que esta hablando con 
usted es eso: una dama. 

PEPE. ^Una dama de mahana o de tarde? 

CARMEN. Una dama que le va a dar a usted, 
con ser dama y todo, un sartenazo. 

PEPE. Me lo dejarfa yo dar gusto. 
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CARMEN. La dama con quien esta usted 
hablando es una duquesa. 

PEPE. jAnda, ahora salimos con eso! 

CARMEN. Caballero, es usted un sandio. 

PEPE. Duquesa, es usted muy hermosa... (608-609) 

Several lines ahead, we see that Azorfn, the playwright who never believed in 

giving stage directions, firmly plants them for Pepe: "abrazarlHace ademan de 

abrazaria" (610). Thomas Schatz succintly describes that what happens 

between Carmen and Pepe is classic screwball comedy romance: 

The appeal of the screwball couple was only incidentally 
related to their...embrace. The on-going, dynamic battle of the sexes 
between a man and a woman of relatively equal wit, grace and sexual 
magnetism who sustain a delicately balanced rapport of mutual attraction 
and antagonism is really what holds the audience's attention. (162) 

Another central element of the screwball comedy is the reconciling of 

class differences. Hollywood evidenced this in two ways: by having an upper 

crust character (Claudette Colbert) form an alliance out of necessity with a 

streetwise, savvy character (Clark Gable). The film is called It Happened One 

Night (1936) and it is considered to be the prototype of the screwball comedy. 

However, there are several occasions where the reverse occurs: a small town 

middle American undergoes an identity change which casts him into the worid 

of the rich and he is unable to renounce the values of his small-town 

upbringing, experiences and value structure. The films that that best exemplify 

this is a trio of films directed by Frank Capra: Meet John Doe (1942), Mster 

Smith Goes to Washington (1941) and Mister Deeds Goes to Town (1937). 

Azorfn fairiy replicated the latter in his Farsa docente, specifically in the third act 

and in the character of Covisa. 
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However, all four characters are unable to disengage themselves from their 

own original value systems as exemplified by their original professions. 

All four characters of Farsa docente return to Earth with different 

professions from the ones they held in their previous lives. With one exception 

(at least at the outset), the characters assume roles which are socially elevated 

beyond their previous incarnation. However, regardless of their newly elevated 

stations, they are unable to divorce themselves from using the talents and 

abilities of their previous existences. They are what Schatz (1981) calls 

homespun aristocrats (157). Like Mr. Deeds, they are unable to assimilate 

properiy into their new enviornment. Although currently functioning in roles 

which require that they function in a somewhat elevated status, they cannot 

help but want to retain their former sensibilities and sensitivities, as is 

particularly evident in the case of Senen, the drummer turned banker. He is 

unable to mask his disgust at the reaction of Pepe and Paco as the sound of a 

drum interrupts their meeting to discuss Senen's financial backing for their new 

project: 

PACO. ^Le pasa a usted algo, sehor Moreda? 

SENEN. Nada; no es nada. Decfa...Ya no 
recuerdo donde estabamos... 
jNosetocaasf! jNose puede 
tocar asf el tambor! 

PACO. Dejelos usted, sehor Moreda. 

PEPE. No haga usted caso, don Senen. 

SENEN. j Eso no puede serf jAsf no es! 

PACO. Dejelo usted, Sera el idiota que 
ha estado toda la mahana 
fastidfandome a mf con un tambor. 
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SENEN. Qiga usted, sehor Trillo: cuando 
una persona dedica su actividad 
a una rama del arte, por modesta 
que sea, no es un idiota.... 
Los idiotas son los que no saben 
comprender los encantos del 
tambor...El tambor es un 
instrumento tan melodioso 
como lo sea otro cualquiera... 
Y para que no lo duden ustedes, 
van a verio practicamente. (619-620) 

Senen's sensibilties are irrevocably linked with his first life: that of a drummer in 

a band. Because of this and Pepe and Pace's insensitivities, any hope they 

had of obtaining financial support from Senen is dashed. 

Carmen Baradiaran was a cook from Bilbao in her previous existence. 

And although she is now a duchess, her newly elevated status and the financial 

awards that accompany it appear somewhat immaterial to Carmen. She 

requests an electric stove be installed in her quarters so she can still cook: 

BIBIANA ...creo que la installacion de la cocina 
electrica en el cuarto de la sehora 
duquesa habra quedado a gusto 
de la sehora duquesa. 

CARMEN. Funciona perfectamente. 

BIBIANA. Pero no sabe la sehora duquesa 
lo que ha costado; no habfa 
obreros en el pueble que 
supieron instalaria; ha sido 
precioso traer un tecnico de fuera, 
y la sehora duquesa sabe lo q ue 

cuestan los tecnicos. 

CARMEN. Sf, Bibiana, lo se. 

BIBIANA. Cuestan mucho los tecnicos; 
cobran grandes sueldos. Y este 
que hemes trafdo... 
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CARMEN. Bueno, que me pasen la 
cuenta; ya pagare lo que sea. (607) 

She cannot reconcile her original class staus: she continues to think and react 

as a cook and so she insists on giving cooking lessons to the innkeeper: 

CARMEN. Ahora, vamos a continuar la 
leccion anoche. Azucar, 
cincuenta gramos; harina cien gramos. 

BIBIANA. Perdone la sehora duquesa; de 
harina seben ser sesenta gramos, y 
de azucar, setenta. 

CARMEN. <i,Esta usted segura, Bibiana, 
de que de azucar son setenta 
y de harina sesenta? 

BIBIANA. Asf lo dice el libro que tengo yo. 

CARMEN. Estara equivocadc.y despues, 
esto de los gramos que se estila 
ahora. Es una confusfon... ( 607-608) 

Like Senen, Carmen is unmistakably linked to her previous life. In order to 

reconcile the class struggle within, she continues to co-exist with her former 

profession. 

Pepita Falcon, erstwhile medical student turned famous dancer, 

similarily cannot relinquish her hold on her pasL She is the only one of the four 

who actually verbalizes the indomitable urge she feels about this connection to 

her past. She desperately wants to assist in a birth that is taking place at the 

hotel: 

PEPITA. jCamarero! j La sehora del siete! 
,i,D6nde esta la sehora del siete? 
^De parte? jY yo no estoy allf! Eso 
no puede ser. siente un impulse 
irrestible. jCamarero! jLa sehora 
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del siete!...yo debo estar con esa 
sehora que esta dando luz en 
el cuarto numero siete... (615) 

None of the other characters undergo as much a transformation as 

Pedro Covisa, the tailor turned waiter. In fact, the third act of Farsa docente 

deals strictly with Covisa and his family and the path he has chosen to follow. 

As the first-prize winner in a lottery, Covisa becomes a wealthy investor but still 

is unable to divorce himself from his original purpose in life: that of a tailor. The 

third act opens with two of Covisa's workers. We discover that not only does he 

run his investment business, but he also maintains a tailor shop: 

CLEMENCIA. ^No es banquero? 

NEMESIO. jSastre! sastre! 

CLEMENCIA. <i,C6mo sastre? 

NEMESIO. ^No ve usted esa mesa, 
su mesa de trabajo? Ahf paho, tijeras 
y metro y jaboncillo. 

CLEMENCIA. ^Y la casa de Banca? 

NEMESIO. Esa puerta es la Direccion del 
banco, y esta otra, la del obrador. 
El sehor es banquero y sastre... 
tiene la mania de cortar trajes. (622-623) 

Once again, the concept of an irrepressible force (as with Pepita, who called it 

an impulse) to Covisa whose desires are described as a mania. The genuine 

surprise in all of this is that Covisa makes his clothing for charity. Nemesio 

says in Act Three that "...el sehor les corta trajes y se los regala a todos los 

pobres que lo necesitan" (623). In addition, the people around him question 

his sanity, both behind his back and to his face. One of his workers, Nemesio 
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comments "que el sehor esta un poquillo chiflado" (622) while on in a more 

serious vein, Covisa's spouse Teresa wonders if he is sane: "...no se si estas 

loco or cuerdo" (627). The similarity of this plot scheme to one of the 1930's 

beloved scewball comedies is remarkable. 

Capra created a trilogy of comedies where the hero's traditional values 

and attitudes are at odds with a more urban, wealthy lifestyle. The most 

relevant film is the 1937 Capra classic: Mr. Deeds Goes to Town, wherein Gary 

Cooper plays a small-town tuba player, greeting card poet and volunteer 

fireman who inherits a fortune upon the death of an unknown relative. His 

wealth draws him to New York where he is unwittingly duped and victimized. 

During the course of the film he becomes so disenchanted with the trappings of 

wealth that he decides to give his twenty million to the Depression poor. 

Jealous relatives and disreputable attornies challenge his sanity. The film ends 

with Deed's sanity hearing, where a judge declares him to be in complete 

possesion of his faculties. Once again, Azorfn is fascinated by the idea of 

wealth-and not accumulated or earned wealth, either. Rather, he revels in the 

idea of wealth by association (don Joaqufn), inheritance (Don Cosme and the 

Rasura family), and chance (Pedro Covisa). Just as Mr. Deeds demolishes 

every bit of evidence brought against him in his sanity hearing with a 

combination of what Thomas Schatz (1981) calls " anti-intellectual folk wisdom 

and anti-capitalist sentiment", so does Pedro Covisa admit that being a tailor is 

worthy, good honest work. His wife, Teresa, is the capitalist element. She 

would be on Covisa's jury at his hearing. Her perception of sanity is one of 

checks and balances: 

TERESA. ...el arte de la sastrefa es bonito. 
Pero, ^como compaginario 
con las acciones tales y cuales, 

con los fondos, con las cuentas 
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corrientes, con los cheques... 
jComo que no hay cosa mas 
respetable que el dinero! (626) 

What Azorfn might have seen was that an exisiting capitalist system had no 

place or patience for a genuinely benevolent, humane millionaire. However, he 

was unable to explore the ramifications of class reconcilation with don Joaqufn 

and don Cosme as he does with Pedro Covisa. The explanation for that lack of 

investigation is evident: he had to wait to become exposed to the new film 

genre of the screwball comedy. 

Did sixteen years bring about a change in the comic playwrighting of 

Azorfn? Yes and no. What did not change was that Azorfn was continued to 

write comic material, or resumed it years later. The situation in Farsa docente 

proves equally as humorous and inventive as his previous works. To a certain 

degree, the work proves even more comic in that particular sub-genre's 

sophisticated, tongue-in-cheek manner. However, Azorfn retained the ability to 

create comic characters, and characters who can be comical appear over the 

course of his playwrighting career. What did change was his comic style. Over 

time, Azorfn moved from that two-man comic banter of his 1926 work Old Spain 

to a much more witty and oftentimes off-hand, ir-onic humor. Mfster Brown and 

don Joaqufn were never sarcastic with each other nor with anyone else with 

whom they came in contact. Neither were the characters of Brandy, mucho 

Brandy or Comedia del Arte or finally Cervantes o la casa encantada . 

Interestingly enough, the humorous barbs exhibited in Farsa docente were 

also often directed at authority and politicians. In Azorfn's previous works, he 

did not take jabs or comic license with those in charge. In Farsa docente, the 

jabs are several and are given to the female characters to deliver. Observe 

Pepita on three different occasions in act one: 
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SENEN. No le extrahe a usted la 
conducta del adminstrador. 

PEPITA. Todos los admistradores son lo mismo... 

COVISA. jBuenos Campos! Yo cree 
que el administrador se esta 
lucrando con algo. 

PEPITA. Como todos los administradores... 
CARMEN. Para que quitara este admistrador y pusiera 

otro. 

SENEN. Otro que fuera mas puntual. 

COVISA. Que tuviera mas trato de gentes. 

PEPITA. Todos son lo mismo. (587) 

In the Second act, it is Carmen who get the opportunity to deride politicians: 

CARMEN. Pues este no dice eso. 

BIBIANA. Estara equivocado. 

CARMEN. Estos libros de cocina son 
como las declaraciones de 
los polfticos: varfan a cada 
memento. Unas veces son 

una cosa, y otras veces otra. ( 608) 

Azorfn's comic playwrighting career ended on an up note. Apparently, 

the play was so well received according to LaJohn (1961)-that Azorfn was 

encouraged to return to the theatre (196). He did not. It is lamentable that 

Lawrence LaJohn (1961) could say nothing more positive about the work than 

his 1961 comment "Farsa docente differs from the author's other plays in one 

important respect. In Act II there is much more physical action than in any other 

plays. In order to portray the principal characters' eccentricities, he has utilized 

rapid entrances and exits..." (196). Farsa docente does much more than that. 
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It shows the growth and progression of a comic playwrighting style that only 

became more witty, inventive and sophisticated with the years. Reflecting the 

social complexities in comedy that he witnessed on the screen, Azorfn 

introduced to the Spanish stage those conflicts and complexities that were not 

merely absent in his eariier works, but from the offerings of his contemporaries 

and then long afterward. 
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CHAPTER X 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Jose Martinez Ruiz (Azorfn) was one of the leading figures of the 

Generation of 1898. He was also a major author of the twentieth century. 

Azorfn entered the canon as a novelist, critic, essayist and even a journalist. 

However, what many scholars overtook is that Azorfn was also a gifted 

playwright. His playwrighting career began in 1901 with La fuerza del amor 

and concluded in 1942 with his play Farsa docente. The majority of his 

theatrical output was produced between the years 1926-1936. In addition to his 

play Old Spain (1926), Azorfn also wrote Brandy, mucho brandy (1927); 

Comedia del arte (1927); Lo invisible (1928) El Clamor, a colloboration with 

Munoz Seca (1928); Angelita (1930); Cervantes o la casa encantada (1931); 

and La guerrilla (1936). Azorfn also wrote a play entitled Judit (1926) which 

was never performed and which apparently remains unpublished. In spite of 

this respectable number of plays, suprisingly little attention has been devoted 

to Azorfn as a playwright. When his work has been discussed, it has usually 

been from the perspective of whether or not Azorfn was writing surrealistic 

plays. Conspicuously lacking in the scholarship of the plays of Azorfn is the 

perception that Azorfn was a writer of comedy. Azorfn produced some very 

funny work for the stage. The investigation completed allows me to affirm 

without reservation that Azorfn was a comic playwright. The purpose of this 

work was to show which of his plays are comic, how they are funny and some 

influences and sources of the comic that may have found their way into his 

work, thereby responding to a near-total critical silence. 
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I went about demonstrating my argument in a number of different ways. 

My survey of what has been written about Azorfn in general and specifically 

what has been said about his theatre revealed that, with the exception of one 

text written by Lawrence Anthony LaJohn close to forty years ago, very few have 

devoted any intensive discussion to Azorfn as a playwright. LaJohn himself 

made no remarkable observations in his book Azorin and the Spanish Stage 

(1961). His discussion of the plays themselves are mainly plot summaries with 

no mention of Azorfn as having created any comedy. Anthony M. Pasquariello 

made some observations about the dialogue in Azorfn's work in his article The 

Dramatic Formula of Azorfn (1959) but nowhere in the article does he mention 

that Azorfn could be considered a comic playwright. Various other articles treat 

Azorfn's theatre, but with an eye to either proving or disaproving whether Azorfn 

could have been considered a surrealist. Additionally, no other dissertations 

have dealt only with Azorfn and his theatre. Lucile C. Chariebois incorporated 

him in her dissertation as part of the" Generation of 1898, but she makes no 

mention of some of his theatre being comical. 

After reviewing the state of present criticism and scholarship, I examined 

the debate on Azorfn's surrealism. Since it is the only issue of interest to 

multiple critics dealing with his theatre, I examined how several critics who 

affirmed Azorfn as a surrealist and then others who hold he is not. In addition, 

this study analyzed aspects of surrealism that can be identified in the works 

investigated in this dissertation, identifying numerous other aspects that indicate 

that limiting discussion of Azorfn's theatre to the question of surrealism does not 

tell the full story. 

The idea of Azorfn as a comic playwright revealed itself to be unique both 

in terms of scholarship as well as in relation to his contemeporaries' output. 
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However, providing a gauge by which to determine just how comic Azorfn's 

playwrighting was seemed equally as important. The was accomplished by 

extracting from Azorfn's own body of criticism what he himself considered 

comic. For Azorfn, the paradigm of comic genius was Moliere. Azorfn applied 

an equation to Moliere's work which sequentially plots how a comedy should 

proceed, i.e., an alternating of comic and sentimental acts. I applied this 

equation to Old Spain to examine if and how Azorfn fared in light of his own 

formulaic comic theories. 

After investigating whetherO/cf Spain met the criteria of comedy 

according to Azorfn, the next step was to hold Old Spain up against several 

diverse theories of comedy, both modern and contemporary. These theorists 

included Henri Bergson, Keith Johnstone and Walter Sorrell. Bergson explored 

the comic in terms of situation, word and character. Within each of these 

categories, he further defined his ideas through the discussion of such topics as 

repitition, inversion and reciprocal intereference of series. Johnstone 

dealt with the idea of comedy resulting from a change in status, e.g., the 

President of the United States tripping and falling on a banana peel. Johnstone 

(1979) affirmed that comedy is achieved according to the "see-saw principle" 

(39). Thus, comedy results when a change of status is reached. Finally, Sorrell 

discussed comedy in terms of buriesque, where humor is achieved through 

caricature, ridicule and distortion. The characters, dialogue and situations in 

Old Spain were examined and analyzed according to these theories. 

The very first element of Old Spain which caught my attention 

immediately was the dialogue between Mfster Brown and don Joaqufn in the 

first act, recalling acts of vaudeville. I laughed precisely because Azorfn 

seemed to pattern the exchange after a classic two-man vaudeville routine, an 
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impression confirmed by reading and examining actual American vaudeville 

routines to see if similiarities and patterns could be ascertained. Actual 

dialogue exchanges down to smaller sub-set beats within each two-man 

exchange to further define the comic elements and compared various 

exchanges in Old Spain to several different vaudeville rountines. 

Linda S. Glaze's article, which discussed surrealist elements in Azorfn's 

theatre and how it compared to film, devoted a sentence to the idea that the 

buriesque aspects of Mfster Brown were reminiscent of Chaplin's silent films. 

Glaze did not elaborate, but I pursued the topic and incorporated the silent film 

as a comic template for Azorfn's comedy. The work of Mack Sennett and his 

Keystone Kops, Chaplin, Harold Lloyd was explored together with the question 

of how the silent film presented comedy in terms of its female characters. I then 

examined the situations presented in several silent films with Old Spain to 

identify elements of the comic geniuses of the silent screen present in Azorfn's 

own work. 

Four additional titles were selected for examination of Azorfn as a comic 

playwright. The analyses incorporated many of the previously discussed 

hypotheses in order te decide if these works which followed on the heels of Old 

Spain contained comparable comic elements. The fourth choice, Farsa 

docente was addressed in its own chapter. 

My closing analysis of comedy in the theatre of Azorfn centers about 

Azorfn's final play, Farsa docente (1942). I examined this last piece against the 

template of the cinema once again, this time in terms of the cinema of sound. 

This final comedy of Azorfn's exhibited characteristics of the Hollywood 

screwball comedy. Using several of the films of Frank Capra as a background, 

Farsa docente was discussed and examined in light of the various components 
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of the screwball comedy: class distinctions, sexual confrontation, sarcasm, 

homespun aristocracy and generation gap conflicts. 

The results of the investigation substantiated my initial reaction: Azorfn is 

a comic playwright. His first attempt at comedy. Old Spain proved itself to be 

comic when held up against Azorfn's own idea of succesful comedy: the work 

of Moliere. Azorfn's own equation for explaining why a comedy of Moliere's 

works can be used equally well in deciding if and why Old Spain works as a 

comedy. Not only does the equation prove successful, but it illustrates quite 

succintly how the acts of Old Spain follow the farce-sentiment-farce series. 

Further investigation shows that Azorfn's comedy in Old Spain meets the 

criteria of Bergson, Johnstone and Sorrell, three theorists with three diverse 

ideas regarding the comic. Azorfn reflects Bergson in that he manifests his 

comedy through situation, words and characters. Azorfn conforms to 

Johnstone's theory in that his characters exhibit the critical comedic ingredient 

for Johnstone: a shift in status or the "see-saw principle." Finally, there is 

comedy present in Azorfn as envisioned by Walter Sorell: through caricature, 

ridicule and distortion. 

In addition, Azorfn's Old Spain manifests the comic ingredients present 

in the American vaudeville theatre. When actual vaudeville routines are 

analyzed line by line against the comic exchanges between some of the 

characters of Old Spain, mirror-images occur. For example, Azorfn's comedy 

builds upon the same patterns of repitition and rhythm. These patterns are the 

critical ingredients to the creation of the comedy and Azorfn's dialogues 

between Mfster Brown and don Joaqufn are indeed more than reminiscent of 

vaudeville: their comedy is vaudeville. 
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Since Azorfn was such a remarkable enthusiast of the cinema, it seemed 

only appropriate see what elements of the silent cinema comedy are manifested 

in Old Spain. Linda S. Glaze scratched the surface with her comment regarding 

a relationship between Chaplin and Mfster Brown. But the relationship 

extended far beyond Glaze's observation of the similarity of Mfster Brown 

having an English name. In Old Spain one finds the gyrations and gymnastics 

which were seme of Chaplin's signature routines in the actions of not only 

Mister Brown but don Joaqufn as well. Mack Sennett's silent films capture the 

true meaning of don Joaqufn's favorite word to describe his own behavior: 

extravagancia. Sennett's films embody frantic movement, irrational surprises 

and impossible nonsense quite like no the film maker before or since. In don 

Joaqufn, there is the prosperous optimism that Harold Lloyd's characterizations 

generated so well when he portrayed the American success ethic of "get up and 

get." Indeed, Lloyd even played the scion of a wealthy family who traveled the 

world in search of his lady love. Finally, the silent comedies did not neglect the 

female as a comic aspect. Just as Azorfn cleverly used the Condesita as well 

as Lucita for comedy, so did the silent films find the same type of sweetly 

aggressive bouncy charm of a Mabel Normand. 

Old Spain was not a comedy anomaly. In the years to follow, Azorfn was 

te write and stage several other plays, all of which contained many of the 

comedy templates uncovered in the examination of Old Spain. Brandy, mucho 

Brandy for example contained instances of repetition. In fact, the number of 

reiterations per word or phrase in Brandy, mucho Brandy exceeded those of 

any of the other plays. Bergson's theory of topsyturvydom is evident as well as 

his idea of reciprocal interference. In Comedia del arte as well as in Cervantes 

oria casa encantada, my investigation identified and analyzed the vaudeville 
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question-and-answer patterning as well as repetition of various words and 

phrases. Thus, the same yardsticks that were established early on and applied 

to Old Spain can also measure later works of Azorfn. Old Spain and Azorfn as 

a comedy playwright was not just a one time occurence. 

Azorfn's 1942 work Farsa docente as comic play was examined apart 

from the other plays, partially to determine if a sixteen-year span between Old 

Spain and Farsa docente would yield any effect on whether or not Azorfn 

maintained comedy in his works. If so, was there a perceptible difference in the 

comedy style of Old Spain and that of Farsa docente? If elements of vaudeville 

and silent film were detected in Old Spain , what could be seen sixteen years 

hence? Those sixteen years only served to refine Azorfn's comedy. Like the 

screwball comedies of Hollywood of the late thirties and early forties, Azorfn's 

late work also exhibited a much more witty, ironic humor than his previous 

attempts. Gone were the verbal antics of Mfster Brown and don Joaqufn and in 

their place was a more situational humor, a humor like that of the screwball 

comedy which reflected populism and a more middle class indentity. While the 

Condesita and Lucita in Old Spain were bouncy and coyly suggestive, the 

women of Farsa docente were more aware, self-reliant and witty. This often 

thrust them into the sexual confrontation foreground, but the comedy arose from 

their ability to verbally volley remarks in a poised and assured manner with the 

male characters. Azorfn also employed the use of sarcasm as well as political 

commentary to achieve humor, elements that were practically nonexistenent in 

his other comedies. 

The significance then of this work is manifold. The amount of scholarship 

devoted to the examination and discussion of Azorfn as a playwright is meager 

at best. Indicative works such as this serve to provide further depth and insight 
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into a insuffciently represented area of study. Additionally, nothing indicates 

that any discussion has previously demonstrated the comic playwrighting 

abilties of one of the foremost authors and critics of the twentieth century. It is 

hoped that this study will raise awareness of Azorfn as a noteworthy playwright 

and stimulate interest in performing his plays, thus keeping with Azorfn's credo: 

that reading is no substitute for performance. 
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